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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 2,

Sbbtvtisnnnu*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Hancock County
ELLSWORTH,

Commenced Business
Tiie

NEW ADVEKTISKM ENTS THIS WEEK.

Bank

Savings

OF

only Savings

Bank in

MAINE.

May I,

Ellsworth,

1873.
under the super-

vision of the Bank Examiner.
Has

paid sixty-four (04)

Deposits

municipal

semi-annual dividends.

in this bank are exempt from
taxation to depositors.
:

President,
WHITCOMB,
of

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., Lumber,

F. CARROLL

BURRILL,
Attorney-at-Law,

A. F.

mer

at

Brooksville,

his old

home,

was

N. B. COOLIDGE.

BURNHAM,

Attorney-at-Law,

CHAS. C. BURRILL, Treasurer.
CHAS- R. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.

bridge,

ning,

department superintendents
as follows:
Anti narcotics in schools,
Mrs. Nancy E. Beckwith; flower missions,
Mrs. Hattie Robbins; purity, Mrs. Eva E.
Moore; temporary press superintendent,
Miss Frances E. Fernald.
It is proposed
to organize soon a Loyal Legion and a Y
society as auxiliaries to the union. The
next meeting will be held at the Baptist
vestry to-morrow evening at 7.30.

F.

L.

square at 7 o’clock this evening. The new
engine.
couplings, which permit four streams from
Martin)I^ampson, for many years driver a hydrant, will be used, eight streams beSCHEDULE OF MAILS
of n public carriage in Ellsworth, died
ing thrown from tw'o hydrants. There
AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.
Sunday at the city farm, where he had will also be an exhibition of a fire-extinIn effect June <5, 1906.
been for only.'a few weeks. He was sixtyguisher. The newr hose wagons, w’hich arfive years of age.
MAILS RECEIVED.
rived last week, have been much admired
From West—*6.17 a ro, fl2.83, 4.20and *6.16p m.
E. G. Moore has purchased of E. F. at the
engine house. They are identical
From East—11.67 a m, 5.85 and 10.43 p m.
Redman the'house on State street at presin style and build, the only difference beMAIL CLOSES AT POST-OFFICB.
ent occupied by Henry M. Hall. He ing in the
lettering and the color of the
Going West— li^o a fn, §2 *8and*9pm.
expects to move into the house about the body. Eacb is equipped w'ith two lanterns,
Going East—**7 a m, ••3.45, *5 SO and §9 p m.
first of September.
an axe, crowbar, four nozzles, and carries
•Including Sundays,
t Dally, except Monday.
The seventy-five Ellsworth excursionists eighteen leather coats, with which the
§ Dally, except Snturdsy.
who went to Swan’s Island on the Percy hose companies have just been furnished.
••For points on Washington County R R only. V. last
Wednesday returned home de!Mt Desert Branch and Bar Harbor only.
JOKE COST A LIFE.
lighted with the sail, with Swan’s Island
I)r» F

A .1 A

A

Greene—Specialists.

and Swan’s Islanders.

battleship Texas

is

coaling

at La-

moine.

Curtis

R. Foster

the

victim

Brewer Boy Visiting at

of

a

O.

is able

TAPLEY,

W.

Miss Alice*Adams, of Newtonville, Mass.,
tlf spend her vacation, the month
of August.
Charles F. Jordan, of New York, is visiting his sister,jMrs. Thomas H. Campbell,

Ellsworth.

WHITING

is home

BROS.

in this

city.

CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, HATTING.

MEAT DEPARTMENT
We recognize the fact that if there is one thing people are particular about, it is the sweetness and cleanliness of the meat
they eat. We pride ourselves on the cleanliness of this department, and the care we give our meats. We have the Neatest
Meat-Cutting Koont in the City! Entirely new; perfectly screened.

Judge O. P. Cunningham was in Ellsyesterday for the regular term day
of probate court.
worth

E. Morris entertained a party
Grindie cottage, Pleasant

Miss L.
of

friends at

Beach,

last week.

Oscar M.

York, is here
for a short vacation with his brother, C.
A. Hanscom, of Baltimore.

Hanscom,’of

New

Mason will leave this week
visit of several weeks in Belfast and

Mrs. C. W.
for

_

WE PAY CASH FOR

All Kindsof Country Produce
WHITING BROS., General Store.
WE KEEP ALMOST EVERYTHING.

a

street, have moved to Rockland.

Ellsworth Falls last Saturday evening as the result of a practical

joke.
Young Mayo, who was visiting his aunt,
Mrs. Hiram Hamilton, at Ellsworth Falls,
went to

OF FRESH MEATS
will
our meat

look

your eyes iP’you
know
We
your meat wants, and

always greet

department.

we

know how to meet them with meats of all the desirable and
seasonable kinds.

Aon

will

lose

nothing,

but

will

gain

your meats here.

much, by ordering
FUESII FISH OF ALL KINDS—another
portant part of

our

im-

stock all the year round.

erty of the club.

Roy Goodwin and son are visiting
Cherry field. While they are away, Mr.

Mrs.
in

Goodwin and Miss
on

Bridge

Ella

are

with

to

FLOYD

&

HAYNES,

tration of medicine and surgery, and
admitted to practice in the State.

was

extension of the Main street walk to the
railroad. The curbing has been set, and
the walk will be laid in a few days.

his

hill.

SlJbntisnnnita.
TRY

MAIN

throw him in and he would catch him.

boy standing

A

back of

him into the water.

He sank

Mayo shoved
immediately,

STBEET, ELLSWORTH.

of

the consternation of his companions, did not come to the surface. His
cousin dove for him and brought him up,
but was unable to sustain the weight.
With pick-poles the boy was soon taken

Though

out of the water.

he had been in

the water but a few minutes, he was dead.
Coronor D. L. Fields and Dr. A. C.

Charles

trips

as

master in his father’s

Capt.
schooner, the Harry W. Haynes.
Hodgkins will return to his home in
Lamoine.
Dr.

dence

on

Parker

U. A. M.

Tuesday,

J. F. Manning, of Everett, Wash.,

Wednesday

3ept. 19, 20,^21, [at

and

Bluehill

—

Thursday,
Annual

fair

Hancock county agricultural

the

so-

ciety.
charity
hypocrite.

mantle of

threadbare

by

a

is

soon

worn

Sibeit-xemtr.ia.

The Cereal
at

Breakfast
It makes

right start for the
day’s
lays the proper
foundation for the firing up
after the furnaces of the body
have slackened during the
night. For the tiniest tot or
the most vigorous man or
woman—for everyone in fact
—a cereal daily at breakfast
is a good thing. Some-cereals

Maine

Regiment AssociaEllsworth.

tion will Meet in

forty-third annual reunion of the
Eleventh Maine Regiment association will
I be held in Ellsworth Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 15 and 16. There are some
]
or ten survivors of this regiment in
I eight
Ellsworth and the immediate vicinity,
The

j
J

and

more

scattered about the

county. Asa

are

good,

others best.
have

as

duced.
we

others

better,

AVe believe

fine

a

line

Note how

we

is pro-

as

low-priced

make them:

Egg-O-See, 10c.
Saxon

VETERANS TO MEET HERE.
Eleventh

a

work,

street, Brewer.

Oats,.

Postmn

20c.

Cereal, 23c.

Cream of Wheat, 14c.

Germ, 14c.

Wheat
Shred

Googins, of Eastbrook, is president of
the association, and Thomas T. Tabor, of
Bangor, is secretary.
The headquarters of the association will
be at the Hancock house, and the meet-

Wheat, Pic.

W.

ings will be held at Odd Fellows hall.

*

The

meeting

day at 11

a.

appointment
a

will be called to order Tues-

is., for business,
of committees, etc.

dinner will

be

served.

afternoon session will
when business will be

elected,

reports,
At

The

begin

at 2

Grape Nuts, 14c.

Patrick

Kearns,

Main Street, Ellsworth.

nocn

Tuesday
o’clock,

concluded, officers

passed, and a programme for Tuesday evening and Wednesday arranged.
resolutions

CHURCH NOTES.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. J. V. Adam*,
Services

Sept.

discontinued

pastor.
until
Sunday,

3.

UNION

CONG’L,

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Royal N. Jessup, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 6—Morning service at
Hodgkins’ 10.30.
Sunday school at 11.30. Evening
he sailed as

schooner, Helena, on which
mate, the last trip to Porto Rico,
returned.
whence she has just
Capt.
Goodwin is a successful navigator, having
been several

Napthium

Capt.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 5 and 6,
Ellsworth—Meeting of State council J. O.

and to

Hagerthy, who were summoned, found no
Whiting families have water in the
boy’s lungs, and express the
Cove, and the
opinion that he died instantly from fright,
Bellatty cottage, where they have been, is and the shock of
striking the cold water.
now occupied by Dr. C. S. Bragdon’s famCoronor Fields summoned a jury, which
ily and Mita Mary F. Robinson, of Brock- viewed the
body, and then issued a permit
ton.
for
its removal to the boy’s home in
FosS.
Foster
and
Dr.
Walter
L.
George
Brewer.
The coronor held no inquest,
ter, of Portland, spent Sunday with their but has '.aken the necessary
steps to seand
Lorenzo
D.
Foster
wife.
parents,
cure witnesses and hold an inquest if an
Mrs. George S. Foster, who is here with
investigation is required.
her little daughter, will remain through
Young Mayo was a bright little fellow,
the summer.
and had won many friends here during his
Mrs. Margaret Thomson Brock, mother week’s stay. The parents, who were imof Mrs. Henry M. Hall, of this city, died mediately notified of the boy’s death,
at her home in Florence, Ala., on June 23.
drove over from Brewer at once, returning
Mrs. Hall and the two children, who have home with the body by train Sunday evebeen South for several months, are exning. The funeral was held Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock at t^e Mayo resipected home next Monday.

mand

Aug. 17 and 18 at Winter Harbor—ConUnitarian and other Christian
churches.
ference of

cousin and other

a

returned from Contention

George E. Packard, who is now travelling salesman in New York and New
The Stafford and Walker power boats England for A. D. Farmer & Sons’ type
which raced to a tie last week, fought it foundry, New York, is spending a vacaout again later in the week, the Stafford tion of two or three weeks with his
parents, A. W. Packard and w ife, in Ellsboat carrying off the honors.
w’orth. He is accompanied by W. H.
Capt. Ira W. Tapley, of the Old
Lemley, editor of Zion's Watchman, of
Dominion line steamer Princess Anne,
Albany, N. Y., with his wife and two
spent a few days last week in Ellsworth
children.
with his brother, O. W. Tapley. Capt.
Capt. Sidney Goodwin will take comTapley, whose family is spending the sum-

parents

the river with

boys and young men. His cousin went in
swimming just below the Bangor bridge.
The Mayo boy, who could not swim, was
standing on the boom, when his cousin, it
is said, called to some others on the boom

house.

Dyer Parsons, of Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. E. E. Morgan, of
Oliver Anderson and wife, of
CamAuburndale, Mass., are guests of Mrs. bridge, Mass., are spending a vacation at
A. F. Greely.
Mr. Anderson’s old home on the Surry
Mrs. C. E. Alexander and daughter road. Mr. Anderson, who is a graduate
Eleanor will spend part of this week at of The American office, is now’ emContention Cove, the guests of Miss Annie ployed on the Cambridge Chronicle.
R. Stock bridge.
1 lit- crew at work laying concrete wants
At a meeting of the Nicolin club, held in Ellsworth, has completed repairs to
last Monday evening at Manning hall, it walks on Main, State, Water and Park
into was unanimously voted to sell the prop- streets, and is now at work on the new
Mrs. Elizabeth

sociation.

lost his life at

Mrs. J. T. Crippen, formerly of Ellsworth, who is now' living in Allston, Mass.,
is in the city for a few’ days. She leaves
to-momm for Southw’est Harbor to visit
her daughter, Mrs. George Harmon.

Northport, and in Lisbon, N. H.
Harry O. Tracy, of New Haven, Conn.,
is spending his vacation with his mother,
Miss Julia R. Cushman, a member of this
Mrs. Laura E. Tracy, in this city.
class of the high school,
A regular meeting of Esoteric lodge, F. year’s graduating
will enter the Bridgewater (Mass.) normal
and A. M., will be held to-morrow evenschool the coming fall. She successfully
ing. A full attendance is desired.
passed the entrance examination during a
Miss Louise E. Dutton, who graduated
recent visit to Massachusetts.
this year from Vassar college, is the guest
Arthur L. Gould, son of Mr. and Mrs.
of Miss Grace C. King in Ellsworth.
George Gould, of this city, was among the
A. H. Ricker and family, who have been
candidates w’ho successfully passed the
occupying George H. Grant’s house on examination of the Maine board of regisFranklin

A FULL SUPPLY

to go out of the

Fellows hall, Ellsworth —Annual
Eleventh Maine regimental as-

at Odd

reunion of

Joseph N. Mayo, aged twelve years, son
Glascoe F. Mayo and wife, of Brewer,

The Know 1 ton and

H. Bonzey last week moved his bakery to ihe Coombs block on Main street,
near the bridge.
P.

DRY GOODS, SHALL WARES,

now

Aug. 3, 4 and 5, at Hancock hall—The
Fielding Co.
Wednesday evening, Aug. 9, at American house—Reunion and
banquet of Ellsworth high school alumni association.
Thursday, Aug. 10, at Hancock hall—
Tom Waters in “Neighborly Neighbors”.
Prices 25, 35 and 50 cents.
Saturday, Aug. 12, at Hancock ball —.
Richards & Pringle’s Georgia minstrels.
Prices 25, 35 and 50 cents.
Aug. 16,17,18 and 19, at Hancock hall—
The Herald Square Stock Co. in repertoire. Prices 15, 25 and 35 cents.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 15and 16,
Pauline

of

his

MASON,

call on

Wednesday, Aug. 2, at Baptist church,
North Sedgwick—Meeting of Blueledgbrook Sunday school association.

Fails the Victim.

one

notice:.
or

Ellsworth

No. 31.

COMING EVENTS.

The
was

GENERAL INSURANCE.

Write

elected

Chief Eaton of the Ellsworth fire department will have the two new' hose
wagons out for an exhibition in postofflce

pleasant surprise party
evening
B. Simonton, of Boston, is visiting list week. A birthday cake with—well
father, Rev. J. P. Simonton.
it won’t do to say just how many candles
on
Dr. Charles K. Cole, of Pawtucket, R. —was one of the features.
I., is spending his vacation here.
Mrs. John E. Emery and family, of
Dr. F. F. Simonton has bought the hay Winchester, Mass., were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W\ R. Campbell a few days,
farm of Benjamin F. Gray, at Lamoine.
Mrs. A. C. Hager thy is having the Strat- returning yesterday to Sullivan, where
they are spending the summer.
ton house on Lincoln street repainted.
Rev. A. II. Coar, of Farmington, forServices at the Congregational church
merly pastor of the Ellsworth Unitarian
'-have been discontinued until Sunday,
church, who is spending the summer at
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME. Sept. 3.
Lamoine Point, preached at the CongregaWilliam McDonald, of Alleghany, Pa.,
tional church Sunday morning.
i* spending his annual vacation in EllsPearl 11. Day, the railway mail clerk,
worth.
who was injured in the smashup on the
The “bloomer girls” bloomed in EllsInsurance does not cost but a trifle compared with the
Washington County railway a few weeks
worth Monday, but the rain prevented a
ago, is slowly but surely recovering. He
value of the property insured. Why go without it?
ball game.

&

Mass.

Ellsworth W. C. T. U., at its meeting at the home of the president, Mrs.
Elisha T. Salisbury, last Thursday eveThe

C.

W.

|",7SSSJSKfi:SSSSIISr,(

ry,

Lost—Fur scarf.
Lost—Silk umbrella.
Exec notice— Est Mar? Scott Newbold.
F. E. Cooke left for New York Thursday,
Young A Mow—Threshing machines, etc.
RU-worth Creamery for sale
l»r L L Larra«»ee— Demist.
j when he begins his third season with the
Floyd A H yne-—Meats, fish and groceries.
Fielding amusement company’s producROM oore— V pothecary.
Patrick Kearns—Groceries, canned goods, etc. tion, “Wedded but no Wife.”
J II Rresmthan—Tax collector
Charles S. Grows, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Whiting Bros—Meats, vegetables, groceries,
Frank T. Grows, of this city, left Saturday
flou-, dry goods, etc.
F II Osgood—Groceries and canned goods.
for Bath, where he has secured a position
Rlubrill. Me
in the draugbting-room of th^ Bath Iron
M I Groan—Safe, cash register, violin for sale.
Works.
Skowiieoan, Mb:
Charles H. Curtis is building an eighteenCommonwealth Shoe A Leather Co
Help
wanted.
foot open launch for George Hamor, of
Providence, R I.
Marlboro. The boat will be fitted with a
D M Patt Co— Artesian wells.
two and one-half horse power Ellsworth
Boston:

The

Note—Those desiring Home Savings (tanks will be supplied with them
application. Correspondence solicited.

C.

1905.

Miss Mary H. Black, Mrs. Helen Hill,
Mrs. E. B. Cole and daughter, of Cam-

in

Maine for only a short vacation.
Miss Margaret Monaghan is spending
her vacation of two weeks with her sister,
Mrs. Edmon Eno, at Shore Acres, Lamoine
B^ach.

—

TRUSTEES

JOHN F.

M

Co

—

«*-•: .*-**>-

THE CAMPAIGN
AGAINST

service at 7.30.

Friday evening,

at

7.30—Prayer meeting.

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S.

W.

Sutton, pastor.

Church closed during July and August.
Pastor’s address, East Lamoine.
At East Lamoine, Sunday, Aug. 6, service at the church at 7.45 p. m. Rev. A. H.
Coar will preach. Thursday, Aug. 3, at
the schoolhouse, Christian Endeavor meet-

'**•

Bugs,

Worms,

will soon be open.
the munitions of

Blight,

We have all
war such as

BORDEAUX MIXTURE,

HELLEBORE

KIKO BUG POTATO GROWER,
SULPHATE COPPER,
PARIS GREEN,

BLUE

VITRIOL,

LONDON PURPLE,

formerly of Ellsworth, at the Portland,
INSECT POWDER,
PLANT FOOD
Ore., ex}K>sition on Snohomish county day ing at 8 p. m.
FOR SALE AT
recently, delivered the response to the
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
address of welcome by the president of
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
the exposition. Those in Ellsworth who
Friday, Aug. 4—Prayer and praise serhave had the pleasure of hearing Dr. vice at 7.30.
Telephone Call, No. 52-4.
Manning speak, can readily believe all the j Sunday, Aug. 6
Morning service at Store open Sundays from 8 a m. to 8 p. m.
flattering things which the papers of 10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Remember mu’ free delivery.
Sundayon Everett and Portland say of his speech.
school at 11.45. Preaching at 7.
Trenton—Pkeaching Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
The venerable Alexander B. Black observed his eighty-first birthday at his Mr. Simonton.
BAPTIST.
home on Main street last Wednesday, July
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
28.
Besides the immediate family the folIf you wish to save cost, etc., you
Sunday, Aug. 6
Morning service at
low ing were present: E. H. Greely and
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening must arrange settlement at once.
wife and their guests Mrs. Parsons and
praise and preaching service at 7.30.
J. II. Bresnahan,
Mrs. Morgan, Miss M. A. Greely, Dr. and
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Tax Collector for 1905.
CORNER OPP, THE POST OFFICE, ELLSWORTH. Mrs. Harvard Greely, Mrs. Charles A. Per- Friday evening.

Our New

Disinfectant.

Parcher’s Drug Store.

—

Free samples

Taxes Are Now On Interest!

application.

—

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

E. G.

MOOReTDRUGGIST

CHRISTIAN

flayer Mcrtlna Topic For the Week
BcKinnlnjg Auk. C.
By REV 8. H. DOYLE.
The
first fruits for Gad.—Lev.
Topi'*
$-14; Deut. xvl, $-12.
(Consecration

ei.ting.)

God demands the first and the liest
pt all we have to give. This principle
established forever In the laws of
Old Testament—“And the Lord

was

the

unto Moses, saying, Speak unto
the children of Israel and say unto
them, When ye be come Info the laud
which I give unto you and shall reap
the harvest thereof ye shall bring a
■henf of the first fruits of your harvest
•
•
•
It shall l*e a
auto the priest;
statute forever throughout your generThus
ations in all your dwellings.’*
God gave His people a law which declared that the first fruits were always
to be consecrated unto Him, and tins
law still operates lu His kingdom to-

•pake

day.
God

wants the first fruits lu every
relation lu life. He not only ordered
that the agriculturist among Ilia an
dent people should bring the first fruits
of His harvests to Him, but He asks of
ail men everywhere that they should
first of all seek Him, and, having found
Him, give to Him the first place In
“Seek ye first
mind, heart and life.
the kingdom of God and His righteousnAoc

ch'i It

**

Iava

I tml

hr

God with till thine heart, with all thy
eon!, with ail thy mind and with all thy
"He that lovetli father,
Strength.”
mother, brother or sister more than Me
Is not worthy of Me.” It is first place
Our best
or none that God demands.
thoughts, our best wonts, our best
deeds, are all to be dedicated to God.
Nor is there any injustice in God's
asking for the first fruits. All beltmg
to Him, and in only asking a part from
to He Is giving to us instead of our
giving to Him. Where do the first
fruits and all that follow come but
from God? What farmer has the powNone. God
sr to produce a harvest?
toade the soil; He made the seed and
placed within it the principle of life
and reproduction; lie sends the rain
and sunshine that, cause the grain to
Man
God owns the harvest
grow.
has simply lwen the cultivator of the
aoll, and who ever heard of a landown’to ksklng only the first fruits of the
harvest and later the tenth of it and
^ving the man who cultivates it for
film the remainder? Yet that is what
God does for us. A11 we have He has
given to us. He enn justly demand it
all of us, and when He only asks for a
part of It we should give It to Him
with good measure and a thankful
heart that we have It to give. Moreasrer, he richly repays all those who are
ffclthful la giving the first of all—self.
Ments and possessions—to Him,
BIBLE READINGS.

xxiii, 15-19; Deut. vl, 5: Prov.
1H, 9. 10; Mai. ill, 10; Matt, vi, 33; x.
87-42; xxiii. 1-12; II Cor. Till, 1-0; 1
John iv, 19; Rev. 11, 1-5.
Ex.

gotc'l American

Evangelist.

Bev, Dr. Reuben A. Torrey is an ardent believer in Christian Endeavor
principles and a strong supporter of the
movemefit. His marvelous success in
•vangelistie work in Australia and
England puts his name on every tongue.
Dr. Torrey once made a Journey of
8j000 miles to address a large Christian
Endeavor convention on the
subject of personal work. Toward the close
of his speech he
remarked that
“In order to do
effective per

i

sonal work

you*

be baptized
with the
Holy Ghost." A
must

Congregational
made
his way to Dr.
Torrey at the
close of the
meeting and
minister

/?

/

¥

i

Bald:

y
/
Torrey.

“Brother

I have
that *
power.
AST. DR. B. A. TORREY.
hut 1 need It.
for
#TI1] you pray
me?" The evangelist
Always seizes an opportunity when it
itself. "Why not kneel down
bere now?" he suggested. They both
so
Aid
and poured out their hearts to
God while thousands of feet tramped
them
and out of the building. The
pest
clergyman's ministry was transformed.
He went to work, baptized with the
Holy Ghost, and his church was crowded, while previously It had been half
empty. Conversions followed In great
numbers.
>

not
..

_

Jffesents

Vh.

Weekly Prayer Meeting.
The true society must work as well
«a pray, act aa well as talk.
But this
article has to do with the Importance
of the prayer meeting, and I have no
hesitation In saying that In all these
nearly five and twenty years of Christian Endeavor there has never been a
vigorous, aggressive, long lived society
that did not keep up a vigorous weekly prayer meeting. The membership
may have been very small, the circumstances discouraging, but the earnest,
warm weekly meeting has maintained
In vigor and usefulness many a society for mom than a score of years.—
Her. Dr. Francis E. Clark In Christian
Endeavor World.
A

The

Welsh

Idee.

last Welsh national Christian
Endeavor convention established a new
feature, and a delightful one. This
.Was a “sunrise ramble," which began
•it a. m. The party of Endeavorere
was taken to view "Little Switzerland," a beautiful region near Newpoct the convention city. The ramble
peecpied an hour, and the Endeavorers
petumed with dear heads and bright
•ges In season for the early prayer
Westing at 7.

EDITED BI "AUNT

MADGE”.

“Helpful and Hopeful

ItM Motto:

a woman’s Ordeal

I To the

DREADS DOCTOR’S QUESTIONS

|

The purpose* of this column ere lacclnciljr
Thousands Write to Mrs.Plnkham, Lynn,
stated In tha title and motto—It Is for the mutual
Ma-n., and Receive Valuable Advice
benefit, and aim* to be helpful and hopeful.
Absolutely Confidential and Free
Being f«»r the tomaou good. It Is for the com
moD u*e—a public servant, a purveyor of InThere can be no more terrible ordeal
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Into a delicate, sensitive, refined woman
terchange of idea*. In this capacity It solicit*
communications, ami it* success depend* largely i than to be obliged to answer certain
Comon tbe *upi*ort given it In thi* re«»»ect
questions in regard to her private Ills*
munication* must be sigued. but tbe name of
are asked
even when those
writer will not he printed eX-’-ept l»y permission.
Communication* will be subject to approval or
and many
her family
rejection by tbe editor of tbe column, but none
Address
will b* rejected without good reason.
all commuukatlotis to
TUK AMERICAN,
Ellsworth. Me.

questions
physician,

by

FRANCES RIDLEY UAVERUAL

Born 1838—Died 1879.
on

thy

not

prayers.
And joys unasked,

strange

blessings, lifted

cares

Grand promise echoes! Thus thy life shall be
One record of|Mi» love and faithfulness to thee.

foMriTCWilladsen Q

proee quotation from her writings:
we are really and always, an I equally
ready to do whatsoever the Kin* appoint*, all
A

"If

vexations

Urn trial* and
change In III*

arising from any
appointments, great or small,
He
do
not
exist.
If
appoints me to
simply
work there, shall 1 lament that I am not to work
here? If He appoints me to work ln-doors,
to-day, am 1 to be annoyed because 1 am not to
If I meant to write His
work out of-doora?
rneasages this morning, shall I grumble because
He seods Interrupting visitors, rich or poor, t«»
whom 1 am to speak them, or 'show kindness*
for His sake, or at least obey His command
Be courteous?"
Elma

kindly

sends

the following:

Some of u« think and say a good deal about
•*a sense of His presence**; sometime* rejoicing
in U, sometime going mo 'rning all the day long
because we have it not; praying for it, a»*d not
aiwny* seem lug to receive what we as a measuring our own position, and sometimes even that
of other* l«y It, now on the height*, now la the
depth* about It. A ml all tht* A prll like glean and
gloom Instead of steady summer glow, because
we are turning our attention upon the sense of
III* presence, instead of the changeless reality
of it l—France*
Dear Aunt
IIow true

Htdlcy Haver gal.

Madge:

are these word* of France* Ridley
Havcrga)**: 1 think if we really aod truly love
and appreciate the “reality** of Hi* presenee the
“*en*e" of It will come to us naturally and In
Ills own good time and way.
How many of us are to day longing for the
shadowy something we call “happiness*' when
the real ‘‘joy’’ of life la within our reach and we
pas* It by unnoticed, striving for the “sense** of

His presence

to

“reality**?

the exclusion of

the

blessed
Elma.

_

Another thought of Miss
from N. L. H. Many thanks.

We need some shadow* o’er
Lest we forget ibe giver

our

bliss

some of my good titters send me the
recipe for “baked tapioca pudding"? I have lost
mine. 1 have been cooking all my pudding# In
a double boiler, a* U is less work, but 1 am so
tired of It I want a change. We used the pearl
tapioca lor baked pudding, and that 1* what 1
have now; so please send along any small recipe
you have.
Haying time Is here and truly It will be “cook*
cook" now and trying hard to get something to
tempt ibe appetites of the tired men.
N. L. II.

Will

_

Cape Rosier, June 36, *oa.
Dear Aunt Madge:
1 am so sorry, but I really don't know the Arnhem about France# Ridley Havergal, though
some of my friends have said: “It U not safe to
quote modern poetry where M. A. B. la” If
yon had asked about Jean Ingelow or Mrs.
Browning or Hemam or Landon or Christina
Rosetta—but no matter 1 am getting out of
date, and shall soon be ancient instead of
modern.
It will make no difference to me about the
reunion of the clan, for I shall be busy here for
three months If nothing happens, but 1 do wish
the day for the “pin” would hurry on, though I
can't afford a costly one. Yours truly,
M. A. B.
Northeast IIakhor, July 21,1905.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.Sistere:
How are you all this floe weather? Healthy
and smart 1 hope. My health continues good
—at home and enjoying life, and tbe blessings
that tbe dear Father gives me which are many.
1 suppose many of the sisters are busy In haying, cooking and helping In the field, the
have done In tbe days gone by, raking, making
loads and stowing away.
1 always thought It
was fun.
How many of them are cutting out the M
B. column and making a scrap-book?
Last
winter while In Surry, having leisure time I
commenced one. 1 had saved some scraps and,
having the privilege of cutting The American,
I have already quite a book, and also made a
cook book of writing }>ape*and am copying tbe
recipes In It; I thought like this: 1 have granddaughters. and the two books might be a source
of pleasure and profit to them.
1 will send Hazel G. a riddle and see If she
will guess It as quick as she did the egg.

llke^

“Out of the
A nd, out of

eater came forth
the stroDg came

<

continue to suffer rather than submit
to examinations which ao many physicians propose in order to intelligently
treat the disease; and this is the reason why so many physicians fail to
cure female disease.
This is also the reason why thousands
upon thousands of women are correwith Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn,
sponding
Mass. To her they can confide every
detail of their illness, and from
her great knowledge, obtained from
years of experience in treating female
ills. Mrs Pinkham can advise women
more wisely than the local
physician.
Read how Mrs. Pinkham helped Mrs.
T. C. Willadsen. of Manning, la. She
writes:
D«ar Mrs. Pinkham:—
“I can truly say that you have saved my
life, and I flUMl express my gratitude in
words
Before I wrote to yon telling you
bow I felt, I bad doctored for over two years
steady, and spent lots of money in mediriues
besides. but it ail failed to do me any good I
had female trouble and would .iaily have fainting spells, backache. 1 tearing down pains, and
my monthly periods were very irregular and
finally roused. I wrote to you for your ad-

vice and received a letter full of instructions
what to do. and also commenced to take

iuxt
jydia E. Pinkham'■ Vegetable
I have been restored to

Compound,
perfect health.

and

Had it not been for you I would have been in
my grave

to-day."

Mountains of proof establish the fact
that no medicine in the world equals
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for restoring women s health.

Havergml’s

Dear Aunt Madge and Sister*:
1 am not very well acquainted with Frances
Ridley llavergal'* poems, that'* why I did not
respond to the invitation to select the best ones
or what we thought the best.
1 have one poem
of her writing here; it l* “Watching and Waiting**. and it is nice. How true this sentence is:

meat,
forth sweetness."

It Is in the blble; the old testament.
Please
answer It In the M. B. C. and write a nice letter
with it.
Did any of the sisters ever make egg saucer
Put some molasses on the stove to boll, then
beat one or two eggs stiff and pour In It and stir
brisk until it bolls, a little salt and sploe to suit.
It makes very good sauce when one Is put to it.
I always salt sauce a little. Years ago I read:
“Be saving of paper for It Is hard work to make
It.** I think it must be easier now, for the
country Is flooded with It, but It can be put to a
great many uses. I think there is nothing better to clean greasy
spiders, rusty tins than
paper; it can be put Into the stove out of the
saves
a
and
cloth.
Doubtless many are
way.
Grandma G.
glad to havept for use.

Frenchman's Hay Scallops.
Scallop fishing in Frenchman’s bay,
practically a new industry among the fishermen, is rather quiet at present as the
price of the shell fish has fallen from |2.50
to 75 cent* a gallon. Next w inter a big
fleet will be operating in the bay, according to plans of the scallop fishermen who
are building suitable dredging boats for
that

purpose.

power and
with

a

boat

scallop

The

five

a

derrick.
or

six

with
A large strong net,
is

foot

furnished

iron

plate

at

its

mouth attached to 100 fathoms of rope is

scraping these luscious
deep sea beds. Some
days a single scallop boat manned by twro
fishermen gathered in as high as f75 and
an average day’s catch ranged from fiO
upwards.
the

equipment

for

shell fish from their

Farmers' Institute.
In addition to the farmers’ institutes to
be held at Castine, Tuesday, Aug. 8, and
North Ellsworth, Wednesday, Aug. 9, a*
previously announced, a meeting will be
held at North Sedgwick on Thursday,
Aug. 10.
At all these meetings, Prof. E. F. Hutch-

ings,

the State

entomologist,

will

speak

“Insect Pests”, and 8. C. Thompson,
the State dairy instructor, will be present
and operate the Babcock test.
Prof. H. E. Cook, of Denmark, N. Y.,
and distinguished speakers from Maine,
will also be present and discuss topics relating to dairying, fruit culture, barn construction, potato grow ing and general
on

farming.
It is hoped

that there will be

a

large at-

tendance at these meetings.
K. M. C. St* mi miry.

The officials of the E. M. C. seminary
are sending out a neat little booklet, com-

prising

catalogue of the institution,
courses of study, together with the list of
the faculty and their portraits.
The teaching force of the seminary for
the next year is as follows: Frederick E.
Bragdon, A. M., president, menial, moral
and natural science; Edward A. Cooper,
vice-president, principal of commercial
department; Miss Edna A. Bright, A. B.,
preceptress, Latin and history; George H.
Boyden, A. B., Greek and mathematics,
and athletic director; Mrs. F. H. Fuller,
elocution; Miss Mildred Stone, piano and
vocal
organ; Miss Ellen M. Godfrey,
music; Miss Florence Stover, stenography
and typewriting; Miss Evelina Bragdon,
A. B., librarian.
a

Change In Postal Service.

Among changes in postal service receutly
announced are the following in Hancock
county:
Little Deer Isle to Bargentviile. Leave
Little Deer Isle daily, except Sunday, 7.30
a. m.
Arrive at bargentviile bv 8.25 a. m.
Leave Sargentville daily, except Sunday,
on receipt of mail from route 12»6, but not
later than 5 p. m. Arrive at Little Deer
fall m fifty-five mimutea.

It’8 impossible to best an ignorant man
an argument.
“Don’t breath it to any one, said the
has a
undertaker’s wife confidentially, “but
members.
Sister B., in the letter you sent suggest- John Widdows hasn’t paid for his wife’s
ing the name of Miss Havergal, I think funeral yet.” “Weil, well!” exclaimed
there was something to be placed in this Mrs. Gaddis; you’d think he’d have more
for her memory than that.” “Yes.
column, and with it a few lines of poetry respect
which Erne Stine sent for the same pur- Now, his brother Henry was different
When his wife died he paid the bill the
pose. I failed to find them to-day, but
after the funeral.” “Yes, I
very day
bo me .time later we will have them, I hope.
know. It looked as if he was glad to get
Aunt Madge.
rid of her, didn’t t?”

appreciate so much the above
letter from “Grandma G”. She
warm place in the hearts of the

You will all

welcome

No such thing as “summer complaint” where
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry Is
kept handy. Natan’s remedy for every looseness of tbe bowels.—Advt

|f"
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When 1 got Phyllis alone in the conservatory I promptly proposed to her
again. Fact Is I wouldn't have come
to the bail at all if it hadn't been that I
intended to try again to win her.
"Jack," said Phyllis demurely, "I
wish you would tiring me a drink of
water. Uaneiug always makes me so

thirsty.”
Phyllis has changed the subject every time Just about the same way. I
knew there was no use argulug, so I
went for the water.
Only I brought

heart each past "red letter day"!
ad the sunshine of tbe way.
Forget
By which the Lord hath led thee; answered

Grave

.he front wheel traveled Bfty feet before it hit the dust again.
‘•Oil,” gasped Phyllis agnin. "do be
careful. Jack, or vre’ll lie killed!"
The machine wa* already going its
limit or I would bare opened It aorne
I made tbe pretense of putting
more.
on more speed.
I was having my re-

a&brrttsniunt*.

Mutual Benefit Columu.

ENDEAVOR.

in

To Cure a Cold In One Day
Take LAXATIVE BBOUO QUININE Tablets.
All druggists refund tbe money if It falls to cure.
X. W. Gbove'b signature Is on each box. 23c-

lemonade Instead.
But when a fellow comes hack with
the leniouade after such an Incident as
that and finds another chap bolding the
lady's hand and bis other arm hovering suspiciously along the back of the
chair I think he shoukl feel Jolly well
sore.
1 know I did. As for Joe Hadden, he looked bored when 1 came in
and half swore.
“I beg pardon." said I. "If I'm In-

truding"—
Phyllis’ eyes twinkled, and I knew
she was laughing at me.
Just then Dawcy Graham came In.
"This one is ours, Phyllis," said he.
holding up his card; "the third waits,

If the way I fixed that runabout up
for the run bad anything to do with it
I felt sure I ought to stand a chance at
least. I got a repair man to look It
over, and then after he was done I
weut over It myself and tapiied every
nut and bolt. As 1 was comlug home 1
saw Joe Haddon driving down the river road.
“All ready!” said Phyllis as the clock
struck 9 the next morning. And In a
moment we had started the twenty
miles. We hustled down the road like
a monkey
that had dropped Its tall
through the slot and twisted It around
a trolley cable.
The cool November wind sen* a great
color up Into Phyllis' cheeks, and a
luxuriant golden lock fell loose and
swept across her cheek. I was making
up for any time we had or had not lost
and I wondered If she wasn’t a bit
nervons at the harebrained pace.
"Too fast Phyllis?” I questioned.
“Just a little,” she replied.
I pulled tlie lever open another notch,
and we could actually feel the machine
take a fresh Jump forward.
Phyllis clutched at my arm.
"Oh!” she cried, with a terrified little scream. “I meant to go slower.”
“Can’t do It" I replied grimly.
“There's too much at stake on this
race.”
Phyllis looked at me from the tall of
her eye.
"If we have a spill we’ll be half
killed,” she pouted.
"I’d have demonstrated my good
faith anyhow.” I retorted. "You’d know
I’d done my best.”
The runabout bit a stone that lay at
the side of the road, and I'm certain

BABTOS.

has not

made a successful
home
uulese it Is a cheerful place. She
may be
the best housekeeper In
town, the beat
cook, the moat dexterous hand at fancy
work; but she la not a real home-maker
if you don't fee! happy In her home
if
you don’t recognize an air of
brightness
and gladness as soon as she greets
you.
A home can't be cheerful unless
it is a
pleasant place to live in. It mustn't remind you all the while that
someone j,
worn out taking care of it.
If the chairs
are hidden Sway in
pinafores, and the
pretty carpet covered with a crash
bib,
and the chandelier draped, and each
in the spot to which it has been
apparently nailed, a room won't impress the
merriest guest as cheerful.
A room to make you welcome must
look
although the family liked to live in it; it

"I'm being careful,” 1 said ns well
I could for the wind, “but I've simply got to make It. Do you see Joe behind ns?"
Ifiyllls could not see him.
“There are no auto tracks ahead.” I
observed. "If he's anywhere lie must
lie hack of us."
I sins! up the track ahead and turned to look back. There was an auto
behind 11s.
"Phyllis." I murmured reproachfully,
“you said you couldn't see any one."
"That's not Joe,” said Phyllis, with
conviction.
“How do you know?" I asked. "It's
a yellow car. nnd his Is the only yellow
touring ear around here."
“I don't care.” persisted Phyllla; "It's
So there!”
not Joe Haddon.
“We'll take no chances.” 1 said maliciously. "It may lie. You weren't even
able to see an auto when you looked
the first time.”
"Do you think I’m deliberately lying
to help Joe?” asked Phyllis Icily.
"No,” 1 answered, “but the Issue Is
too important to trust to such poor eyeas

woman

tiling

must

look

simple enough not to suggest
pretty enough to suggest taste,
and it must seem easy to
keep in order
and just enough in order to prove it is not
neglected. There must be light, and if
possible an open Are and cushions near It
and books at youh and wherever you
and hook-shelves low enough to resch and
little tables handy for work-basket or
book or lamp.
In other words a room
must have a pleasant expression to w in
work and

sit'

liking,

which is true of

people as well.
a
woman docs her own houseborne must be as simple as is consistont’with the expression of her love for
And in furgood art and cheerfulness.
nishing her rooms she must consider just
two points of view: What will be clfrctively durable and wbat will be easy to
Where

sight.”

work

"You goose!” said Phyllis Irreverent-

babies of equal age who so resembled each other that their own mothers
were unable to distinguish
them
when they were together, aud it happened that by the carelessness of the
nurses the children had become mixed.
How were the mothers to make sure
that they received back their own Infants?
"But, perhaps," suggested the lawyer, “the children weren’t changed at
all."
"Oh. but there's no doubt that they
were changed r said the doctor.
"Are you sure of it?"

BART ABBABLK

BY

A

venge

j

•y.
The puff puff of the big machine was
close is-hlnd us now, anil 1 would have
given worlds to have looked around
and to see who was In It, but the risk
was too groat.
Another mile and we
would lie at the Ilall. So long ns 1 kept
yon know.”
the middle of the path the big car
•'Thank you. Jack,
said Phyllis ss
could not pasa us. I determined to
she drank the lemonade.
1 went dowu to the smoking room for keep It.
“Old over.” shouted a hoarse voice
I
a cigarette to steady my nerves.
don't know and for that matter don't behind us. "That's not fair play."
“All's fair In war anil”— I said It low
care what Joe did.
ami left the sentence unfinished. I’hylHowever. 1 had the better of him. for
lls heard It. and I felt her small gloved
1 took Phyllis Into supper.
“Accept him, Phyllis," I growled sur- bund rest ever so lightly on my arm.
“Go It,” she urged.
lily.
As we swung through the Hall gates
“Not yet," said PhylUs.
"Going to?" I questioned la the same and ran up the broad avenue the tour
ing car passed us, It contained only
tone.
Phyllis' brows met In a perplexed Hawcy Graham.
I slowed down.
frown. She appeared to be [Hindering
"Phyllis." I said, “did you know all
the problem very deeply.
the time that that was I>awcy?”
"I’ve thought of a way to settle It bePhyllis nodded.
tween you.” she condescended to reply
"And where's Joe?" I demanded.
at leugth. "Tomorrow morning I'm go“I don't know." replied Phyllis. "I
ing up to Grovehurst Hall, and you and
Joe are to run a race up there in your | told him 'No' last night.”
"And what made llawcy follow us?"
autos. The one who gets there firstwill—will win the race,” lluiaSrd Phyl-; I persisted. still unsatisfied.
"I thought It would add a little to the
lis lauiely.
I knew what that meant. If Had- excitement of the chase," said Phyllis,
den's touring car wouldn't be able to nestling iuto the hollow of my arm. "If
beat my dinky little runabout it would he were to borrow the machine and
be liecause be had a breakdown. I sup- come too. IKm't you think It did?"
But It didn’t matter what I thought.
mast have
looked what 1
pose I
"If you hadn't been |ierfoetly blind
thought, for Phyllis looked at me inyou'd have guessed it last night," said
quiringly.
“Well,” she questioned primly, “wliat she.
Is it now? Don't you think it is worth
The Impudent Reporter.
your while to enter that race?*'
In the year P*7t the Marquis of Duf
"The prize is worth It. Phyllis," said
ferln and Ava, then the governor genI, looking straight Into her eyes Phyl- eral of
Canada, visited Chicago. Conlis blushed the sweetest rosy red. "But
cerning that visit he has written: "The
do you think the conditions are exactly
duy following my arrival I «i*ent In bed
fair?"
with a very bad nervous headache, a
twinkled.
Phyllis’ eyes
fact which waa announced to the pub“No.” she said, “I don’t; but, you lic In the
morning by a sensational parknow, beggars can't be choosers."
agraph In all the papers to the followThat settled R. I would make the
ing effect: 'Ills royal nibs down with
run anyhow.
a colic!
I lector Bent for.’ In fact, all
"Will there be a booby prize awardthe time I was at Chicago the papers
ed?" I asked.
teemed with similar elegancies, the
Phillis shook her head. I was seized
concluding leading article In the leadwith a bright Idea.
ing journal being headed ’Goodby, Old
"You said you were going over yourlmfferln.' Another paper devoted two
self,” I ventured. "I ought at least to
of Its columns to a description of an Inhave a consolation prize.
Will you
terview lietween one of Ita reporters
make the trip with me?”
and myself. In which I was descritieit
looked
Phyllis
grave.
as sitting In a silk dressing gown, suck"Pm afraid It will look like favoriting sugar and water through a straw,
ism," said Phyllis, “but I guess I can.” while
I communicated to my InterlocuI
said.
“With
a
“Thanks.”
good mas- tor—whom I always addressed us 'old
cot I’ll stand a better show.”
fellow'—various state secrets and a
“Am 1 a good mascot?” aeked Phylminute detail of my private affairs,
11*.
though, it Is needless to say, the author
I
never
have
a
better:” I re- of the narrative had never bevn
“iluy
within
plied devoutly. "I'm willing to take a hundred yards of me.”
chances on you for a good deal more
than a motor race.”
Kaali) Managed.
Phyllis liked that. Iteally, I (eel as if
A famous lawyer once had a sinwere
I
quite clever at times. Then she gular case to settle. A doctor came
took the wind all out of me again.
to him in great distress.
Two sis"The race will decide that.” said she ters
living in thw. same house had

briefly.

CHEERFULNESS.

a

keep

clean.

First of all she must do away with her
carpets. Bare floors and rugs are health-

ful,

They bury
deep that most terrible fetish
of house cleaning. They add a variety of
twauty to a room, and any one can be
cleaned se para ted ly in case of accident.
Their hygienic \alue
is incalculable.
There are no corners to make safe hiding
for microbea, no holding of dust for s
season.
Every time it is swept it is < lean
economical and artistic.

fsthorns

all

There

over.

is

immediate

an

there is such a tradition, and it
were*oiled daily and waxed weekly,
every busy housekeeper would be justiknow
floors

refusing

fied in

But they
if

are

just,

one

them.

very little trouble indeed,

exactly

knows

of them.

care

Once

a

how

to take

week, in

a

room

that is much used, they should be mopped
with borax.waler- a fail of warm water
with half a cup of borax dissolved in it.
The borax water will remove all soil without touching the hand to the mop f< r
you should have one that wrings itself at
the side of the pail—and leave the floor
hygienically clean, destroying both moths
and microbes. Then, w ith another mop < f
soft old flannel, oil the floor; put just a
little oil

the cloth

on

so

that

rubbing

no

in is necessary. When a floor is not used
constantly it will only need the borax

j
,

wash

once a

mouth with the

oiling

once

a

week.
A bare floor should also be dusted with

j

between times, just as you would
carpet sweeper about for a few minutes of a morning. The same solution
^
will clean all woodwork and furniture \
without injuring the lustre or changing
the color. It is ideal for white fittings
and entirely does away with the fatigue- V
ing use of a scrubbing bruah.
If the open Are is possible in this cheerful room, the brass andirons, fender and
longs can all be cleaned in the same
economical easy way. Dip all the brasses
in a tub of borax water and Castile suds,
the water having just been boiled; dry
with flannel and rub for a minute with
chamois skin. Have dark Madrah curtains that don’t have to be washed, and
hardwood leather furniture that doesn
have to be brushed, and ferns and palms
instead ot(lot of curioa to lift and dust
It is really (cheaper and easier to have a
house, especially the living-room, cheerful and pretty and comfortable than to
i have it stiff and plain and full of «< :k.
Moat housekeepers work more than they
rest in their sitting-rooms, while they,
moat of all, should nave the joy of what
Misdirected conscience i*
they create.
what is the trouble. Women should use
their conscience for themselves as well as
a

mop

run a

their families.

Kcaema, scald bead, hives, itekine*'- of lb*
skin of any sort instantly relieved, permanently
cured. Doan's Ointment. At any dra* store.
—Adtt.

Banking.

Is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

earn

If

Ellsworlli Loan and Buildin Ass’n.
A
*9

NEW SERIES

Shares, 01 each; monthly
payments, 01 per snare.

now

open,

“Perfectly.”

"Y\ ell, If that's so, why don't you
change them back again? 1 don't see WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow
any difficulty In the case.”
a first

on

your

mortgage and
shares, give
reduce it every month. Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for

An Appropriate IIruin.

There was « certain young minister
who came to grief while delivering his
first sermon.
He had dressed under a great deal
of excitement previous to entering the
church and neglected to fasten his
necktie down behind.
During the course of his sermon the
tie gradually slipped up over tills collar until nearly every one In the congregation noticed his predicament and
smiled radiantly at the situation. Concluding his remarks, the young minister, sparring for an opportunity to
adjust the tie. said, “Let us Join in
Binging hymn No. S8."
He had announced the hymn at random. not knowing the nature of the
words The congregation turned to the
hymn, then gave a gasp and nearly
strangled.
The hymn read, "Blest be tha tla
that binds.”

protest

from many women to the effect that lare
floors are too much trouble to keep clean, 1

rent, and In about 10 years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A-

particulars Inquire of

Hanky W. Cushman, Sec 7:
First Nat'l Bank Bldg*
K’wo. President.

w

ELLSWORTH

Laundry and Bath

Steam

'•MO

Rooms.

FAT, MO WASH**-"

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice*
Goods called for and delivered.

M. B. E8TEY A CO.,
RLLSWOBTH, »_J
BRIDGE,

WEST END

*■

Pauper Notice.
oootracG-d With U^CUrot
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is proof that it will remain in all
primeval splendor. The foresight and
business judgment which placed the mill
nance

its

the making of paper in the there will look after that. The sportsman
«nd the lover of nature owe this debt to
NORTH WOOD8 OF MAINE.
the capitalist manufacturer. Paradoxical
as it may
seem, he is teaching the world
THE QITICKNKR8 OF ITS DEVELOPMENT
how to keep its cake and eat
it, too; how
THE SIMPLE TRICK OF CONVERTto tut away the forests and keep them at
ING A SPRUCE TREE INTO A
the same time.
The logs glide, butt to top, into the
mill as fast as they can be sent, and are
but little man-handled thereafter. Machinery does the most of the rest of it, the
men being present
merely to guide and
oversee the machines. A cradlej catches
each log when it reaches the required
spot
and )»as»es it tip to saws which cut it into

NEWSPAPER.

[Wlnlhrop

Packard In the Technical

H'orld.]

If you would see what a modern paper
mill does to a bowling wilderness, you
should go to Millinocket, Maine. About
all that happens in one of the sudden
towns of our great West, where to-day is
is a bustling city
a desert and to-morrow
clamorous with all the appliances of civilization, came to the heart of the Maine
woods a lew years ago.
When the thing, happened, you could
have found In the township of Millinocket
but one farmhouse, four inhabitants and a
wild wreck of what had once been a wilderness, but had been devastated by forest
fires till little but, charred stumps and
bramble tangle remained. Men came to
Millinocket, however, who could see other
things. They knew the vast stretch of
spruce land which follows the Penobscot
northward fora hundred miles, bordering
lakes that hold mighty waters in store.
They saw the drop from the Penobscot
banks to the Millinocket stream a mile
away. Thia drop meant that the Penobscot waters

might

flow

eight-foot lengths. The lengthsjroll from
this saw to a moving platform, a carrier
which sends them side by side at right
angles to another set of smaller saws
which cut them again into blocks a foot
a half or thereabouts in length.
Here
another carrier seizes them and slides
them along, end to end,'.to the barker
room.
Here the block is gripped by an
endless chain, which roils it against a
great revolving disk carrying planingknives. These plane bark and knots from
the block; and while a blower whirls the
and

chips

a

bin,

which

drops

the block

it, jj

carries

into

with

a

hun-

dreds of
others
made | clean
and
white by the same procession a score of
similar machines, to the grinder room, or
to the chipperr., as the case may'require.
Here is the making of paper the ways
divide. Two ingredients, both made from

through penstocks,

with a head of a hundred feet, if the penstocks were placed there. These men
knew where millions might be had for
enterprise. Unlimited water power, unlimited spruce and an almost unlimited
pulp mill were the cards on which they
staked this money; and they put in three
millions before they drew| out a ream of

into

stream

the spruce
tion to the

blocks, go inj varying propormaking of various^ grades of
The
blocks which Jgo to (the
paper.

grinder

are to be
made into j“groundthose which pass to the chipper

| wood;”

for “sulphite”.

The groundwood is
sulphite gives (the long*.fibre
which makes the strength (of the paper.
paper.
After the game was fairly opened, how- The proportion in good newspaper is
cent,
groundwood to
ever, they drew out 260 tons of it every seventy-five per
single day; and the play still goes on, day twenty-five per cent, sulphite. The tale
and night and Sundays, for no great paper of the groundwood is soon told. In the
mill stops for anything short of disaster. grinder room, the blocks drop into a cylTo stop for twenty-four hours [means to inder where hydraulic pressure holds
them against a coarse grindstone, until,
lose the profits for weeks.
mixed with a stream of water, they are
Eight hundred men went to work in this
mill on eight-hour shifts. Store-keepers reduced to a creamy pulp, which flows
followed, school teachers, physicians, away with the stream through unseen
are

filler;

the

ducts to

lawyers, ministers and—one may dare to
say politicians and labor leaders. And
behold! A “boom” town had sprung up
in the wilderness, and in a conservative
New England state at that. It is thus
that great enterprises come into being
nowadays. Instead of the old-time slow
growth from modest beginnings, we have
the elopement of capital with opportunity,
and a flat city conies as a wedding gift to
the two. To the wilderness about the new
pulp mill came almost in a day, one might
say. 3,500 inhabitants; and the infant city
boasts twenty-three stores, four churches,
high and common schools ensconced in a
fJO.HOO school building, water and sewer
systems, gas and electric lights, a newspaper and a brass band.

a screen

that takes from the

mess

knots, grit from the stone and foreign
substances, leaving the creamy mass in a
tank to await further orders.

ail

In the

chipper, the blocks

different treatment.

receive

rather

Here the efforts is

to

preserve the fibre, and the machine’s output is a mass of fine mips, which pass by
an

automatic carrier in

an

endless stream

the top of a great tower in which are
thedigestors. These are numerous enough
to withstand the pressure of several atto

mospheres, and
is proof against
at the

lined with
acid.

a

cement which

Through

top the ’cylinders

are

manhole
filled with
a

chips.
THE FINAL

FBOCEHSK8.

Meanwhile, in another part of the
building, strange ingredients arc being
THE KIBJfT PROCESS IN PAPER MAKINO.
prepared for the broth which is to be
The foundation-indeed, in most cases,
cooked in these lofty caldrons. The bethe entire fabric—of paper nowadays is j1
ginning of the brew is in the “hell room,”
spruce. The thousands of tons of news
where, in long rows of furnaces, sulphur
and book paper used every day are but
is
burned. Sulphurous’acid (8o2 in the
spruce trees, chopped down, chopped up, nomenclature of
the|cheniists) is the reground up, shredded, cooked with chemi- sult of this burning. Itsjierid fumes are
then
fibres
the
cals,
cunningly reassem- conducted into milk of lime, forming the
bled, pressed, dried and calendered, and sulphite of lime, which gives the process
rolled into the endless reams with which
name.
its
Enough of the resulting
all are familiar. Therefore a mighty paper
solution is pumped into the digestor to
mill must have for its maintenance an
cover tha chips well; it is then sealed up
endless supply of spruce trees. The forest
and steam heat applied at a temperature
which feeds it must be so vast that while
F. and an
of 300
to

j

degrees
312^dcgreesj
yearly supply is being cut on one por- internal pressure of three to* three and a
tion another is growing an equal bulk of
half atmospheres. From time to time the
wood.
broth is tested by opening a valve in the
The men who cut these trees go into the
digester and letting a sample blow out.
woods in August— 8eptember at the latest
The raininum time for^ cooking is rarely
—and have their cut all made by ChristOften it takes
under forty-eight hours.
mas.
Then come the deep snows of
longer.
w inter, and the work of
hauling the cut
When the process is complete,^the fine
to the landing on the lake or river ice
white fibres of the spruce, like a short
takes up the time until the spring freshets
staple of cotton and almost silk-like in
loose the fetters of ice and send the logs
their texture, ha%*e been| separated from
whirling down stream to the mill. This all extraneous matter by J the] solvent acdoes not end the lumberman’s labors,
tion of the chemicals. »They are withhowever. The drive is the most strenuous drawn from the
digester, automatically
part of them. He must follow the logs washed and screened, andjjthe result is
along the swollen streams, turn them pure sulphite.
adrift where they have stranded, break
The pure sulphite and equally clean
the jams where millions interlace in the
groundwood are then |mixed Jin the rerapids, quite literally driving them to quired proportions in^large tanks,fwhence
their destination much as the plainsman
they flow towards the great (automatic
herds cattle to the round-up.
machine which is to be their finish. The
its

?Mxty million feet of logs, not one less
than a foot in diameter at breast high
from the ground, thus come down stream
yearly to feed this Millinocket mill. A

territory 800 square miles in extent supplies the cut, and strict "forestry methods
are adopted to insure the annual
supply.
The mighty procession of logs has its bea
hundred
miles
the
mill
ginning
nortbjof
in the very depths of the w ilderness at

level

stream, nowingi

curacy, passes first

over

witw

perieci accunningly devised

metallic screens, which thicken the flow,
but do not impede it, by withdrawing
Next it
surplus water from beneath.

steadily’ moving screens of
felt, which send it beween’earefully’regu-

passes

onto

lated rolls that squeeze out imore* water,
| leaving it a soft sheet, still moist but having certain coherency.
Chamberlain lake, and, as it moves in ms- j
Slight as this tensile strength |is, it is
jestic procession southward, receives rein- enough to hold it together as it leaves the
forcements from Chesuncook, Ripogenus, i felt blanket and posses between steel rolls
Ambejejus, Pemadumcook—- lakes less dif- heated b> internal steam, whichjatill furficult of navigation than their names— ther compact its fibres by pressure and
and hundreds of other smaller ponds and drive off moisture
by heat.*|Over and
•‘i reams.
under these rolls, twenty-eight| of them,
The cut begins in August, the logs reach the machine extending fifty or sixty feet
their destination the following June. down a
long room the sheet jiasaes, ever
The tract of land from which they are
growing drier, firmer and smoother, till it
drawn is mighty; yet if you stand near is wound
upon an axis at the end of the
the mill and see the logs piled up for win- 1
machine, a perfect sheet of news or book
ter use, twenty million feet and more in
paper cut in such width orj length as the
the one largest log pile in the w'orld, see occasion demands. The
largest of these
j
the storage basin half a mile square frozen rolls are about
twenty-seven inches in
solid with logs, and see the mighty stream diameter and seven feet in length, repreof them that Moats day and night continsenting a single sheet of paper eighty-four
uously into the devouring jaws of the inches in width and many hundred feet
wood room, you can but wonder if even long, weighing 1,300 to 1,400 pounds.
this great tract of forest land will hold
Such is the story of the spruce, from its
out against so ravenous a monster.
green and sappy growth on the forest
THE PULP MILL.
ridges to its whited sepulchre injthe newsYet, after all, the very best guarantee of paper roll.
its maintenance is the devouring pulp mill
The best pedigrees in some families are
which sits at its outlet and lets no passing
in their dogs.
log escape its jaws. The fact that a threeAfter Poe had penned “The Raven”
million-dollar mill has control of the
forest and is dependent on it for mainte- he took it to an editor. “Is this a good
poem?” he asked. “Good poem?” chuckled
Fiendlsh Suffering
the editor. “Why, it is a bird!”
is often caused by sores ulcers and canGerman newspapers speak of a new
Bethat
eat
akin.
Wm.
cers,
away your
dell, of Flat Rock, Mich., says: “I have typewriting machine which prints syllaused Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, for Ulcers, bles and short words instead of single letBores and Cancers. It is the best healing
ters, attains much greater speed than
dressing I ever found.” Soothes ana others and, it is claimed,will revolutionize
heals cuts, burns and scalds. 25c at E. G.
the art of typewriting.
Moore’s drug store; guaranteed.

BEWITCHED

KLLS U ORTH

M V R K KTS.

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.
chased by a syndicate of Bangor and
Boston nyn of which he is one. The new
son of Stephen
Gilbert,
eight-year-old
Haying About Over
Heavier Crop
company, which will be organized, will be
Lyrlck, of Millinocket, was drowned known as the
than Last Year—Price
Quotations.
Bangor & Northern railroad*
Haying is about completed, and a sum- Wednesday, while playing on logs in the Contracts were let to-day to build
river.
of
mary
reports received from The Amerbridges, rebuild the track through KenArchibald L. Boyd, one of Bangor’s oldican’s correspondents from all sections of
duskeag, Corinth and Charleston and put
the county indicate a heavier crop than est merchants, for more than fifty years the road in condition to haul
heavy
on a fruit store, died Sunday,
for several years. There are some
excep- carrying
freight. A new station will be built at
tions to this rule, however, a few corre- aged seventy-eight years.
Six Miles Falls, at which point the road
A commotion was beard in a pasture at will connect with the Northern Maine
spondents reporting the crop about the
same as last
year, and in one or two in- Fort Fairfield one night recently, where Seaport railroad now in process of constances lighter.
One West Ellsworth B. S. Smith had a young colt and its struction.
farmer says on high land the
crop is bet- mother, and upon investigation it was
ter than last
year, but in the swales, found that a moose had visited the pasture
An Ideal Canoeing Country.
where it was heavy last
year, this year’s and had killed the colt.
To the enthusiast in summer sports and
is
not half what it was last
crop
The barn and shed of Alton Richardson, pastimes, there is nothing so thoroughly
year,
owing to the cold, wet spring.
at Clinton, were burned Tuesday of last delightful or more genuinely beneficial
The wholesale grain
markets have week, w'ith 110 tons of
hay, ten wagons, than a canoe voyage far up in the northern
shown considerable fluctuations in the
fifteen sets of harness, 300 bushels of oats, Maine woods. Thousands of men and
week.
past
Exports which have been sleds and farming implements. Loss, women have already tasted the ec stacies of
heavy, were curtailed by a further rise $5,000; insured, $3,900.
this sort of an outing and found supreme
last week, and eastern
markets, in which
Patents have been granted to Maine enjoyment in it—in the swift, noiseless
stock's were low, felt the benefit.
An
inventors as follow's: To Willard Jmfes, gliding-down lake and winding stream, or
e ising off of
prices followed, and to-day of
Auburn, for a filter, and also for a com- the exciting runs down stretches of turthey stand about the same as last week.
bined window' shade roller and drapery bulent water, or camping out in God’s own
Local retail prices on corn have not been
to Thomas 8. Laughlin, of country, amid scenic environments of the
affected, but dealers are carrying very pole hanger;
Portland, for forming turn buckles; to most charming sort.
short stocks, fearing to be
caught on a Arthur R.
Northern Maine, with its 15,000 square
Rogers, of Jonesport, for a fishfalling market.
miles of water-crossed playground, offers
handling
apparatus.
Oats remain steady.
The indications
unlimited possibilities for canoeing, the
Eli M. O’Brien, of Thomaston, chairman
are that this
year’s crop will average
hundreds of connecting and contiguous
of
the
Knox
board
of
county
county
lighter than for several years, and prices
lakes, rivers, streams and brooks making
died
between the lightest and the heaviest will commissioners,
Thursday, aged canoe progress feasible and
easy in
He
had
served
on
the
seventy-five years.
range greater than usual.
practically every direction, even though
Flour is a little easier, but it will be an- board tw-o terms. This is the second
one’s route lies in the very heart of the

!

—

[Original.]
One bright summer morning more
than two hundred years ago, a ship
from England anchored off shore nt a
settlement In Massachusetts.
To the
people of the place the arrival of anything or aDy person was a subject of
excitement and they all went down
to see what the vessel brought them.
To their great Joy l>esides stores there
had come a number of people to cast
their fortunes with them. The watchers on shore stood gaping under their
broad brimmed puritan hate while n
lbip*9 boat 'Unloaded the emigrants,
among them a young girl, who from
the moment her foot touched the land
made herself as much at homo as if
she had been born there. She had not
been landed five minutes before her
shoes and stockings were off and she
was wading in the shallows, splashing the water, laughing and otherwise
disporting herself. Tin* grim faces on
the shore formed a singular contrast
with the capering maiden.
“Tell me,” said Hezekiah Stonehedge
to the captain of the ship, “who is that
madcap wuo is disgracing herself by
showing her bare ankles to our young
men?”
‘‘She calls herself Abigail Rogers.”
“To which of the families does she

belong?”
‘To none of them.”
“God help us!” exclaimed Hezekiah
Stonehedge, throwing up his hands in
pious horror.
At
that moment Abigail Rogers
hack was turned to the shore while
she waded out toward a place where
a small bit of sand rose above the surshe
face.
As the water deepened
raised her skirts accordingly. Then It
grew more shallow, and she stood on
the little Island, clapping her hands In
She splashed her white
great glee.
feet In the water, bunted for shells—
Indeed found more to do In the narrow compass than many would have
found on all the coast.
Though all
eyes from the shore were fixed upon
her, she paid no attention to her observers and when she had tired started landward. But while she had been
sporting the tide had risen, and after
she hud advanced till the water became so deep that she could raise her
skirts no further she stopped and cast
her eyes to the shore as If looking for
help. Sweeping the line of scowling
faces', she at last fixed on Hugh Saltonstall, a stalwart young fellow, who
had been looking on with the others.
The moment he received the maiden's
glance he strode Into the water and
carried her la his arms to the shore.
That was quite sufficient to stamp
her as a witch. Hezeklah Stonehedge
took the captain of the ship Into his
house and wrote down all the Information he had to Impart concerning AbiNo one knew how she
gail Rogers.
had got aboard his vessel, for she had
not appeared till the morning after the
ship had sailed. She had bewitched
the sailors, who when she fixed her
eyes on them could not be made to
perform their duties properly. Tills
Stonehedge considered all the proof
needed.
When the young man set the girl
down ou the sand every person who
saw what they considered his enthralment turned and went up toward the
settlement, fleeing lest they should
themselves come under the spell. Abigail wondered wbat hud sent them
Young Hugh
away In such a hurry.
endeavored to make her aware of the
her.
terrible
overhanging
danger
"Why,” he usked, "did you put yourself in such Jeopardy?”
"The good God made me happy," she
replied, “and I must be happy.”
"How did you come to sail for these
shores ?”
"My uncle sent me abroad in charge
of a sailor, who hid me.”
"Why did he do that?”
"I don’t know.”
“Come with me to the house In which
There are women there, and
I live.
I’ll see If I can persuade them to protect you.”
The young man believed that before
the day was spent she would he jailed
and as soon as tried burned at the
He walked beside her to a
stake.
cabin. Hezeklah Stonehedge and othOu reachers stood ufar watching hin>.
ing the'Whin every woman but one
fled.
She, good motherly soul, nothing affrighted as the others, took the
girl to her heart and gave her refreshJust _ before dark Hezeklah
ment.
Stonehedge csine, followed by two others to assist him, to demand the body
of the witch,
nngh Saltonstall met
min

tii.

tuc

witch is

member of

the

board to die within

a

untamed

forest where

no

road

or

trail has

month, the other being Reddington R.
yet been cut and where the canoe offers
Morton, of Friendship, w ho died June 30. the
only practical means of travel.
Capt. Hillman Smith, of Auburn, exThere are several particularly attractive
mayor of that city and for two years war- canoe trips here which have been singled
marking off y2 cent a pound on all grades. den of the State prison at Thomaston, out of the many because of the ease with
Eggs are just a trifle firmer than last died Saturday, aged seventy years. He which they can be made and the comparaweek, indicated by a shortening up of had served in the city government of both tively short time it takes to make them*
the price range from 22 and 25 to 24 and Lewiston and
Auburn, had been city mar- The list includes Allagash river trip
25.
shal oi Lewiston and sheriff of Andros(about 200 miles), Penobscot West branch
Old potatoes are practically out of the coggin county. He was a veteran of the
trip (about eighty miles), Penobscot East
market, though a few can be picked up if Civil war, serving in the 8th Maine, and branch
trip (about 118 miles), Fish river
wanted. Green corn is the latest arrival
rank of captain.
in the Ellsworth markets.
system trip (about 111 miles), Allagash
There are being discharged with the
slight changes in green vegetable and
Capt. Thomas W. Hillyard, of Eastport, lake trip (about ninety-nine miles), and
berry prices.
died Tuesday of last week at the age of the St. John river trip (about 231 miles).
The quotations below give the
of
range
retail prices in Ellsworth.
fifty-eight years. He was for many years
Special information concerning these, or
one of the deep-sea captains of this secany of the other popular canoe trips to be
Country Produce.
Butter.
tion, and ran a coasting vessel to Boston made in northern Maine, can be had
Creamery perm.28«S3 and New York for a number of years. He promptly and in full by addressing C. G.
Dslry. .. .
retired from the sea about fifteen years Brown, G. P. A., Bangor & Aroostook
Cheese.
Soon afterward he was appointed railroad, Bangor, Me.
He»i factory (new) per lb.leair ago.
Beat dairy (new)..
city marshal, which position he held for
Dutch (Imported)..
two terms, and was then appointed colSomething About Diamonds.
Neufchatel.....o&
lector of taxes, and served several years.
The work of surveying for the large
plant to be built at Aroostook falls to
Chickens.80585 develop the water power of the Aroostook
Fowl..
river, has begun under the direction of
B.y.
Best loose, per ton.14 *lf the Maine & New Brunswick Power Co.
Baled..
The estimated horse power at the falls is
...
Straw.
8,000. Electric power will be furnished for
a greater part of Aroostook county and
the western part of New Brunswick, inVegetables.
Potatoes.new.pk 25<j30 Tomatoes, Ih,
15 cluding Fort Fairfield, Houlton, Presque
Lettuce,
0» Turnips, new, ft
03 Isle, Caribou and Limestone in Maine, and
25 Onions, new, ft
Spinach, pk
05
08 Beets, bunch
String beans, qt
05 Andover and Perth in New' Brunswick.
05 Cabbage, new, ft
C'ucumberB,
i4 !
Ward Brothers, contractors, of KennePeas, nk
25 Carrots, hunch
(5
»5 Beans—per qt—
Squash, new ft
bunk, are to build three large pulp mills
Green corn,doz
35
12 ai5 for the
v*ilow-eye
paper company, formerly called
Pea.
p the White Mountain
Paper Company,
Fruit.
CO Oranges, doz
Watermelon, each
.358.45 w'hich are to be located at Bar Mills, Steep
10 Lemons doz
Cantaloupe, each
80435 Falls and Hiram. Tw o of the mills are to
08 Gooseberries,
Blueberries, ot
10
qt
08 Currants, box,
Rasp tarries, ft
10 have an output of thirty tons a day, while
the third is to have an output of fifty tons
Groceries.
Co Bee—per lb
.06 9.08
a day.
Bice, per lb
The company for which the mills
Rio,
.168-25 Vinegar, gal
20^25 are to be built was
incorporated under the
35 Cracked wheat,
Mocha,
.05
35 Oatmeal, per ft
Java,
.04 name of the Publishers Paper Company,
ft—
Tea—per
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
with a capital stock of f6,000,000. Since
-45 8-05 Graham,
Japan,
.04
.308 05 Rye meal,
Oolong,
.04 then the name of the company has been
ft—
Granulated
Sugar—per
meal,lb 02k changed.
Granulated,
.06# Oil—per gal—
Coffee—A A B,
.Mi
Linseed,
.658-70
Dr. Geo. B. Woodside died Friday at
C
Yellow,
.05#
12
Kerosene,
Powdered,
08$lu
Damariscotta, where he was shot in the
Molasses—per galhead three days before by Arthur, the fif11
BfCfft.

Fresh

laid, per doz.25
Poultry.

.35
.50

a vana,

Porto

Syrup,

Rico,

.60

Lumber and Building Materials.
1 26
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
13 814 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
135
Hemlock boards, 13 814 Clapboards—per M—
16 920
Extra spruce,
Spruce,
24®26
Suruoe floor,
20925
Spruce, No. 1, 20 840
20 850
Clear pine,
Pine,
25g5t.
Matched pine,
20 825
Extra pine,
90
Lath*— per M—
Shingles—per M—
extra
3 25
2.50
Cedar,
Spruce,
"
2 75
2 00
clear,
Hemlock,
"
2 25 Nalls, per lb
2d clear,
.04 8-06
**
extra one,
1 60 Cement, per cask l 50
'*
No. 1,
1 25 Lime, per cask
95
••
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7511
White lead, pr lb .058.08
Provisions,

Beef,0:
Steak,

Pork, 0.
8teak, It.
Chop,
.08 0 14
Pigs’ feet,
18
Ham, per 0
.05008
Shoulder,
Bacon,
.18 0..rO

Roasts.

16
16
.06

.150.25

Cornea,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:

20

Steak,
Roasts,

Lard,

C5
Tongues, each
Native spring lamb,

12*22
Fresh Fish.

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

06
06

12*16

Mackerel, each
Shad,

25310
10
12 314
3v

0

Bluefisb,
Scallops, qt

Fuel.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
5 0006 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
8 0005 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
10001 26
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’s
Buttings, bard
Flour, Grain

and

teen-year old son of Joseph McFarland,
of Charlestown, Mass. Young McFarland,

7 50
7 50
7 50
7 50
7 0*

on

try is firmly established here. Every year
rough diamonds of greater value are

brought in and cut here, as the following
figures will show: 1897, $2,617,413.95; 1898,
$4,900,098.94; 1899, $5,907,534.76; 1900 (South
African war year), $3,597,520.39;
1901,
$6,702,053.05; 1902, $7,393,252.85; 1903, $7,412,414.99; 1904, $9,675,741.78.
The brilliancy of a diamond is due
entirely to the cutting. Brilliancy is
merely the light the stove reflects; the
duty of the facets is to reflect the light,
therefore the stone must have the correct
thickness that the facets may be laid at
the

right angles

to reflect

the light in the

proper direction—straight up
top of the stone.

through

the

There are fifty-eight facets on a diamond
-thirty-three on the top and twenty-five
on

the

bottom.

If

the stone is too thick

thin, the rays of light are not
reflected straight up, as the angle of
too

or

reflection makes them

cross or

sep arate.

maiden named Josephine King
Dropped dead while attempting to sing;
Then a n« ighbor next door
A

Whom the songs had made sore.
Bowed her head and said: “Death, where’s

—

October term of the supreme court, and
upon bail in the sum of fl,000
furnished by his father.

the

liberated

Supreme Chancellor Charles E. Shiveley,
Richmond, Ind., will visit the grand
Domain of Maine K.. of P., on Aug 17. A
subordinate lodge field day will be held in

It cost the company $50,000 and two
months’ work to make the cut, but it
our running time nearly three
seconds.
cut.

shortens

atfertiscmnita.

of

_

1

Lewiston and Auburn.

AN

OR

—

"■

COUCH

7 p. m., after which a reception to
supreme chancellor will be given in
followed
the city hall, Lewiston,
by
dancing. Special rates on all railroads.

John R. Graham took formal possession
Penobscot Central railroad Saturday, the road having been recently pur-

~11

COLD

place at

of the

ORDINARY

—1

the

Quickly yields

to the specific
action of Brown’s Instant Relief. All dealers 25c.

Norway Medicine Co., Norway,Me.

Abbertieemrnte.

Feed.

48 350
Oats, bu
75 0 7 00 Shorts—bag— 1.253» 30
l 35 Mixed feed, bag.

diamond
having the protection of a duty
finished 9tones, while rough stones are
admitted free, the diamond-cutting indusOn account of the American

cutters

thy sting?"
who was passing a vacation at New Harbor, was sitting upon the church steps disPassengers(on trunk line of railway)—
charging a revolver when the physician Somehow the scenery along here looks
drove up. One of the bullets pierced his different from what it used to. Conductor
right temple. McFarland was held on the
Yes, the road used to run around this
charge of assault with intent to kill for hill. We go through it now, in a deep

The exercises of
160.20 the day will take place at Lake Grove,
18 Auburn. The
programme will consist of
18
10 a shore dinner, a concert by the Brigade
10312 band, an address by the supreme chancellor, and a vaudeville entertainment. A
short parade, escorted by the local companies of the Uniform Rank, will take

Salt

-100.14

Lamb

Klour—per bbl—
5

uwi.

not here," said the
young man. “An hour ago we put her
by the chimney to rest. Suddenly there
was a gust of wind, and she vanished.
Rushing out of the cabin, I glanced at
tlie sky. She was not there; but, looking below, I saw her going down to
the water with a sieve she had taken
When she
from the chimney piece.
reached the verge she launched the
sieve, got into it and sailed away.”
“She has bewitched you,” said Stonehedge, not knowing whether the young
man lied or told the truth, and he
searched the place. He found nothing,
for Abigail was hidden in the clock.
That night Saltonstall took the girl
In his boat to the ship and prevailed
on the captain to take her back to Eng
land. Her protector went with her and
upon investigation uncovered a plot
to get rid of her that another might
secure a fortune she had inherited.
Her uncle had bribed a sailor to take
her aboard the ship, and after her departure she had been personated at
home by a girl of her own age.
8altonstall succeeded in restoring the
property to the girl he had befriended
and punishing the man who had sought
to defraud her. The young man had
been, in modern parlance, bewitched.
F. A. MITCHER.
“The

month yet before Hancock county
bread-makers will take their chances with
new flour,
preferring to pay for old flour.
The only change in staple groceries is
in sugar, which is
cheaper, local dealers

other

Corn,1000 bag
Corn meal,bag
Cracked corn,

*

135
135

N*IKB LAW BKOARDUfG

Mfddllngs.hag 453I 55
Cotton seed meal, 155
WK1GBTB

AND

“Follow the Flag”

MKASCHJtS.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga, turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rje and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

to

A

Peculiar Disappearance.
J. D. Runyan, of Butlerville, O., laid
the peculiar tiibappearauee of his painful
symptoms of indigestion and biliousness
He says:
to Dr. King’s New Life Pills.

“They
sour

maffi

--

1 35 0 1 40

are a perfect remedy
stomach, headache,

dizziness,
constipation,

for

Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Omaha, making direct connections for Texas,
Mexico, Colorado, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Vestibuled
Trains Daily

Portland
Seattle, Tacoma and all intermediate points.

i|

Tourist Cars for Chicago (berth, $2.75', connecting with Tourist Cars for all points
Tuesdays,
west, leave Boston on famous “Continental Limited"
Thursdays and Saturdays, connecting at Rotterdam Junction with same train
frem New York, same days.
Reclining Chair Cars Scats FREE'.
Privilege ol Stopping 011 10 Days at Niagara Falls.
For reservation ofPullman Palace Car Sleeping Berths, also Pullman Tourist Car Berths,Rates, etc.,apply to
H. B. McCLELLAN, G. £. A., 887 B'way, New York. J.p. McBEATH, N.E. P.A., 176 Washington St-, Bouton.
C. H. LATT A, SJS.P.A.. 13th A Chestnut Sts.. Phila. J. E. BARRY. Tourist A gt.. 178 Washington St., Boston.

etc.” Guaranteed at E. G. Moore’s drug
store, price 25c.

To Cure
Take

a

Cold in One

Day

Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. ^ r%//

Seven Mlfflon boxes sold in post 12 months.

This

Signature, V*»

la Two Days.

jj
I>OX- 35C.

1

A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL

Farmers' institutes at Oaatine, North
Ellsworth and North Sedgw ick next week.

JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AKTERSOON

“Fighting Bob” Evans with the bestdrilled squadron of battleships which ever
flew the American flag, is due at the
Lamoine coaling station this week.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT THk

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING COF. W. RoLMN*. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Tires, Astociate Editor.

oe made known on

correspondent
light apple crop
in this section. The grain crop bids fair
to be heavy, if not too much damaged by
lodging.”
North

Our

cabn-riptiou Price—#3 0©a year; $100 for six
months; 90 cent* (or three months; If paid
s«rtc*'v In advance, V 50. 75 and V ceBta
respectively Ail arrearajres are reckoned
the rate of §3 per year.
Advert t«!t»* Kates— Are -eaaooable, and will

application.

Baalneft* communication* should be addressed
and ail tnonev orders made payable to Tue
Ella
Babcock uoqpT publishing Co.,
worth

Maine._

Penobscot

“There will be

writes:

a

Augustus Wilson, of Manset, recently
in a horse mackerel from Bluehili
bay that Upped the scale# at nearly 1.000
pounds. The fish was purchased and

brought

M. B.

placed op exhibition by Capt.

King.

..

1905!

waysRhnd by-ways

in

8

27|28

|

our

says

gives the

on

a

vacation!

So

correspondent, and
scarcity of bait. So far

Oceanviile
cause as

a large part of Hancock
concerned, the lobster-catchers'
last the year
vacation might as well

Ellsworth and

as

county

20 21 22 23 24 25 26
^♦

expect
Long Is-

_

Lobster-catchers

13 14 i5 16 17 18 19

31!

of
its

land.
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29 30

saw

We

to hear of them from Outer

soon

high-

corners

Pond

county.
first automobiles last week.
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the far

Great

Hancock
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the

penetrating

The whiz::-cart is
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is

round.

A lobster is almost

Ellsworth.
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Two

BATTLESHIPS UOMIMi.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

€t)f (Elbtuottl) American.

curiosity

in

_

Castine entertained officers and guests
of the United States cruiser Atlanta Saturday in her very prettiest manner, which !

Best Drilled

Squadron

of

Navy

Standard*.

[ From Journal of Mrdirinr. Part Usd. Frssk

Due

W.

This Week.
The North Atlantic battleship -quadron.
under command of Rear Admiral Roblcy
D. Gram, which sailed yesterday from
New York tor the Lain cine coaling station, is said to be the best drilled

Sc*xJe, M. I>

Editor

at Lamoille

Printed
Recent

t»y request.

revelation*

in

the

can

conduct

of

fipttfcl 2?oU«*.
0»DKI»r,A*

Recklessness of a young fool is only
surpassed by an old fool's obstinacy.
Oyer-I’m something of a mind-reader.
Think of the money in your pocket and I
tell you the amount you have to the

| dollar.

bow much?

Myer—Well,

Oyer—

cent#.
religious, political and business attain One hundred
would aeem to indicate that there are
• too ■ sward, •too.
many men of the present day conducting
The reader# of tW* paper WtS be pleaded to
squadron that has ever represented the j their public affairs according to one <*ode lest® tna. there t* at ira»«
one dreaded disease
United States navy.
that Mfteaev ha* bre® able to rur* In all R*
I of morality, while their private life ia «tage«. and that }• Catarrh. Hall'* Catarrh
The squadron was informally reviewed !
t ®*re i» the arty positive cure now know a to tba
founded upon another standard.
inedtcai fraternity Catarrh being a coo Hit u
by President Roosevelt in the North
Politics have long been debauched by I tonal <tt«ea*e.
require* a ooMth»tl#Ml treatIn the
river at Near York last Friday.
the action of certain men, animated wholly dkdI. Ifair* Catarrh Cere 1* taken infernally,
squadron are the battleships Maine, Mis- by f' lflshnww, and who are fully persuaded acting directly upon the bVwd and mocou* *ur(we* of the system. thereby destroying tw
souri, Kentucky, Kcmrsarge, Alabama. that
morality has no place in things poli- foundation of the di-ea#*, and giving the paIllinois, Iowa and Massachusetts.
Uect strength by building up the constitution
tical. This is bad enough, but when busiThe
aadaaslsttuc natnie la oolng the work.
“It is a well-drilled squadron/' said
ness men shall become afflicted with the
proprietors have so much faith In !»• curative
Re*r Admiral Evans with his usual direct
powers that they offer Owe Hundred Dollar* for
same short-sighted view, and each shall try
Send for hat of
any case that It fails to cure.
frankness and with a show of pride in its
to have one code of morality for Sunday, testimonial#.
“We now maadmitted competence.
F. J. CHENEY * CO. Toledo, O.
re*#
another code or no code at all for week- Add
Bold bv Druggist*. 7.V
noeuvre at a fourteen-knot speed and at
Take mil*# Eamlly Pill# for constipation.
days, then the world will need a John the
a three hundred yard interval.
At that
of
the
to
repentance
gospel
Baptist
preach
distance and at that speed there have been
a* much a* it did just before the Christian
Icet.
some close
shaves.
But, a# I have all
era.
T
if
it
is
to
lose
1
necessary
MBRKLLA- Silk
along maintained,
Even in our present stage of developBetween Ellsworth and Contention Core.
V
them it i* better to lose some now in peace
( ment it is still difficult to serve both God Will fioder leave at A names* office?
than to lose them in war time.”
and mammon acceptably, and selfishness
TIDE SCARF— Between poatofflee lo EllsAfter coaling in Lamoille the squadron
is still the mainspring of everything that
worth and Morrison school house at Baywill exercise at torpedo and submarine is
ride
Will finder please return to office of
of
the
so
recent
that
evil,
development*
Watis Co., Church it. and be reEiuvokTi
on
and
mine work,
sailing again
August business methods of some so-called good warded ?
will
rendezvous
at
10, the first division
men indicate that they are
proceeding
Then
Portland, the second at Boston.
upon the principle that the end just ides
BEtantfU.
the crews will be given recreation on
the means, and that money-making ought
shore until August 15, when the squadron
I PRENTICB-Ab opportanllv i. np.11 for
not to be limited by any such useless
a bright boy, not under IS year# of age.
of Shoals.
will reassemble at the Isle
hindrance as moral principles.
to learn the printer'# trade. Apply at Thk
Then it will go to Newport, and during
There are many good politicians in pub- AMaaica* office, Ellsworthits eight days'stay there the vessels will
lic life, and many business men who conbe daily exercised in manoeuvres off Block
for Salt.
duct their commercial enterprises under
Island. The squadron is due off Province- !
proper methods; yet there is an alarming
one
cash regliter and a fine vio- !
safe,
Ten days later it
town on September 1.
of the idea

w11h^wooden^handle.

I

A

j

ONE

C\l.1. rOR T«ff<
AITH KREAS. the town of Barry, at it*
tjutl meeting of 1905. parsed the fol>>
lowing tote:
Voted. Th*11he selectmen be » committee
with two additional appointed by them to a*n
in and examine the outstanding town orders
and report at oar next annual meeting
Now, therefore, the undersigned, being the
committee cons tinted by and under *si<i vote
hereby glee notice that they will be in session
at the town bailin Barry, on the
twenty-Arsi
and twenty-second days of August. 1*06 at
nine o'clock in me forenoon for the purpose
of receiving and examining all town order*
outstanding, and all persons holding any town
order of the town of Rurrv are hereby *»requested and directed and required
o present the same to said committee at
said
dates above mentioned.
Hated at Burry, this sixth day of inly, 1906
F. T. JtLUMii,
O. E. Cooatns,
K D. Barm,
H J. Millikkn,
D. J. Ccati*.

rreasly

CO Mil SSION FRA’ NOTICF.
or Msixk, Hancock as.—July it, 1905.
AI^B, the undersiened having been du!r
M
appointed hy the Honors.de O. P. Cunningham. Judge of probate within and for
•aid county, commissioner* to receive and decide upon the claims of tbs creditors of Reu
ben A. Harper, late of Tremont. in said county, deceased, whose estate ha* been represented insolvent, hereby give public notice
agreeably to the order of the said judge of
prooate that sit months from and after May
i, iiOS. have been allowed W> said creditors to
present sod prove their claim* and that we
will attend to the duty assigned to us at the
court house in Ellsworth, on the 11th day of
August, 1905, a* one o'clock in the afternoon,
and also it the store
f P. W. Richardson, at
MtKinley. in said town of Tremont, on the
second day of November. 1«W. at ten o'clock
In the forenoon, and all persons will govern
themselves accordingly.
P. W. Ricsardsok,
K. L. Higqins.
Jamks <i. Powkks.
Commissioners.
Btatk

0PKCIAL NOTICE.
in Cunfculocus Park.

not

trespass
life
nO demand
protection
of Hancock, the
from the
to

and

I

property

State of
Maiue. and the Unite-4 States of America.
M*av C. Fasts Austin.
couutv

All
In
lin. Wtradlvarin#
prevalence
great deal. There were buck- will begin its regular target practice in i
condition, and will be sold at a reasonthing in life is to get money, no matter by cla*s
Address D. I. Uaosa, Bloebiil,
able price.
rides, public and private dinner j Massachusetts bay.
a.m
p.Hi~
V. Quarter ZO
2*£-.
what means it is accumulated- Now and Me.. Box 115.
Officers of the squadron told of a search j
parties. baseball and a reception. The
then a man is caught in his making
14
30
selectmen of Castine took charge of the problem worked out by Admiral Evans
subscriber, Clement Hockley NewCrockett cottage at Conj money by immoral methods, but it would
bold. cf the county of Montgomery, »ute
tention Cove.
Inquire of Halts B.
when the eight battleships of his comarrangements.
of Pennyalvania, hereby give* notice that he
| be very much more startling could we Caocssrr. Rockland. Me.
This week’s edition of The
has been duly appointed executor of the last
mand stood out to sea to meet Admiral j
know of the many men pursuing the
The society for the prevention of cruelty
will and tesiameut of Mary Scott Kewbold,
American is U.li.to copies.
bee's squadron which was escorting
late of said county, deceased, and given bonds
same dishonorable course.
more
active or Sigs
has
no
to animals
Special Xotiers.
as tba iaw directs.
the body of Paul Jones to this country.
Donations of money gained by doubt^
in Maine than Miss
Not being a resident of the State of Maine,
interested
agent
2,435
Average for the year of 1904,
Seven of the battleship* were despatched
STATE OF MAINE.
the subscriber has appointed Lucre 8. Deasy*
ful methods is affecting the church, the
Juliette Nickerson, of Bar Harbor. In
of Eden, Hancock county. State of Maine,
wireless these kept in
as scouts.
Office or
By
)
school and the home, and a question
the year ending July 15 last she investiBoard or Btatr Amemou, J 1 show postoAce address Is Bar Harbor, Maine,
touch with one another and with the flagWEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1905.
his agent and attorney for purposes specified
whether or not tainted money can be
A rue era, July It, 1905.
)
gated and acted on eighty-one cases of
in revised statutes of Maine, chapter 38, secMaine.
ship
that
the
Slate
rOTlCE is hereby given
sanctified either by generous impulses on
animals not properly cared
tion 43. All persons having demands against
for, overOn the night of July lf>, one of the
Assessor* will be in session at the Court
toe estate of said deceased are desired to
No Yum Mill.
the part of the giver, or by noble use* on House, in Ellsworth, on
worked or abused. This does not include
the 19th
Thursday,
the same for settlement, and all Inscouts located Sigsbee's division and indav of August, at 9 o'clock, a. n».; Assessor*'
the pan of the receivers is being raised.
to make payIf there ever existed a notion that dogs or cats looked after, which also have
ebted thereto are
j formed the Maine. Wireless orders were j
office in Bar Harbor, on Friday, the Uth day ment immedlatelv. requested
the good people of Ellsworth are not a powerful friend in Miss Nickerson.
of August, at 9 o’clock a. m., a d. 1905. in the
Culm us t Bcceluy N aw sold.
sent to the other vessels, these were ascounty of Hancock, to secure Information to
Peace Conference* In Maine.
July 23, 190S
alive to their industrial needs, and
sembled in line, and at daylight Admiral
enable them to make a just and equal assess- ]
|
West Franklin. Aug. 1,1906.
ment of the taxable property In the several
■were not ready to respond to a call for
Howard Macomber, of Michigan, is Sigsbee. a bo throughout the night had
subscribers, John L. Nichols and
and to investigate
towns in said county,
George W. Kano, hereby give notice that
financial assistance, that notion has spending a vacation with his brother, beard wireless cipher message's clicking ; To tfi* Editor of the American;
charges of concealment of property liable to they have been duly appointed executors of
of
citizens
that
the
Some
the
law.
a*
say
navy assessment,
tequired by
the last will and testament and four codicils
been effectually dispelled by the alac- Harr?* Macomber, at Hall Quarry. The all around, but was wholly at sea as to |
F. M. tttfttrao*.
of John C. Nichols, late of Brookline, in the
yard where the peace cornu iasjoners are
Orta Hatfosb,
rity with which they took hold of the brothers went deep-sea fishing the other what it all meant, saw eight battleships to meet is in Maine instead of New Hampcounty of Norfolk, and state of MassethuQBOBUK
POTTT.K,
setts, deceased, no bonds being required
Incidentally Harr?- Macomber’s lit- in line ahead and a signal fluttering from
Board of State Aasesaors.
proposition recently made to estab- day.
shire an recorded by the newspaper*. Will
by the terms of said will. And have appointed
tle son Ronald went with them—a privithe last in column, directing bis column
Samuel K
Gould, of Hancock. Maine, their
lish a mill here for the making of cotAmerican
If
those
The
please explain?
agent in the State of Maine, as the law directs.
lege granted by the brothers with little to close up to three hundred yards.
NOTICE.
ton yarns.
against the esdistinguished people ore to meet and con- riNHE annual meeting of the stockholders of Ail persons having demands
thuugbt that he would catch any fish, let
tate of said deceased are desired to present
That they are equally quick to de- alone
clude peace upon Maine soil, we want the
X the Ellsworth and Deer Isle Telegraph .he same for settlement, and all indebted
But he did.
showing them how.
Iran*
thereto are requested to make payment imAMl'SEMEXT NOTES.
tect auy attempt
credit. If the citizens are wrong, they Company, for the choice of officers and
to impose upon
landing a thirty-two-pound hake and
action of any other busiuesa that ma> prop
Johm L. Nichols.
mediately.
certainly should be corrected.
crly come before it. will be held at the publ!?
Ueosok W. Kaan.
them, and to act with promptness and coming home high-line. Ronald says he
July 13. 190r>.
Tom Waters, the popular Irish come- |
hall in Hedgwiek. Maine, on Wednesday, the
C. E. Butler.
in
the
firmness, has been made clear daring will take his father fishing again some dian. will be the attraction at Hancock
at
1
o’clock
of
August next,
Vthday
F. A. Gaosa.
afternoon.
< 1
for I'utr \ MKKICAN
the past week.
day, if be is good.
hall next Wednesday evening, and RichClerk,
Deer Isle. July S&, ISOS.
[The peace conference* will be held at
A proposition, which seemed reaards A Pringle s Georgia minstrels Satur- one of the
at
the
government building*
OUT DOORS.
sonable, to build and equip here a
day evening.
Kittery navy yard, in the Btate of Maine.
cotton yarn mill at a cost of 8350,000,
Were you ever out-doors? It is not suf- j
The headquarters of the delegate* to the
HARRY FIKLDH*<i’S COMPANY.
was recently made; it was understood firient to shut the doors of human habita- j
conference, it is understood, will be in
Miss Pauline Fielding, supported by j
that if Ellsworth would do cer'ain tion behind ?*ou and step into the open ;
Portsmouth, N. H.—Ed.J
own
will
Harry Fielding’s
open j
company,
things, the promoters would do the air, but to shut also the doors of the mind a three-nights' engagement at Hancock
and
tune
of
to
conventionalities
ever?* day
rest. Ellsworth, in good faith, through
hall to-morrow evening. There will be * j
Alec-They tell me, professor, that you
If you have never
to Nature.
My entire stock of Moots, Shoes, etc. will be disposed of at RAKGA1X
its ooard of trade, undertook the yourself
afternoon matinee, at which la- have mastered all modern ton gue*. Prodone this, you have never been out-of- Saturday
IMMCES. These are regular goods, prices of which are standard, and it is an
secured
dies
will
as
a
receive
work, actually
souvenir, photo- fessor-Yen, all but two—my wife's and
subscriptions doors.
exceptional opportunity to get such goods at prices practically less than cost.
of Miss Fielding.
for nearly one-half its allotment of
her mother's.
The Gossiper spent a few da?-s recently graphs
the following old and cut prices:
Compare
this
the
the capital stock, and felt reasonably at W. F. Aiken's
Concerning
company
Boothbay
“And you mean to say that the Paley
camp on the shore of
“Nothing but praise of girl is engaged at last?” “So I hear.”
certain of the o.ber half, when inves- Patten's pond. Nestling under the pro- Register say*:
Hale
Former
order has been bestowed on
the
CHILDREN’S.
Price
LA. OIKS’.
Price.
“And who's the happy man?” “Her
tigation satisfied the committee in tecting arms of a giant oak which forms Misshighest
Pauline Fielding, the talented young
Kid Lace and Hutton. S'/> to 11 1.00
.8.5
father, they tell me.”
Patent Kid
charge that the whole thing better be a shade foT the camp and a roof for the
Quality"
“Queen
“
leading lady of the stock company. It is
.80
5 to 8...
.8.5
“Here’s a bill for a hat, John; f25. “Gee
Oxfords.|3.00 $2-20
dropped, and last Saturday tbia com- porch, is Camp Aiken, one of the most without doubt the best of the popularI .KD
No wonder we’re poor! When did “Queen Quality" Kid Oxford* 2250
whiz!
mittee met and prepared a statement home-like camps of the many near Ellsthat has been here this
MEN’S.
worth. It is near th* close of one of the priced repertoires
that hat?” “I didn’t get it. It’* “Queen Quality” Russia Calf
to that effect; this statement may be
season.
Although a stranger to Boothbay you get
most glorious days of the summer. Lying
2.20 “Walk-over’* Patent Chrome
and Gun Metal Calf Oxford* 3.00
for your last year’s Panama.”
found in our news columns.
Miss Fielding has made many
back in a hammock chair swing under the audiences.
Calf Oxfords. 4.00
3.10
well-informed man?” “Queen Quality" Patent Kid
“Is Higgins a
While all this is, of course, disap
friends since
Monday night, and the
great oak, the Oossiper and bis camp
3250
2.60 “Walk-over” Vici Calf and
Boots
to be,” answered Miss Cayenne;
pointing, it is not wholly discouraging; companion smoke the pipe of sweet con- hearty applause that greeted her in the “Heought
2.20
Kid Boot*.. 3.00
Russia Calf Oxfords. 3J0
2.60
dual role of Lady Isabel and Madam Vine “hi# w ife belongs to three sewing societies “Queen Quality”
this community has acted in good tentment.
2.00 “^Valk-over” Patent Chrome
Patent Kid Boot*. 3.50
in the well-known but and a progressive euchre club.”
faith throughout, and has nothing to
The wind that has ruffled the pond all Tuesday evening
2.20
Kid Boot*. 3.00
Calf Shoes. 4.00
3.10
always welcome play, East Lynne, showed
2.50
1.73 “Walk-over” Vici Calf and
Th#* worries uf a weak and *tek niotner are
regret except that, through no fault da?* has gone, and even the gentle lapping her to be an actress of rare talent and
birth of her child
wl»h
the
ceased.
of
waters
on
the
shore
has
It
onir
day
the
Iwguti
By
1.5« |
of its own, the project most be aban.<. 2.00
Gun Metal Calf Shoes. 3J0
2.110
She has a charming stage presher’wor* i# con steady Interrupted and at night
is still! 80 still that voices at Camp Lin- ability.
1 .«• Patent Calf, Calf and Vici Kid 3.00
1.75
rest 1* broken by the wailing of the peevish,
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and rejoices in those attributes that her
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power
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to
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vigor,
up
glvlasr
way
3.00
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Satin Calf and Grain Shoes.. 1JQ
1.19
the department of agriculture last drumming
During the company's engagement here thev impart to tbelr cbillren In over tidily
river bay, five miles away as the crowPatent Kid and Vlci Kid
year* of practice l>r. Pierce and hi* associate
Friday, tendered his resignation and flies, seems so near that you almost expect the following plays will be produced. staff
of nearly a score of physicians have
Oxford. 2.50
1.70
BOYS*.
To-morrow evening, “Young America;” treated and cured more than half a million
it was accepted. This action was the to see it
coming around the point opposite
1.30 CSslf
Sick woraeu are invited io Kid Oxford. 2.00
1 «9
Shoes. 2JO
“Fast Lynne;” Saturday, “A suffering women.
Friday,
culmination of a hearing at the deAll
of
l-t«er
free
Pierce
charge.
44
consult I>r.
by
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1.75
1210 | Calf and Satin Calf Shoes.... 1.75
1.39
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partment, Thursday, at which it was
1.50
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Hotel and Surgical
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Invalid’*
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I»r.
Pierre,
now on sale at Moore a drug-store.
Institute, Buffalo. N Y.
represented by two representatives of a rabbit hop* cautiously from the proYOUTHS’.
an
agricultural
publication that tecting bushes and growing bold, kicks
KEITH’S THEATRE, BOSTON.
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all
the
heels
for
world
like
■
colt
Satin Calf and Grain Shoes.. 1.50
1.29
atrtjrrttscmnita.
Moore's wife held stock in a company up its
The leading entertainers on the Keith
and races back and forth on the beach,
Kid Lace and Button. 1.75
1.20 Satin Calf and Grain Shoes.. 1/25
1.00
vaudeville programme announced for the
manufacturing culture for soil inocu44
44
44
for
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1.25
its young legs
tim** when
1.00 Little Gent’s Shoes.1.00
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week of Aug. 7 will be Olive May and
lation, while Moore, who had charge training save his life from fox or
dog or John VV.
they may
of the preparation and revision of
Albaugh,
jr.
uLady
Betty’s
dreaded human. A red-eyed vireo which
bulletins regarding the enrichment has
Highwayman,” their vehicle, is from the
Rubbers for
and Children at
pul the day to plecp with his preach- |
of farms, directed farmers to the con- ing, reaches bis “finally’’, and a white- pen of the well-known playwright, Justin
about
own
and is said to be one
STITCHlNfl-ROOM
your
cern in question for their supplies throated sparrow which has been “all-day Huntley McCarthy,
of the best short plays now in the varietiee.
of the culture.
—whittleing, whittleing, whittleing”,
AT
THE
There will be a wealth of amusing enterwhittles his last stick. A linnet mounts
tainment in the surrounding show. Conthe topmost branch of a spruce and pours
The death of two of Knox coonty’g out its
spicuous in the list are the Elton Polo SKOWHEOAN SHOE
vesper song. The liquid notes of a
troupe of acrobats and aerial gymnasia;
commissioners within a month, leav- wood thrush leak through the leaves.
8KOWHEGAX, ME.
Dan Quinlan and Kellar Mack, comedians;
As the shadow's deepen a woodcock ziging bat one member of the board,
Bowers and Dixon, in dancing
Dixon,
presents an unprecedented condition zags into the open in front o* camp
10# girls wanted at once. Steady
specialties; the Avon Comedy Four; Vonto the governor, who has two va- and clucks to her brood like a diminutive
Pure Water Supply
teilo and Nina, on the flying rings; Bar- employment. Apply in person or by
Across the pond two
cancies to All by appointment. The farm-yard biddy.
Contractors for Artesian, Driven and
rett Brothers, comedians and dancers, and letter at the ollice In Skow
facbegan
as they
talk over tfee
board was democratic this year, and old loons laugh
Hydraulic
J. Warren Keane, a skilful magician and
fooled those two poor huinanl
tory.
it is probable that in making tbe way they
card manipulator.
who tried to cmfeh their young one.
Galletti’s dogs and monkeys have r een
appointments Gov. Cobb will pre- (But that’s another story.) The shores
COMMONWEALTH
serve this political complexion of the
specially engaged for the amusement of
recede, the waters grow dark, the stars the
juveniles.
board.
A whipporwiU welcomes the
pop out.
Anywhere in United States. Dry
The Fadettes will make an entire change
It is night. Turn in!
Wells Deepened. Twenty-live years’ exrising moon.
of selections, and a new list of comedy
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
a
And while
late
supper is sput- and
l>erience. Personal attention given to all
motion pictures will be
ME.
SKOWTIEGAN,
interesting
I lest of references given.
work.
the camp stove, I will
Thomas Spencer and wife, of Boston, tering on
exhibited.
of
tell
the exciting
you the story
relatives here.
are
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Shoes!

Selling Out!

FpSfr

■

WANTED!

—

Men, Women

price.

H^P

FACTORY,

Ellsworth.

WALSH’S,

D. M. RATT COMPANY,

_

WELLS.

Shoe & Leather Co.

_

"visiting

Grindie, of Bath, is spending
the week with his parents here.
Harry Gerry and Charles H. Lake went
to Pittsfield Monday, where they have emlhomas

the
two
old
gave
young bird; of the woninstinct of the young bird; the

half-hour

loons with
derful

we

one

LAKEWOOD.
Miss Mary Garlsnd and two friends.
Miss Harriet Fletcher and Miss Nellie

the mother, who, regardless of
danger, kept between her yonng
are spending the week in Bangor
ployment.
and the boat, allowing us to approach Cook,
and Orono.
Mrs. Frank Holden, of Bar Harbor, and w'ithin an oar’s-length; of the characterisAmong visitors here Sunday were A. P.
Mrs. Frank Morgan, of Boston, came Sun- tic masculinity of the male bird, who
day evening for a visit with their mother, sought de4f> water and safety for himsell Hopkins and wife, Miss Bertha Hopkins,
Mrs. Harriet Hasting.
Miss Julia Barron and Miss Clara Shorey,
while keeping up an incessant yelling ol
Frank H. Lowell, of Tarrytow-n, N. Y., advice to his mate, and of the final resort ol of Ellsworth; C. M Whitcomb and Asa
who has been spending his two weeks the mother when, apparently carrying the Flood, of Ellsworth Falls; Mias Olive
vacation here and with his parents at
Wrebber, of Brewer, and K. I. Moore, of
young bird with her, she partly rose from
North Penobscot, left on the return trif
the water and went splashing away like Green Lake fish hatchery.
Sunday afternoon.
an old side-wheeler, laughing at oar disA runaway was narrowly averted here
comfiture over a broken oar. It’s an in- Sunday, when Martin Garland was on
Unitarian Uonference.
teresting story, butthe way to Ellsworth. Mr. Garland met a
Supper’s ready!
The dates for the Hancock county conbicycle when about a mile from home.
ference of the Unitarian and other Christian churches, *to be held at Winter Har-

bor, have been changed
Friday, Aug. 17 and 18.

to

Thursday

and

bravery
her

of

own

The merchant who does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for
those who do advertise.
a

Ellsworth Creamery
For Sale!

Good building, equipped with steam
power, cream separators, chums, coolers, and everything necessary for iirstclass creamery ; stable (8 stalls:, sheds
and ice house attached lot 41 square
rods ; centrally located in city of Ellsworth ; all buildings and equipment in
; good condition.
Property will be sold
on easy terms.
Inquire on the premises, or of W. It. CAMPBELL,,
Ellsworth, Me.

FOR

sale:

At HANCOCK HOUSE STABLE*

The colt at once bolted and ran. Mr. Gar- Several good business Horses, new and secondHarnesses. Agent tor H. A.
land, however, quickly gained control of bund Carriages,
i Moyer's Fine Carriages. EvpryUnug as reps*
him. The only damage was to the wagon, sen ted or no sale. Terms reasonable.
j
one of the wheels being broken.
I. H, GOULD.

\

Office, 75

Westminster St.,

Telephone 27V2-2 Union.
This well
Bros.' Stone
dence, R. I.

Providence, R. I.

by us at N'orcroas
Drop as a {tostal If you w ant some Intend ing
Yard, Km*sley Avenue, Provi- reading matter. Flame mention this paper w hun
writing.
was

sunk

__

Bar Harbor Horse Show,
AUGUST 22, 23, 24.
Four-in-Hands, Carriage Horses, Tandems, Saddle Horses, High Jumping,
Ponies and

High Steppers.

Exciting Running Races Each Day.

Music

by Bar

Harbor Band.

Special Transportation Rates from All Points.
Ofliee

now

open for entries.

W. 11. N. Voss,

Secretary,

Bar Harbor, Me.

HANCOCK POINT.

NO YARN MILL.

A schedule of exhibition
been arranged as follows: The LouisCasino—Wharf to be Re- burg, Bar Harbor, Aug. 3; the Seaside Inn,
paired Society Notes.
Seal Harbor, Aug. 7; the Kimball house,
PROJECT to build one IN
Notwithstanding the stormy weather, Northeast Harbor, Aug. 15; Grindstone
ellswobtii abandoned.
August opened under favorable auspices Inn, Winter
Harbor, Aug. 18; the Malvern,
at Hancock Point. Several
of committee on
large dinners, Bar Harbor, Aug. 21; Hotel Sorrento, Soradverse report
teas and card parties are announced. The
rento, Aug. 25.
INVESTIGATION—EXPLANATION
hope at the hotel are to be given on SaturGIVEN in statement.
AT THF TARRATJNE.
day evenings. For years past these hops
have been looked upon as more than
Mr and Mrs E F Chauncey, Brooklyn,
passwill h»vi* no cotton mill right
Rll,worth
N Y; Mrs E N Taft, Miss Taft, New York
ing events.
on
the lines of the
One of the social events of the season city; Mrs E W Taft, Arthur N Taft, Col(way-nt lout not
that wm recently presented to will be
orado Springs; Miss Torrence, Tenafly, N
the wedding of Miss Annie
proportion
Crosby
and to which public
[1,1, community,
Emery, only daughter of Justi-e and Mrs. J; Prof II G Lord, Mrs Lord, Molly Lord,
hue been so closely drawn dur- L.
attention
A. Emery, at
Crosby Lodge, late in Lucy Lord, New York; the Misses Oat ley,
few weeks.
ing the ps»t
August, to Prof. Francis G. Allin son, of New' York; Alexander Torrence, Tenafly,
was
not
as
situation
satisfacThat the
Providence. For several years Miss Emery N J; Mrs William T Sampson, Harold
be desired has been sus- has
tory as could
been dean of the woman’s
college of Sampson, Washington, DC; Mr and Mrs
or
more.
week
The
"committee Brown
fora
She is prominent in J G Vose, Miss C K Vose, Mrs E J Pichuniversity.
the
proposi- summer society at Hancock
grhioh had been investigating
Point, and ardsoti, Miss Richardson, Providence, K
the results of early in- is
tion, »n spit* of
a general favorite
I;MrsJ 8 Drinkwater, Cambridge; Mrs
were
most encouragvestigation* which
M A Wheelwright, Frank Cahill, Bangor;
work after the solicitation
Miss Wetmore, Englewood, N F Torrence,
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS.
ing. continued
was
far advanced,
Now that the season is w- 11 advanced, New York; John S Sew'ail, Mrs L F
of 8u»»scriptlonato stock
and there was every prospect that Ells- summer residents are planning for im- Stearns, Anna P Stearns, Bangor; Mrs
worth would be able to meet the condi- provements whereby all arc to be beneflt- JohnT Shaw, Miss S N Shaw, David S
her.
ted in One way or another.
tions imposed upon
Naturally the Shaw, Oberlln, Ohio; Mr and Mrs E P
a result, a special meeting of the
first improvement in line is the steamboat Bcutelle, Bangor; A A So warty, A Duncommittee on subscriptions was called for landing, which is to be thoroughly re- can, New York; A M Cheney, Ruby Belle
last Saturday afternoon. At that meeting paired. Ivast year the wharf was put in Lichfleld, Southbridge, Mass; Mrs C C
it was decided that the project should be fair condition, but the severe storms of Tegethoff, Miss Tegethoff,
New York;
dropped where it was, and the subscrip- winter and spring caused much Miss M T Marr, Cleveland, Ohio; Mr
tions to stock returned to the signers. A damage, so that teams were not allowed to and Mrs Alfred J Robinson, Miss Robincommittee was appointed to draw up a drive onto the wharf. Several hundred son, Bangor: Miss I JI Noyes, Portland;
fetter explaining the reason for this action. dollars will be expended, the sum being Mrs F V Strickland,
Miss Strickland,
This committee has issued the follow ing raised by popular subscriptions by the Miss Graham, Bangor; R II Vose, Boston;
letter:
summer residents.
Mrs Kenneth Torrence, Brooklyn; Mrs
Another project which is quite likely to Mrs W M Sargent, Miss A L Saw'yer,
••The committee appointed to solicit subscripField, Bangor;
tion* for tbe proposed cotton yarn mill met Sat- materialize is the erection of a casino. At Portland; Mrs Charles
Miss Dorrice Field, Mrs F E Lathrop,
BttUy afternoon, ami after listening to a report present, save for the hotel and postofllce,
New
York
Mrs
Van
A
city;
Mills, Wash0f a sub committee which had Investigated, there is no
place in general where people ington, D C; Mrs John R Reynolds,
amoDg other matter*, tbe operation and present
Helen
Mrs
Reynolds, Poughkeepsie:
congregate and where the different organicondition of a similar mill at Richmond, Maine,
William T Logan, Miss Helen McCoy,
zations may meet for pleasure or business.
Miss Jean McCoy, Bryn Mawr, Penn.
with which Mr. Arnold B. Sanford was actively
A building of the sort would be a decided
connected, unanimously vote*! that It was Inex-

Talk off

works of art.
has

a

BORN.

Sedgwick,
CAHTKjl—At
Mrs (deare lyn Carier. a

addition, especially if provisions were
AT THfc tOTTAOKS.
made for dancing, pool, smoking-room Adams, Mr a ml Mrs James—Brookline, Mass—
and general club
The Vial, The Misses Adams, James Adams jr.
or
reception-room.
Mronmere
Action regarding the matter will be taken Bacon, Mrs John II
Bangor
Misses Bacon, Carlos Baron.
shortly.

conliuue tbe effort to loeate the pro
P*ed mill at Ellsworth, and It was also voted
ibat all subscriptions should be Immediately
trturiK'l to the subscriber*.
••Thl* la probably the end of tbe project to
locaie ibis Industry In Kllsworth. It Is a source
ef disappointment to the citizens of Kllsworth
Utat tbe effort to obtain and locate a new Industry here must be abandoned, but tbe report of
ibe committee leaves no doubt that It would be
neither feasible nor deslraole to continue the
negotiations for the location here of this parto

—

Baldwin—Mrs Grace

responded

liberally

so

and

Charles

day’s
The

cheerfully

Will Hold Meeting

be

will

the

seventy-five. Among

be

present

Gilcreast,

Later in the

State;

ment

A

the

expected

National Councilor U. L. 8.

of

Metheun, Mass.,

a

silver cups will be

is

being arranged

Sunday

for the

season.

and, who

Duryea
Pres.

were

W. P. Champlain, Porthere in their large Stevens

Saturday
Hyde entertained
car, left

guest

on

Sun-

—

are

Newton Center.

Miss Hazel Hix played the organ in
church on Sunday, and also sang a solo in

Mrs.
Y.,
Swan, Brooklyn,
arrived Tuesday evening to open Swanswill
folseason.
The
nest for the
family
low later. The Swans are the last of the
arrive
and
make
the list comcottagers to
plete save the Craigs, which will not be
opened, ovfring to the death of J. W.
Nichols, the owuer, at Brookline, Mass,
early in the season.
Stella

*

very pleasing manner.
Mrs. Galen Hix, of Rockland, returned
to her home
Friday. See had planned a
longer stay, but owing to ill health felt
obliged to go. Her daughters accoinpanied her.

We entertainment in the hall on Thurs% evening was quite a pleasant affair,

hiding a small sum to the chureh funds.
Everyone felt very grateful to Mrs. Hix Eatonville, Fla., spoke
her daughters for their assistance.
H.

chapel

on

Don Johnson is employed at Mrs.
a while.

The

ow ners of Ash Point, W. H. Hall
John H. Tracy, have sold to Mr. Ofd*n, one of Bar Harbor’s summer resi- j

a°d

dents.

J.

!

Lord, Prof Ellen Frances—Winter Park, Fla—
Roselot. Natalie Lord.
Loud, Prof and Airs Hubert N Gardner—New
York— Broadview. Aliases Lord.
Alaxwell, Mrs JameB Thomas
Saugertles,
N Y. Airs Haley, Airs Evelyn 8mlth, Mill
town. Ale, James T Alaxweli, Saugertles,
Ml’ses Washburn, Now York city, William R
—

Maxwell, Philadelphia.
Air and Mrs J Y—Bangor— The Ledges.

RlCKKU,

Kicker.
The Birches.
Robinson, Airs I> A—Bangor
Aliases Robinson, Harrison Robinson.
Roves, Pro/ and Airs C J II—Bangor Hillside. Aliases Ropes, Jack Ropes.
Ross, Prof and A!r» II A—Exeter, N II—Camp
Dr Chase, Mrs P Chase*, Exeter,
Phillips
Aliases Weiner, New York, C P Hesjenger,
New York.
Slaughter, Airs Moses Stephen
Madison,
Wls. Elizabeth and Gertrude Slaughter.
Sterns, Mrs Ezra L—Buugor—Seal Crest.
81ET80N, Mr and Mrs Edward—Bangor. Misses
Plummer, C C Stetson.
Stetson—Mr and Airs I K Bangor—Edgwood.
Ruth Stetson, Irving Stetson.
Swan—Airs Stella B—Brooklyn, N Y—Swans•Maurice

—

—

—

nest.

Taft, Rev and Airs Arthur—Brooklyn, N Y.
Alias Welmore.
Thatcher, Air and Mrs B B—Bangor—Soronits.
Miss Thntcher.
Thelukrq, Dr Elizabeth B—Poughkeepsie, N
Dr Grace N Kimball,
Y—Little Crabtree.
Robert and Alorrlll But. Mbs Elizabeth Thelberg, Poughkeepsie, N Y.
Walton, Dr and Mrs E M—Bangor
Maple-

__

R. Ash and wife.

31.

B,

ioQ talk about
posters and your ads. upon the

fence,

they ain't the kind o' mediums that appeals

to common
sense;
may talk about your dodgers, and your
and such,
01i
calculate they don’t assist an advertiser

v-

ou

,c,rcuhtrs
Inuch;

especially In winter,
l.h® ground,

when the

snow

la

on

wo>Hler where your posters and your dodgers
c*n
found?
Bn.
Ul within
the cozy homestead, when the parlor
•tove's aglow,
fh.
•*«
Is read aloud to everyone we

“^“paper

i

Tyler,

Eddie Jordan.

|

—

Kverett Ash and wife, of Peabody,
“J®®8*. accompanied by their nephew,
^nk Ash, are the guests of Mr. Ash’s

^^nts,

Mr

—

Uuptill’a for

An,.
An,t

at the

YOUNG

&

July
W

Ellsworth.

tiaflroaS* anti Suatmio#

DRS.

Conimfsdns June

F.JUJ.A.GREENE,

1005.

SPECIALISTS

HAK HARBOR TO BANUOK.

.3. Mias Hannah

D

TranapoiUtlon

At
Btalsdell

Lakewood,
to

..

Freeman

...

....

....

...

PH

AM

PM

Sunday*
Batn

IAM1AMAM

9*46.'..
AM
8 05
6 10

AM AM
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....
6 17 9 42
.... 6
38 10 02

Ena'r
BExa
Br Je
5
HId’n
5
Lk H
8(14 10(09 .(5
Or L
6 52 10 17
5
Nlc’ln
7(00 10 26
5
Ella F
7 14 10 40
6
ELLS 6 17 7 -20 10 46 12 S3 4 20 6
W Jc
7 bO 10(62 12 38 4 32
Fr R
11 00
(6
Han
.11 09.t6
Wauk 8 43
11 18 12 57 (4 49 6
M D F 6 50
11 20 1 05 4 5ft 8
Sull'n 7 30
1 35 5 15
HanP 7 55
11 40 1 25 5 40
Srnto 7 15
2 05 5 55 7
Bar III 7 40
12 10 2 00 5 45 *7
Seal H 8 30 .j 2 50 8 35
N E HjH 50.| 3 10 6 lift
S W HI9*00
..1 8 20 7 10
....

....

....

..

..

....

12
32
89

17
57
10
16

..

....

....

....

..

30
39
43
50

..

...

..

10
40

..

....

....

P M
11 05
1 00
PM
PM
3 15 *5 00
8 19 5 C5

7 00

....

AM

SOOlOaO

..

AM

Potld 1*56

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

23 45

AVe offer for sale on easy terms an
86-acre farm; cuts about 15 tons of
hay; has an orchard of 75 thriving
trees (grafted); two good wells of water;
wood enough to use on place; excellent

7 20

AMAH
28 25 Ilz46
8 30 11 49

8 37
8 57
|» 04
9 12
(9 21
9 35
9 41 12 51
(9 48
9 56
10 04
10(09 1 13
10 15 1 29
..

..

....
..

..

pasturage; buildings in fair condition.

....
..

Also 1 express wagon, 1 buggy, 1
meat-cart w'ith refrigerator.
For further particulars enquire of

..

....

10
10
11
12
12
12

..

..

..

..

..

..

6. B. Stuart,

35
50
10 2 85
00 3 30
20 3 40
30 3 60
..

..

..

..

Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.18 p
m, and arriving Ellsworth 11.56 a m, 9.47 p m
with Washington Co By.
*

Dally.

a

Leaves

Sundays at 9 a

m.

z Sundays only.
v Sundays onlv steamer
leaves Southwest Harbor 2 20 p rojNorlheas
llarnor 2.80 p m ; Seal Harbor 2.50 p m, to connect with this train.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.

SAILED

Saturday, July 29

ASSESSORS’

NOTICE!

Geo. W. Patten,
Levi W. Bennett,
Assessors.

West for sale at tlie M. C. R. R.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bos

New

ton

FOR SALE.

and St. John.

sch William Mathe-

Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
! tickets
before entering the trains, and especially

»<-.h E

I

Mary August N Y
July 29, ar och Harvest Home
July 28, cld sch E A Whitmore
Gouldshoko—July ^27, ar tch Agnes Mabel,

Ellsworth, Me.

Tickets for all points South and

City,

Whitmore.

May 31, 1905,

The assessors of Ellsworth will be
in session at the mayor and^aldermen’s
room, Hancock hall building, on the
last Wednesday of each month, beginning June 1, 1905.
F. B. Aiken,

connect

Friday, July 2S
Stuart, Ray, Weymouth

A

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE.

BANOOR TO BAB BABBOB.

Fort.
ARRIVED

Cld sch

AMAH

....

PM

Ellsworth

nr

PM

s »e 741105 1:5 4 lft 12 8(1
Ronton ....J....I g 06 11 0315 301 7 20 7 20 3 55
N V dally ex Sunday 1 7 Oij
I

MARINE LIST.

Franklin—July

attention. I)r. Greene is the well
personal
known Medical Lecturer and proprietor of
the great faintly medicine, Dr. Greene's
Nervura Blood and Nerve Remedy.
Booklet, descriptive of Dr. Greene’s methods, remedies and tri atment, will be mailed
free upon application.

...

Portland...

Ellsworth

PLACE,

Long established and successful practice.
Proved professional skill and ability. Expert and honest treatment. High standard
of medicines. Reasonable and fair charges.
Advice at 0006 or oy mail absolutely free.
All patients who call or write receive

...

WILLIAMS—At Franklin, July 27, Miss
AramentuC Williams, aged22 years, 6 months.

son, buftun

TEMPLE

BOSTON, MASS

....

—

ar

34

....

DIED.

Bucksport—.July 3),

Diseases.

..

Co.

Sch Lulu W Eppea, Pratt. Boston
Sch Melissa Trask, Hutchins, Jersey
staves. C J Treworgy
Hancock County Forts.
IlLUEiiiLL—.July 80, sld sch Hazel Dell,
York

Nervous and Chronic

....

BROCK—At Florence, Ala, July 23, Mrs Margaret Thomson Brock,
mother
of Mrs
Henry M Had, of Ellsworth.
CARTER—At Naskeag Point, J. ly 27, George
II Carter, age * ] years, 11 months, 24
days.
COOPER—At Brooklln, July 10, Charles Cooper,
aged 60 years, « mouths, 20 days.
GRAY—At Bluehlll, July 80. Mra Alma Eliza
beth Gray, aged 59 years, 7 months, '.‘3 daya.
GREEN—At Deer Isle, Ji ly 30, Miss Gertrude
Green, aged 34 years, 22 days.
HUCKIN8—At La mol no, July 30, Calvin Y
IIuc.Ins, aged 79 years, 4 months 9 days.
INGALLS—At Stewardson, III, July —, Brown
Ingalls, formerly of North Bluehlll, aged 94
years.
LAMPSON—At Ellsworth, July 30, Marlin
Lampson, aged 65 years.
MAYO—At Ellsworth Falls, July 29, Joseph N,
son of Mr and Mrs Oiascoe
Mayo, of Brewer,
aged 12 years.
PATTEN At Franklin, July 29, Frank Patten,
aged 57 years, 8 months, 27*days.
WHITTAKER—At Franklin, July 19, Miss
Nancy J Whittaker, aged 61 years, 11 months,
2.i days.

Sch Ann C
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hcehlen, both of Ellsworth.
CARD—CLARK—At Franklin, July 81, iW Rev
P A A Killam, „r Ellsworth, Mias LOVu F
Card to Charles It Clark, both of
Finnbiii^
CARTER—AVERY—At Hancock, July 27, by
A B Carter, esq. Miss Minnie M Cart. r. of
west Ellsworth, to Edgar T A
very, or Bucksport.
DUNBAR-.I ELLISON—At Sullivan,
July 3\
by F A Noyes, e»q, Mi»* Ida Dunbar to
Eugene II Jeillson, both of Sorrento.
OWENS-BLODGETT—At Philadelphia, July
22, Ruth Anna Owens, of Philadelphia. f>
Cape Frederic W Blodgett, of the P 1 R
8

Harnesses.

DOW,

MARRIED.
BLAISDELL-W HKKLDKN

_

Kalis and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
GEO. F. KVANh.
Vice Pres, and Gen’! Manager.
to

LOTS IN WOODBINE CEMETERY.

Bowden

•July 28, ar sch Clara and Mabel, Kent
July 3 sld sch Agnes Mabel, Bowden, hard*
wood, Wood, Bar Harbor
Stomnwon—July 7, ar sch Samuel B Hub*

sch Otrouto, Boston
Boothe*y Harbor—July 29, sld sch Emma
W Day, Bar Harbor
July 30, ar sch Henrietta A Whitney, N Y for
Ellsworth
Boston—July 27, sld sch John Paul, Stonlngton
July 2\ sld sch William Matheson, Bucksport

Brunswick, GA—July 29, ar sch Stanley H
Minor, N Y
City Island, N Y
Julv 25, passed south,
sch « Sawyer, Providence fo’r N Y
July 26, passed south, sch Julia Frances, Ells—

worth for Roudout.
Passed east, schs Henrletta A Whitney, N Y for Kllaworili; Brigadier,
do for Sto:,lngton
July 28, passed south, schs Flbeman, Stonlngton for N Y; Horace 1' Shares, do for do, Susan
N Pickering, do for do; Franconia, Bangor for
do. Passed east, sch Mary A Hall, N Y for
Stonlngton
July 31, passed south, sch K Arculnrlus, Somes
sound for N Y
Aug I, passe! south, schs Mary Augusta,
Franklin; Florence Leland, Stonlngton; Wliile
L Maxwell, Sullivan
Nkw I.oNDON-July 31, sld sch Lavolta, N Y
for Bostou
Nsw York—July 21, cld sch Lejok, San Do
mingo (sld July 30)
July 2*. sld sen Penobscot, Philadelphia
sld sch Nellie Grunt, Portsmouth;
Julv
Penobscot, Frankfort, Me; F II Odlorne, South
Amboy for Danversport
July 3i, ar sch Maijurle A Spencer, Sullivan
Portland—July 20, sld sch Mildred May,
Bluehlll
July 30. ar sch Emma W Day. Bar Harbor
Port Reading, N J—July 21, ar sch Flora
Conduit. Cll sch Helena, Bostou
Rock pout—July 26, ar sch Georgia L Drake,
from Bath, to load for St Thomas
Salem-July 31, nr sch L D Remlck, from
Bangor for orders
Vineyard Haven—July 27, ar sch K Arcutortus, Somes Sound for N Y; T W Cooper,
Franklin for Staten Island
Julr-1*, passed sch Henrietta A Whilney, N
Y for Ellsworth
July 29, ar schs Brigadier, N Y' for Stoning
ton; Mary Augusta, Sullivan for N Y. sld schs
Aodrevv Neblnger, Bangor for N Y; T W Cooper, Frankilu for Staten Island
July 30, ar schs Florence Leland, Stonlngton
for N Y ; Willie L Maxwell, Sullivan for do
July 31, ar schs Wesley Abbott, orient,
L I for Bangor; Storm Petrel, Run-out for
Boston; Mary A Hall. N \* for Stonlngton.
Sld schs Florence Leland, Stonlngton for N Y;
Mary Augusta, Sullivan for do; Willie L Maxwell, do for do

and its
on the school
Mr. Calhoun was
working and results.
heard by a large congregation. A liberal
Mr.
was
taken.
Calhoun,
collection
wood.
while at Hancock Point, was the guest of
Mrs
Mrs Sarah L—Bangor—Chatola.
Prof. Frances Ellen Lord, of Winter Park, Wing,
Whitcomb, Newell Whitcomb.
Fla.
foreign Forts.
Wood, Mrs E E—Bangor—Contfort. Margaret
On Tuesday Miss Prudence Robinson,
Hillsboro, N B~July 22. ar sch Hugh KelWood, Edward Wood.
N
from
Y
ley,
J.
Robinson, White, Mrs J S—Bangor. Messrs White, Pauldaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Notes.
ine Savage.
of
Bangor, guests at the Tarratine,
Schooner l.ndusktn, from Bangor for Vineher
fourteenth
birthday. Woodward, Mr and Mrs C E Bangor—.Vox- yard Haven for orders, arrived
celebrated
there July *7,
in
field. Pauline and Margaret Wood.
heavy southwest wind lu Vineyard Sou ml
Several of her young Bangor friends who
Mrs Abby B—Fort Plain, N Y—Birds- July 26 nrobe foregaff, tore foresail. Repaired
Young,
entertained.
summer at the Point, were
at Vlnejard Haven.
nest.
The British schooner Lyra which was disDinner was served at the Tarratine. The
masted lu the hay m Maehlosport two weeks
Elsie
Chase Granite Company.
guests were Mary Cutler, New York;
ago and was subsequently repaired at st John,
Dorrice
N.
Y.;
Poughkeepsie,
Thelbcrg,
The Chase Granite Co., of Bluehill, has N B, was wrecked Saturday on her return to
Field. Margaret Wood, Haywood Jones.
51 ac bias port on the back of Brown's Island, a
as the Chase Quarries
short distance from the place where she suffered
Charles Bartlett, Henry Wood and New ell been reincorporited
Co. The re incorporation simply gives the her first mishap. The Lyra came into the bay
Whitcomb, Bangor.
during a thick fog and ran upon the rocks when
company enlarged privileges, but makes the tide was at Us highest. Her crew reached
At the Tarratine last Thursday Roy C.
in the company or in the shore In safety. The vessel was badly damaged
no
been
the
assistant
has
change
who
postHaines,
when the tide fell. Later In the day she was
master at the Point for four seasons, held operation of the quarries.
purchased by ? Joneeport firm for $600.
of
new
certificate
The
Rican
of
Porto
exhibition
incorporation,
The schooner Andrew Neblnger, of Bangor,
successful
a
which was approved last Thursday, names Capt. A J Robinson, of Southwest Harbor,
art needle w ork. During his residence in
went ashore at Hull Island, Long Island Sound,
of Ellsworth, Sunday. She was floated
the island last winter Mr. Haines secured as officers M. Y. McGown,
Monday and towed to
M. Hall, of Ells- New London. She Is full of water, the heel Is
the agency for drawn work, embroideries, president, and Henry
gone and the botton Is badly stove in. The
The capital stock schooner was bound from
laces and hand-made
Spanish linens. worth, treasurer.
Bangor for New
York.
Many of the pieces were large, beautiful is $50,000.

Sunday morning

A8HVXLLE.

ut

N.

B.

Russell P. Calhoun, secretary of the
Robert Hungerford industrial school at

JUy31.

Jordan, Dr and Airs E E—Bangor.

guests of Miss Fannie
this week at the Birches.

Concord, Mass.,

dance, Robinson

Gasoline Engines and Horse Powers
Carriages.
Everything that a Farmer needs.

T3URIAL LOTS In centre and near the entranCe of Woodbine Cemetery belonging
to Lygonla Lodge. These lots are beautifully
situated and well graded and easy of access a
all times. Inquire of
H. L. MOOR or
DAVID FRIEND,

EASTERN

Steamship Compaii}
SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Six

Trips

h

Week.

Porcelain Inlays.

—

day H. C. Baxter and Master Baxter, of
Brunswick, and W. H. Brigham, of Boston.
Tuesday’s arrivals included Mrs. F. E.
wick— Crabtree cottage. Geo P Ilyde.
1-athrop, New York city, and Mrs. Van A.
A. Mills, Washington, who will remain JoitNSToN, Airs 1 8— Bangor—Barnacle. Miss
Lettle JobndoD, Miss Clark, Edward Steinduring the season at the Tarratine.
bach. Wlnthrop Stein bach, Orange, N J
Miss Lillian Fellows, Bangor; Elizabeth JONKV Hon and Airs N AI
Mason
—Bangor
Freeman, Everett, Mass.; Sarah Bartlett,
cottage. Alls* Hattie Jones.

tion.

«

—

for Portland.
as

MACHINES

WOOD-SAWING

—

Mrs. M. S. Clifford.

Mr. and Mrs.

and

Ellsworth— !
Eskkv, Justice and Mrs L A
bard, s d boh Florence Leland, N V
Miss 8 D Crosby, Topeka, |
Crosby Lodge.
I July 28, ar seas Annie ami Reuben, Boston;
Kan, H C Emery, New Haven, Miss Annie C Mary Farrow, Boston.
Sld sen Margaret M
Emery, Providence, Miss E K Crosby, To- Ford, N Y
ar sch John Paul,
31.
Juiy
Boston, Sld ech
peka, Kau.
8 K Davis, Clark’s Island
The Crabtree.
Freeze, A LangJon—Bangor
West Sullivan-July 26, ar sch Georgletta.
GIRDWOOD, Mrs James—Orange, N J. MIsb Bid ten Alcyeon, Stonlngton
Cld sch Willie L
July 27, ar sch Catherine
Glrdwood, Master James Grid wood.
Maxwell, S Y
Grant, Mr and Mrs Geo H Boston Juniper.
July •<*->» ar sch Will am D .Marvel
Miss Marie 8 Grant, Mrs W A Alexander,
July 30, cld sch Georgietta
Mrs Barbour, Ellsworth.
Domestic Ports.
II.lk. Mra Ii w—Ellsworth. "Mrs Farrell, Miss
Baltimore—July 30, ar sch Winfield SSchueKatherine Hale.
ter, from Sargentvllle
Hamlin—Gen and Airs Charles 8— Bangor—
Bangor—.July 27, ar sch Julia Baker, Boston.
Sld sch Annie F Kimball, Northeast Harbor
Louise
Hamlin.
Cunningham cottage.
July 29, ar sch Sarah A Blalsaell, Boston; cld
Hyde, Prof and Mrs William DeWltt— Bruns—

Higgins' orchestra furnishing music.
The following committee will have the
vVatersmete, the summer home of the
sflair in charge:
George F. Royal, P. C., Maxwells, is probably the gayest cottage
8. E. Chapman and C. M. Brooks. Every- at the Point. Mrs. Maxwell is entertainbody is requested to attend the public aea- ing in honor of her guests, the Misses
On
of
New York city.
»»on, especially the members of other W’ftshhurn,
ucret orders. Everything will be free.
Thursday a small but select euchre party
was given.
Thursday of this week Mrs. E. B.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Gustavus Robbins, of Allston, will Bowen, of Newton Center, Mass., is to entertain a large party of friends at lunch.
open house on Friday.
About seventy-five guests are invited inC»pt. Simmons came in the harbor on
cluding the summer people here and at
Friday in the steamer.
Bar Harbor, Sullivan and Ellsworth. The
leernan Robbins, of Wollaston, is at event is in honor of Miss Maud Hammond,
Mr*. Clara Peirce’s for the summer vaca- who arrived at Fairview
Wednesday from

*nd

tage.

Reynolds arrived at the Tarratine
Tuesday, from Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
George Fred Godfrey, Bangor, spent
Sunday at McFarland cottage with Mr.
and

—

—

W.

session of

social

held, when
prizes.

ill be
as

tourna-

Mrs. John R. Reynolds and Miss Helen

Tuesday evening, Sept, fi,
Good Will council, Ellsworth* will be held,
when the degrees of virtue, liberty and
patriotism will be conferred by William
T. Sherman council, No. 55, of Rluehill.
Refreshments will be served and old
acquaintances renewed. This will be a
mass meeting of all the councils in the
eastern part of the State, and a large number art planning to attend.
The follow ing evening a public session
will be held in Odd Fellows hail, previous
to which a banquet in honor of the State
cooncil will be served.
The programme
in the upper hall will inctude speeches by
•ome prominent members of the order, a
and

the annual

tennis tournment

came

and Z. P.

organ of the order.
a

season

for the middle of August.
F. V. Strickland and family, of Bangor,

to

are

musical programme

—

1

NOT KM.

neighborhood of
those

w

offered

Smith, State councilor of North Carolina,
sad editor of the American, the official

I

1

—

of the

parts

in

Mrs E J Clark.
Baktlett, Charles H—Bangor—Bellevicw. Mrs
F T Bartlett, Mrs Hathaway, Charles D Bartlett.
Miss
BoardmaN, Mr and Mrs J L— Bangor
Hicks.
Bowks, Mr and Mrs K B—Newton Center, Mass
Mrs F J Brldgham, Kidder
—Fairview.
Bowen, Miss Brldgham, Miss Alice Crowell,
Cambridge, Mass, A Maude Hammond, New*
lou Center, Maps.
Brownell, Miss Jane L— Bristol, Conn. Mrs
Harriett Brownell, Mias Peek.
Buzzell, Mr and Mrs J C—Bangor.
Colorado
CtlAUNCEY, Rev and Mrs I H
Springs—(freely cottage. Miss Torrence, Mr
Torre nee. Tonally, N J.
Ci.kvKl.and, Mr and Mrs N P— Kxeter, N H
Hazlemere.
CLIFFORD, Mr and Mrs Milton 8— Bangor—McFarland cottage. Misses Clifford.
CUTLER, Mrs John L, sr—New York—Hamlin
cottage. MIsb Addle Culler.
Cutler, Mr and Mrs John L—New York—Lewis
Clark cottage. Robert Cutler, Mlsses Cutler.
Doan cotDoan, Mi and Mrs W W Bangor

to Mr

Sun

—

follows:

Harold Sump-on, Warrington.42

The State council of Maine, Jr. O. U. A.
M.. will convene in Ellsworth Wednesday,
Sept. 6. at G. A. R. hall, with the State
councilor presiding.
Delegates will be
total

score

Irving 'tetaon, Baugor.30
Arthur S Tuft, Colorado Spring*....31
Henry Wood, Baugor.81
A J Itoblnaou, Bau^ur .36
M S Clifford, Bangor..
Maurice Kicker, Bangor
11

In Ellsworth.

of

Bartlett, of Bangor, won Saturby doing the course in 26.

match

..

J. O. V. A. M.

present

for many
play is used.

Charles Bartlett, Bangor
.26
Pre* Hyde, i<run«wl2*.27
C II Bartlett, Bangor..
Prof II Y Lord, Sew York .30

__________________

from all

one

The choice score
Each player goes twice around the course,
and chooses for a final score the best
count
for each hole played.
Young

they did- It leaves no doubt In our isluds
that when an enterprise, sound and desirable,
csb be found, we are not without means to obtain It, ami that tbe people of Kllsworth will
ilwsvs do their part In any project or undertaking which Iscerta’n to be for the common

rhf State Council

was

here

seen

seasons.

si

good."

exciting

—

cottage.

The golf tournament Saturday
of the most

—

E—Boston
Campbell
Dudley Baldwin, Boston, Miss Alice
Campbell, Cherry field.
Baldwin—Mr and Mrs Thomas W Boothbay—
Ledgelaum. Miss Baldwin, Banpor.
Bakstow, Miss Annie D— Boston—.Rose Lott.

OOLF TOURNAMENT.

ticular enterprise,
Mit Is a source of gratification, however, that
sts time when It was thought that it might be
possible to obtain an Industry of this size, the
dilsens

—

July
son.

EATON— At MtUe Deer Isle, July 27, to Mrand
Mrs Arthur H Eaton, a son.
GORDON —At vv«*tSullivan, Aug I, to Mr and
Mrs Henry D Uni don, a (laugher.
GRIND A L—At Sedgwick, July IS, to Mrand
Mrs Harvard L Uriudle, a daughter. | Bernice
Eva. |
JOHNSON-At Sedgwick. July 19, to Mrand
Mrs fl III J Johnson, a
daughter.
LK. ACH —At Penobscot. July 2d, to Mr and Mrs
Everard Leach, twin* -daughter and soil.
SPRINGER—.At Franklin, July 28, to Mrand
Mra Ralph Springer, a daughter
WATTS-At Oils, July 28, to Mr and Mrs
Lowell Watts, a son.

p^tVd

pedient

abbtttiatmtnta.

ABBOTT —At Frank in, July 0, to Mrand Mrs
Frank K Abbot*, a daughter.
BUNKER—At Franklin, July 22, to Mr and Mrs j
Walter L Bunker, a son.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Ex-

Commencing Monday, May 1, steamer J T
Morse leaves Bar Harbor dally, except Sunday
at 1 30 p m, for 8e»l Harbor, Sort' easi Harbor
Southwest Harbor. Brooklln, Deer Isle, SargcuivtUu, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

traction.

Steamer Catherli e leaves Bluehlll dally, except Sunda>, at p aa, for South Bluehlll, stonliuton. North Haven and Rockland, connecting
wltn steamer for Boston.
Steamer -fulleUe leaves Sedgwick dally, exct pt Sunday, at -’.30 p m, for He; rick’s Landing
South Brook svllle, Blake's Point, Eggcmogglu
Dlrlgo ano Rockland, connecting witn steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING
From Boston at
From Rockland

day.

H.

DENTIST.
Main Street,

Ellsworth.

■

ft p m dally, except Sunday.
at S.30 a m, dally, except Mon

All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this Company, is Insured against lire and
marine risk.
F. S. Sherman, Gen’l Agent, Rockland, Me.
CALVIN AUSTIN, V.
P. A Gen’l Manager,
Boston.

Ellsworth, Mil

GREELY,

L.

•

W.

•

>

i JORDAN J

and Swan’s Island

UNDERTAKER,

STEAMBOAT LINE.

\

ELLSWORTH.

* WHH-d- M»1»I

-1-1-lW

DESK GIVEN AWAY
with 310 worth of our Soaps,
Extracts. Spices, Tea, Coffee.
Cocoa. Toilet Goods and Stan-

SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Steamer PERCY V.,

Capt. A.

E.

Smith.

dard Groceries.
Send at once for

Three Trips i*er Week.
Commencing May 1. 19 «, steamer will leave
Ellsworth Monday, Thursday and Saturday at
7.30 h in for *Surry, *South Surry, Bluehill
(connecting with Eastern S S Co at Bluehill for
Rockland and Boston), ♦South Bluehill, *North
Brooklln, West Tremont, Bass Harbor (Me
Klnley) and Atlantic.

*

RETURNING.

WM.

new,

our

catalogue of 200 PREMIUMS.

ESTABLISHED

Leave Atlantic at 6 a m, Tuesday, Friday
and Sunday, touching at the same points ana
connecting at Bluehill with the Eastern 8 S Co
from Boston.
The above schedule also gives a through connection via Eastern 8 8 Co from Atlantic, Bass
Harbor and West Tremont to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boston Thursday ana

big

HOME SUPPLY CO., Dept. A
17 Oak 8t.
Augusta, Me.
1848.

FARROW,

SAI L_-M AKEIR.
Dealer in Duck, Kolt-Kopc and all
kinds ol Trim mi un* used in making
sails. Everythiug to work with.
riLSON’S

WHARF,

ROCKLAND,

ME.

Saturday.

Connection is made at Bass Harbor (McKinsteamer Clmbrla for Bangor and Bar
Harbor.
All freight billed through via Eastern S 8 Co
to all points to and from Rockland and Boston.
*F/«y landinu
NOTICE—This steamer can be chartered every
Wednesday for excursions. Capacity 125 passengers.
O. W. TAFLEY, Manager.
WALTER J. CLARK, Agent,
Ellsworth, Me.

1

A Low

I have just received

J\

cargo

F. SIMON

PHYSICIAN

I)R.

■

L.

L.

LARRABEE,

DENTIST.

of
NATIONAL

BANK

ELLSWORTH,

BLOCK,

MAINE.

ALL

that I will sell at a LOW FIGURE.
Come to the west end of bridge for
Oats.

OSGOOD,

BLOCK.

TELEPHONE.

FLOUR
F. H.

SURGEON.

MANNING

Residence, No. 60 Main St.

FIK8T

Farmers’

M. D.

TON,

and

OFFICES,

Figure
a

CarfiB.

IftofcBBional

ley) with

THE

Summer Flowers
AT THE

Exchange,
»

Proprietor.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
i

Telephone Connection*

The American Aos tubscribers al 107
of the 117 post-offices in Hancock county
AH the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The American if not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it if the only paper that can properly be called a OoCNTT paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed

the tenth inning. Natter made
run, and

other

tee

vices

Invitations

at his
an

Miss Florence Cleaves, of Bar Harbor, is

Mrs. J. T. R Freeiran is spending
with relatives in Rockland.

Postmaster Ralph has recently purchased
put in place a fine new set of boxes.

The Congregational sewing circle will
hold a mid-summer sale Tuesday, Aug. 8,
at Masonic hall witn evening entertainment. It is hoped that there will be lib-

patronage by the public.
Deputy Sheriff Fernald has been hot on
the trail of a road agent who created a
sensation by holding up a citizen of Hall
Quarry at that place Saturday, and roberal

Tuesday.

bing

him of

The V. L society’s fair will be held Aug.
10 instead of Aug. 9, as stated in last

to continue

week’s paper.

work

Miss Bernice Dunn, of Franklin, is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. John Coombs, for

Mrs.

on

Mason

brought

back

a

The

naphtha

due

church

Marion E. Wilson, of Sedgwick,
Saturday en route to Goulds boro,
where she is to be the guest of Miss Julia
Guptill for a few weeks.
Miss

here

John Coombs entertained

a party
Mrs. M.
A. Handy. Miss Jane W. Morse and Mrs.
Sarah Cole were in the party.
Master Murray Hewins celebrated his

Thursday.

birthday August 26 with a few inguests to tea. The attractive birthday cake added not a little to the table
decorations.
sixth

vited

j

J. Moore, private in Co. G. 23d

infantry,

S.

who has been

two years in active service in the
pines, and who is now visiting his

Philip-

parents,
Moore and wife, of Gouldsboro,

been

here

recently calling

upon

Mr. Moore is a fine type of
American soldier, six feet tall, straight as

friends.

arrow, and unlike most soldiers says he
likes it so well that he will re-enlist again

an

next month.
hia

efforts

He

with Gen.

waa

quell

to

Mindanao group, and
in the

Philippines

Wood in

uprisings
sam

is

not

in

the

that army life

pleasure.

all

Mr. Moore says the soldier is well fed and
cared for. and his greatest danger is from
the w-ater. causing bowel troubles.
In
two years he has not had an ill day,
;
and remarked that soldiers who behaved
over

themselves go
enlistment and

through
come

out

the
with

period of
something

rainy day. Mr. Moore tells many
interesting things about our far eastern

for

a

He says the natives are
possessions.
pac ified except in Jolo island, where he
has

been

regiment.
said

he,

business.

recently
“In every

stationed

large

with

towrn

or

his

here

Fred Bennett, of yacht Modena, visited
his mother for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Philo Noy, of Chicago,
returned home

Wednesday.
Mary Black, of Quincy, Maas.,
visiting her cousin, Mrs. Ruel Dority.
Mrs.

is

Jennie Dock ham.

Bert Anderson

is

building a stable.
a piazza built

H. M. Pease lias bad
bis house.

Mrs. A. W. Bridges and
week at Sonth Bluehill.
Mrs. Charles Blake and
visiting friends at Manset.

Kirkpatrick, of Baltimore, Md., is
for a few days on business. He is
at the Lynnmore.
Thomas Kensit, who has been at the
Lynnmore for a few months, has returned
Mr.

BROOKUN.

son

in

on

spent last

children

Effie Bridges has gone to Bar Harbor for
the

Mrs. William Hanna is employed at the
Ober cottage for the season.
Mrs. William Young, of Isleaford, spent
Thursday in town, calling on friends.
of

Clay,

of

Mrs. Alfred

G»pt. C. M. Perkins and R. H. Perkins
home from a quick trip from Boston.

are

j

filling

the

lor

season,

July

town

to his home in

Baltimore.

Linwood Snowman, who has been visitrelatives here, has gone to New York

!

THE REACH.
8. T. Lowe made a business trip to
Belfast in his gasolene launch this week.
1

Fowler and family, of DorchesMass., are staying at Mill Gro-.e cot-

Charles

ter,

*

tage.

Mrs!

Capt. Galvin Davia, of achooner CaroKrietcher, left to-day loaded with

wood for Rockland.
Everett E. Leach has hired for a year at
Keener farm at Castine, and will move
hi* (amily there August 1.

the

of her

regular tripa around the bay.
The annual meeting of the shareholders
of the Northeast Harbor library will be
held Tuesday, Aug. 8, in the library buildthree

Everard R. Leach and wife are receiving
congratulation* on the birth of twins—a
boy and girl-bora July 28.

ing.

Mrs.

NORTH DEER ISLE.
William H. Preble, of Waltham, Mass.,
is

visiting

relatives here.

Miss Mattie Cross, of Morrill, is
aunt, Mrs. Diana Hatch.

a

guest

of her

Hatch, of East Boston, has
guest of Mrs. Ellen Hayes.

Miss Grace
been

a

Miss Genevieve Alien was in Brooksville
last week, the guest of Ira J. Cousins and
wife.
Mrs. Ernest Torrey, who has been visiting friends here, returned to her home in
Rock port Saturday.
Mrs. Noyes and daughter, of Hyde Park,
Mass., have been guests of Mrs. Charles
Eaton for a few days.

Mrs. M. E. Taylor, of Boston, is the
guest of her son. H. M. Pease.
Miss Edith Lufkin visited friends at
Southwest Harbor last week.

weeks, have gone home.
Musa Dollard leaves today for
Sandy Point to attend the encampment of
the Castine alumni association.
Miss

An exciting game of baseball was played
between the Bluehill and Brooklin teams
Saturd&v. The score was even at the end
of the ninth inning, but in the last half of
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles.

Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
Druggists refund money !f PA20 OINTMENT
falls toeure any ease, no matter of bow long
.-Handing, In 6 to H days. First application gives
If your druggist hasn’t It
ease and rest. 60c.
send 50c In stamps and it will be forwarded
postpaid by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis Mo.

A.
_

Copt. Harry Wood is smiling at a boy.
Mr*. Georgia Gasper and Mm. Jo«
Harold Thurston and couain Herbert Carter are working in the
blueberry
have gone to Moosehead lake to work.
factory.
Mrs. Emma Hardy,of Bangor, ia visiting
Mr*. May Wood, of Augusta, who has
her sister, Mrs. M. L. Dix, at the home of been visiting friends here, returned home
her niece, Mr*. L. F. Murphy.
Saturday.
Mr*. Tyler, who has been visiting her
The farmers report frorit one-quarter to
daughter, Mrs. Angrll. returned to ber one-third more hay than last year. Grain
home in Brockton, Maas., this week.
is looking well.
Ward Butler, of BluehiU, is visiting
Miss Alice Beede, who has been working
her cousin, Mr*. Flora Murphy. He has for Jordan A Marsh, Boston, came home
Uken a trip fishing with Oapt. Murphy.
for a vacation last Friday.
Miss Sadie Carver, of Seal Cove,and Misa
The new bell for the achoolhouae in this
Murch, of Bangor, called on Miss Carver's vilhige arrived Saturday, and will be
grandmother, Mrs. 8. A. Heed, the [set placed in position toon.
week.
The first blueberries for the factory
Mrs. William A. Clark and son
Harviy came Wednesday, when Hollis Sa under*
are in Massachusetts
vLulling Mrs. C alk's brought in about five bushels.
husband, who is foreman in the work at
Miss May Billington and Miss lia!lie
the Graves, Boston Harbor.
I Young are visiting Miss Young's sister,
The

Methodist church Mrs. 8. 8. S*mmon. in FiankJin.
S.
management of Mrs. Hsttie |
July 31.
Thurston, wss a success. Much praise is
due the little tots who took part. Iceo'. v.ri C. S. at
f, ruecream. cake and coffee were sold at lbe !
parsonage.
Mrs. Georgia Beaver and children have
gone to Bass Harbor to visit her aunt, Mrs.
Hose Rich, before going to I>uck island to
visit ber parents, Capt. Adam* Heed and
Send model, »ietcs or ptvoto of nventtae for
wife. Mrs. Seaver has been visiting ber
’freerc'5«>rt on eatentaw lit j. ifr»« U t,
v
sister, Mrs. Eunice Lopau*.
concert at the

under the

^

fci;rr TRADE-MARKS

M.

SULLIVAN.
Mis*

Anna

Silsby,

of

are

in town for

daughter
Hodgkins.

and

C.

Mrs.

a

are

A.

few weeks. Mrs. Gibson
the guests of Miss Jennie

Reynolds

and

Louisa and

the

Mrs. Helen Steven* is out again after her
Ulness, and looking a* well as befoie

spending his vacation
Emery, his cousin.

Betsey Young and Mrs. Andrew
daughter, of Waltham, Mass.,

is

late

ber illness.

Gibson and

Cbelsea,

guest of her aunt, Mr*. Hinman.
Dr. Spero BrMgham has been at home
with bis parents a few days tbe past week.

Master
is

Robert Giles, of Pittsfield, Mas*.,
with Mrs. W. O.

All are glad to hear of the comfortable condition of Mr. Hawkins, and of the
arrival of his son. Dr. Henry, from Dor-

Ice

mm
Worms?
f

Many i-tatMrea ar* tro
fwr HKnethun

M ami

I Dr.-True

■ wUl «prl worm* if thrye
■ aUeton!rifihrr«ar»Do %
SK. J >. TKt E ;

1.

chester.

Tbe largest vessel that ever landed at
wharf here has'just left for West
Sullivan where she finishes her load of
stone. This vessel, the William D. Marvel,
of Psll River, Mass., ia a three-masted
tbe

craft of 451 tons.

daughter

Co. wharf for Baltimore.
schooner

ever

loaded

This is the

here.

She

more

York with

for New

who has been

Mrs. Charles

piano

was

Rockland

for

A

Capt.

a

load

summer

visitors.

Hal J. Byard and wife, of Massachusetts
in town visiting relatives.

are

Mrs. Joshua Butler, with her two sons
Oyster Bay, L. I., is at the Traveller’i
Home.

of

The C. E. Perkins minstrels gave ar
entertainment at Riverside hall Saturday
evening to a large audience. A dance fol
lowed.
C. E. Friend and wife, of Camden, ar>
visiting Mrs. Friend’s mother, Mrs. O. P
Carter. They will visit at Mr. Friend’i
father at Eluehill Falls later.
July 31.

C,

of stone.

Vail, of the llarvsr 1 div inity school,
very fine sermon on Sunday afttrnoon lrotn the subject, “High Ideals.”
In
consequence of the rain only the allweather hearers were present, but they
felt amply paid for tbe effort of getting
fall out.

Holden

of

landed here last

Mrs.

Georg*

has been

week from
L. Holden.

home this week.

is (stinting his house.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Haviland and
Thomas Iiaviland, who have been at Mrs.
Charles R. White’s, have returned to their
home in Atlantic City, N. J.
He

Cipt. George W. Torrey
Stonington

in

the

has

schooner

Mr.

Horace

P.

this week, has returned to Camden.
Brown brought for his use here his

Sbbnttsrmrnta.

There will be a “mock graduation” in
the hall, Tuesday evening,
Aug. 8. Thia
entertainment will be conducted after the
manner

of any high school or
As it is something

seminary
novel, the
Baptist society, under whose auspices it
will be held, hopes for a
good patronage.
After the
ice-cream and
sailed from cake wdl be“graduation”,
served.

Shares, loaded with stone for New York.
Mrs. Torrey remained at home this trip.
Cyrus Brown, who was visiting friends
here

Mrs. Farren leaves very soon to
visit friends in Cherry-field. hut Mrs,
Whitaker will be the guest of Mrs. C. M.
Stratton and other relatives here and in
Hancock for a few weeks.
rivals.

Adams,
Medford, Maes.,
spending her vacation with
has
Thompson,
goue home.

Mrs. Mattie

graduation.

July

31.

Mr.

gave

a

I Key West
RIVAL
Best lOc. CIGAR
Ha*

Decs oo the market 12 yean.
Big
— sale*
const*Dtiy iacreasing.

WHY?

Advertisers. Publishers and Printers.

QUALITY

MEANS!

ECONOMY

seem to be on the decrease.
Mrs. S. 8. Robinson, of
Rockland, is visiting relatives here.

in fuel, which is imbut
also economy in
portant,
attention, which is imperative.
few housewives have
time to bother with a poor
cooking range even if they do
not have to consider the food it
spoils and the fuel it wastes.
Better start right and be sure
of right results with the bakeeven oven of a Clarion.
See the CLARION agent, or
write us.

Economy

a

Mrs. E. E. Cpham, of
Arlington, Mass.,
is making her annual visit to her old
home.
Miss Sibyl Handy, who has been in
Pittsfield since spring, returned home last
week.

[Very

The bay crop, which is larger than last
is being harvested in excellent condition.
year,

were

Miss Georgia Winslow, of
Fitchburg,
Mass., is spending a few weeks with her
grandparents, A. H. Winslow and wife.
July 31.
q

CEO. 8. 1IAKKIS Si CO.
Distributor*
Muston. Mass.

Challen's Record Books

The measles

The friends of Mrs. C. A. Wentworth
pleased to learn of her Bale arrival
in Montana.

MERIT

BEST DEALKRS ITIIYWBUC

Ckl/F

BIRCH HABBOR.

M. H. Coombs la
giving his house
fresh coat of paint.

They have

Seller

the curative merits of that great mediTIME and
cinal tonic. Electric
Bitters, for sick
V U
MONEY i" -|W
stomach, liver and kidnevs.
Marv H.
Walters, of 546 St. Clair Ave., Columbus,
writes:
“For
several
O.,
months I was
given up to die. I had fever and ague, my
Advertiser’* Kecord.
Subscription Record,
nerves were wrecked; I could not
sleep,
Job Printer’* Itecoru.
Record.
and my stomach was so weak, from use- Advertising
Record
Correspondence
less doctors’ drugs, that I could not eat.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for qul* *
Soon after beginning to take p:iectric and reference. Descriptive circular ao ! P™*
Bitters, I obtained relief, and in a short list on application. Publishes! by
time I was entirely cured.” Guaranteed
K. A. & W. K. CHILD,
at E. G. Moore’s drug store;
i H DOVER STREET.
NK"' YORKprice, 5Uc.

CLARION

H_

(

r

j

__Tiiruu.

Orrin Whitaker, of Kennebunk, is enjoying a visit with bis father, Charles
Whitaker.
Miss Agnes Stetson, of Waterville, and
Mias Helen Preble, of East Boston, have
been the guests of Mrs. W. F.
Hutchings
the past week.

L.
8URBY.

Mr*. Nettie Rumill has gone to NorthHarbor to work.

mother.

Mrs.

July 31.

east

_

Mrs. Sumner Foater are occupying Mrs. Reynolds’ summer home here.
Miss Grace C. King, of
Ellsworth, is their
Benjamin T. Sowle and family, of Ells- ; guest for a tew days.
worth, were here Friday in their motor
Gorham Stratton broke his leg last

_

few

26.

are

largest
carries over 3,500 tons.
York, where he has been yachting.
Mr. and Mrs. Kingsbury, of Scranton.
A baptism took place at Edwin Cole’s
shore Sunday. Seven were baptized.
Pa., with Mrs. and Miss Daniels, of NaMr. Royal and daughter, of Aroostook tick, Mans., Mrs. and Mias Robbins, and
Miss Carley, of Newton, Mass., and Mr,
county, are the guests of Mrs. E. 8.
Spooner, of Boston, are at the Lynnmore
Drew.
A sale and sociable, held by the ladies ol
W. H. Tibbetts is having his house
the library circle, was a decided success.
painted. Blanchard Bowden is doing the
The proceeds were over flOO. Mrs. Lee
work.
offered the use of her bouse for the
Mrs. Ella Bellows, daughter and grand- kindly
sale of ice-cream and cake, and many were
son. of Virginia, returned to their home
served from her fine piazza. The library
Friday.
and grounds were prettily lighted with
Mrs. Abbie Powers Heath, daughter and Japanese lanterns. John Sargent entertained with his graphophone. Many fan*
son, of Beverly, Mass., aie the guests of rv and useful articles were for sale.
Man)
Mrs. A. H. Mayo.
thanks are due summer guests for theii
Miss May Shannon and John Wither- patronage.
M.
July 31.
ington, of Boston, who have been at the
Enterprise, left to-day.
SEDGWICK.
Clarence Billing and wife, of Boston,
Mrs. Mary E. Byard has quite a lot o:
a

July

car visiting relatives.
Tuesday afternoon, as the result of a
wife, of Bradford,
Rev. John M. Brockie and wife, of Old while climbing a ladder.
The ladder
visiting Mrs. Foster’s parents,
Mrs. C. A. Stinson has rented her house
of
are
Mrs.
Brockie's
guests
slipped, and in (ailing with it he fractured
Hiram Harding and wife.
Their son Town,
furnished to Prof. Hamlin and bis family.
Mrs.
Haskell.
both
J.
bones
mother,
Mary
just below the knee.
Arthur, with his wife, is with them.
Mrs. Esther Whitaker and
Capt. Frank Haskell has sailed from
The five-master Paul Palmer, Capt.GrisPublic Is Aroused,
daughter.
Th» public is aroused to a knowledge of
ley, is loading with ice at the Maine Lake Btonington in the schooner L. T. Whit- Mrs. Robert Farren, are among recent ar-

Vt.,

Wilmot Kane has returned from New

who have been at the Wells house for

1

WEST TREMONT.

lina

Monday,

one

i

to work.

Charles Foster and

are

pulpit,

31.

parties around town.
Rodney Torrey and wife and Mr. bt*^
Howard Klwell and wife have been enter- of Arlington, Maas., are the guest* of
j Comfort Greenlaw.
taining at their Rock End cottage the past
week E. F. Joy and wife and John A.
Misses Mary and Mattie
Knight, who
Costello, of Syracuse, N. Y., and Mrs. C. A. have been in Orono attending summer
of
WiUard,
Worcester, Mass. Mm. Wil- school, returned home Saturday.
lard and Mr. Costejlo left this morning by
Mrs. Mary Small and son, Walter
Small,
the Vinalhaven for home, and Mr. snd of
!
Roxbury, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Mm. Joy left for Brooklin to catch the t
Small's sister, Mrs. Mercy Torrey.
Morse this afternoon for Boston. It was
Mrs. Alberta Watts and daughter. Mia,
their first visit to Atlantic, and they were
Grate Hatch, of East Boston, are the
so well pleased with the town and the fish- [
guests of Mrs. Watts'father.Capt. William
ing that they talk of building a summer Lowe.
j
cottage here. One day last week Messrs.
The store owned by W. P. Lowe was
Klwell, Joy and CYwtelto went deep-sea
fishing and caught over 400 pounds of cod, broken into and goods and money stolen
Monday night. No arrests have been
haddock and pollock. It was the first
time the visitors had ever been salt-water made yet.
Mrs. Morse and daughter, Miss Alice
fishing, and they were highly elated over
their catch. Austin 8. Klwell, of Lob Morse, Mrs. Dowe and daughter, Mrs.
and
A.
D.
Stock
and
Angeles,
bridge
tons, Amy Dowe Morse, of Athol, Mass., who
of Revere, Mass., were also guests at the
Rock End cottage for a few day* last week. hare been spending June and July it
Mr. and Mm. Klwell expect friend* from Mill Grove cottage, returned home WedNiagara Falla and Byracuse during August. nesday.

ing

Philadelphia, is the guest
Walter at the Perry cottage.

Isiesford made but

summer.

The schooner Maria L. Davit, Capt.
Orav, is loading lumber for Bouton.

I

operation, and all over the islands ice
A party of young ladies has a tent in
plants are operating. Ice is one of the
introduced by the George Orindal's grove, and are having a
greatest blessings
time.
Americans, and the natives are great jolly
Mrs. Lon L. Perkins has returned from
users of it when they can get it.”
Prospect, where she been caring for Mrs.
C,
July 31.
in

PENOBSCOT.

and Mrs. O'Donnell Hillen are occuthe Schenck cottage.
J. S. Melcher returned Sunday from a
business trip to New York.
Mr.

pying

Miss

E.

Dr. Hudson, wife and two nieces, of
George H. Taylor, who has been Springfield, Mass., were the guests of C.
spending a few weeks at the rectory, re- K. Bridges and wife three days the paat
turned to her home in Derry, N. H., Satur- week.
W. J. Creamer, who
day.
recently moved hia
Rev. Mr. Steen, of New York city, who business to Stockton Springs, hts closed
strong union at Ellsworth and one at
hi*
house
here, snd moved his (amily to
assisted Bishop Doane during the morning
Bluehiil have been organized by her. Mrs.
service at St. Mary’s, delhered the even- that place.
Unruh lectured at Hall (Quarry Friday
address.
Lester M. Sellers leaves to-day for Dennight, going to Bar Harbor Sunday. While ing
The schooner yacht Grilse, of Philadel- ver, Col., on account ol ill health. His
here this brilliant speaker was the guest
phia, came into the harbor Sunday many friends wish him a speedy return to
over night of the county president, Mrs.
E. B. Stanley, also spending a day or two morning where she lay during the storm his former good health.
of Monday.
Edward A. Snowman, wife and family,
with Mrs. A. W. Clark.
Posters are out for the “Moonshiner's of Springfield, Mass., are here for the
One day Last week Capt. and Mrs. Harvey
Hodgkins came from Sorrento in the Daughter", to be presented here on Aug. 3 summer, the guests of Mr. Snowman's
Cochran steam yacht, bringing two noted by local talent. The company U under the parents, L. A. Snowman and wife.
Contract Agent A. L, Dunn, of Portland,
physicians for a consultation over the management of Bracy and Crockett.
ha# been in town for the past two weeks
critical case of Mrs. Hodgkins' brother,
Miss Frances Dickey gave a supper at
T. M. Mason, who has lain in a semi-un- Somesville to fourteen friends Saturday- organising a telephone exchange with
farmers' line. Mr. Dunn
conscious state for two months or more. evening. The party was chaperoned by
reports good
The physicians’ opinion after examination
Mrs. C. D. Dickey and Mrs. Henry Glover. success. A new line will be put through
from
here
to
was that the bursting of a blood vessel
North
Penqbseot, giving the
Saturday afternoon an interesting game
from an injury received last winter had of ball between the local team and a team farmers in that section connection with
caused a pressure on the brain, and that made
from
the employees of the the surrounding markets.
up
July 21.
recovery was doubtful.
SlBA.
telephone company was played at GilSphay.
July 31.
pat rick's held, resulting in a score of 8 to
LAMOINE.
4 in favor of the telephone team. Both
SARGENTVILLE.
Francis Holt, of Webstar City, lows, is
pitchers did good work. Salsbury had a
Oscar Hooper is home for a short vacatrifle the better of it until the eighth in- visiting relatives here.
tion.
ning.
McKenney and Johns were the
Mrs. Mary Coolidge is
visiting relatives
Mrs. Rich, of Bangor, is visiting Mrs.
battery for the telephone team, while Sals- in Sorrento and Goulds boro.
Asa Dodge.
bury did similar duty for the locals.
Jotham Reynolds and a friend from
Miss Peterson, of Bangor, is visiting
July 31._M.
Nashua, N. H., are visiting Mr, Reynolds'
Mrs. Charles Simmons.

city,” 111.,

“you will find Americans in
In Manila electric cars are now-

quartette interested a
the Congregational

at

Sunday morning, July 30.
Mr. Ware talked in his usual
bright
manner, giving a clear idea of the growth
and popularity of Atlanta university as
well as of its special needs.
Mrs. Ada Wallace Unruh, of Portland,
Oregon, national W. C. T. U. organizer, is
doing excellent work in the county. A

there.

on

audience

vicinity.
July 31.

this

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

the steamer

Atlantic

equipped

of ladies at dinner

of

olhr* pae*$

Owing

society.
good

has

a

last year.
few weeks with

»er

a Japanese,
M. T. Pyne and wife, of Princeton, who
Rev. Norob© Kawasaki, under the auspices arrived Wednesday, are occupying the
of the Methodist society.
It was followed Kimball house cottage.
by a sale of ice-cream by the ladies’ aid
to the severe weather on

boat which be has recently had built and

Bryant

spend

will

stone

engaged

County A#«*,

Additional

for

poccr and pneumatic runabout, one
the prettiest driving rigs ever seen in

block

COUNTY NEWS.

Thursday evening, July 27, by

Charles Colwell went to Mil bridge Sat-

E.

government

was

An excellent lecture illustrated by moving pictures was given at Masonic hall

regular meeting Wednesday.

Cecil

the

on

which be

McKinley.

two.

regiment, V.

of money.

parents, John Wilson and wife, of

her

Mrs. N. T. Morse entertained the village
improvement society at a tea at its last

Mrs.

a sum

W. E. Mason left last week for Boston

Miss Helen Preble, of East Boston, who
is a guest of relatives here, went to Lamoine for a few days last week.

was

few

and

Mrs. R. D. Ouptill and Miss Guptill
Coombs' on
were guests at Mrs. J. S.

and

a

weeks

John Stinson and
family went to
Addison Thursday in his naphtha boat.
Miss Blanche Deasy has returned from
Bar Harbor, where she w ent for a short
Visit.

urday

i

1

F. Sarvis and wife, of Thompson,

or

j

wagon, took

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

S. C., arrived Friday for the summer.
Mrs. W. F. Brace entertained a party of
ladies at 8 ©-’clock dinner on Friday.

week

rtke popi

An excursion last Wednesday of about
eighty from Ellsworth to Atlantic had a
very pdeasant trip. Joyce, with bis buckboard, and Staples, with bis three-teated

to-dai

in town.

Delia Noonan is visiting her
daughter. Mrs. Welch Moore.
Mrs.

A

»m

Miss Mercy Brann and Miss Mary Sawteile, who have been spending a few weeks
at Rose Hill farm, left Friday morning
for Watcrville.

cottage at West End,
for his borne. Col. Thompson will returr
for the month of September.
ITtm Femme.
July 31.
leaves

fbvnii .Vmn

resort.

have, been received to th«

wedding in August, of Miss Mabe
Richardson, daughter of Prof, and Mrs
A. F. Richardson, of Castine. to Roy A
Kane, of this place.
Col. W. T. Thompson, of Washington
D. C., who has been spending tbe lumme:

attack of measles.

Lewis

Saturday at Beth-Kdei

held

were

chapel.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

visiting friends

formerly of the University nf«M,ine
will oecnpy it daring
^August. Prof
Hamlin has also leased
ber
graniu
quarries, and has bough! the Hopewell
ATLANTIC.
quarry.
Lula and Sadie Burns, who have been
The Hinman's euterta.n*! a
mont ^
visiting their uncle, Gap*. Barns, at the lighlful company from West
;
Gouidsboro
left
for
Bluehill
last
week.
Anchorage,
! on Saturday afternoon of last week, old
The Hotel Poinclana and private house* friends of theirs from
Massachusetts
are all fall of gueats, all of whom speak
Mr. Vaii and Mr. Maxwell, the
young men
very highly of Atlantic as a vacation wboare so successfully
our

George H. Carter died at his home a
Xaskeag Thursday, July 27. Funeral ser

payee

C. C. Hatchings is out again after

COUNTY NEWS. j

Ar

Mrs. E.

NJSWsT

9or edrtitinnal County Nosn

2U)brrti»rmml».

honw

being
E. Lurvey and son went to Dex
ter Tuesday for a few weeks. Mr. Lorre:
is employed there building a brick block

score

in Ra^coclr rovntv

COUNTY

a

the game for Brook 1in. th<
11 to 10.

won

THE imperial clarion.

| ESTA“"?nE0
Sold

by

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
J. P.

Bangor, Me.

ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth, Me.

J

CO UNITYNeva,NEWS.
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GREAT PONT).
and wife, of Bangor,
Sir. Baker
of E*r» William*.

are

guests

Fanner* are nearly through haying. The
much better than last year.
hay crop is
Dr. Hudson and party left Alligator for
after a stay ol neirly
jo,,,, Wednesday,
four weeks.
snd Clarence Williams
Guy Patterson
a fine sporting camp beside
irt building
Orest pond.
Mrs. A. H, Stevens, with little daughof Eddington, as been visiting
ter lues,
R. Shuman and wife. g;th
her parents, J.
Robert Patterson, who has been herea
lew week* for bis health, with his son
Horace, returned to.his home at Eastport

Friday.
W ednesday

t-*r in Rome, and visiting the Holy Land
l.» the spring.

OUNTY NEWS.

Miss Edith Benson, who has been visit*
i ig here, has returned to her home in
Somerville, Mass.
The annual
of the village

lawn party, for the benefit
library, will be held at the
home of the librarian, Mrs. Vesta McRae,
next Friday afternoon and evening. Fancy
articles and refreshments will be for sale.
July 31.
X. Y. Z.

N*um

taxational

nee

Rev. Mr. Lorrimer is at Millinocket for

weeks, to supply

several

for Pastor

Young,

that place.
Miss Mattie Blaisdell, who has been 1)1
with gastric fever for a long time, is imof

proving slowly.

EGYPT.

George Springer, of Waltham,
quite ill.

is

War Veteran James N. Dwelley returns
soldiers’ home this week on expiration of furlough.

here

to the

Miss Lula West ha9 returned from Bar
Harbor.
Miss Kffle Clark is spending
with her parents.

a

few

Miss Genevieve Cole, of Prospect Harbor, has been the guest of Miss Bernice
days Dunn the
past week.

Howard Hoegkins is at Lamoine for
days on business.

Mrs. L. T. Bunker and family leave
Tuesday for Camp Laughing Water on the
shore of Georges pond to spend a few

a

few

Norris Savage, who has been working at weeks.
the ladies gave a fine dinner
Bar Harbor, is st home.
Octogon. With the invited guests,
Mrs. Lizzie Gates and young daughter
Ervin Scammon spent last Saturday and
there were thirty-two present. Cushions,
Edna, of Boston, arrived last Wednesday
with
his
with
decBunday
parents.
evergreen
to spend their vacation with her parents,
pillow* snd pictures
Mrs. Grace Savage has gone to Skow- John D. Perkins and wife.
eptions, made the cottage by the lake look
The
visitors
were
hegan for a visit of a few weeks.
very rosy snd inviting.
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Maxwell, and
j|r. Itskcr and wife, Bangor; Mrs. Fred
Miss Vivian Stratton, of Cambridgeport, friends from Watersmeet cottage, Hancock
ol
Lowell, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. John Hutchins. Point, were among a bu. kboard
Whitney and Mis* Belling,
party who
Mss* ; Mr*. EL 11a Lord and daughter
Mrs. Charles Wormell and Estella West, dined at the Relay house Sunday.
Lola, ol Howland; Mrs. George Crosby, of of
Dr. 8. 8. DeBeck, representative to the
Ellsworth, were guests of Mrs. Judson
Aurora; Mrs. Cecil Crosby and Mrs. Abbie West
last week.
supreme court, I. O. F., which convenes
Row> Amherst. After dinner they were
Mrs. J. C.
of Old Town, was at Atlantic City, N. J., July 31, left with
joined by Harry Whall, of Dorcheater, here a few McGrath,
days last week, the guest of her Mrs. DeBeck for their trip last Friday.
Haas., Miss Lillian Clarry and Mias Nash,
E. F. Bartlett and family, who have been
Banjo and violin music, and brother, Frank Hodgkins.
Bangor.
Mrs. J. C. W’interbotham, who was at their East brook farm haying, are exranee rides were among the pleaaure* ol
spending the summer with her daughter, pected home this week. The hay crop in
tbs day.
*
E.
Mrs. George Jordan, has been called to some Helds here is largely in excess of last
July J8.
Passaic, N. J., by the illness of a relative. year.
EAST SUfUtY.
Anon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Springer, Misses
July 31.
Vida and Meta and Master' Lester, of
Miss Susie Stinson is at Bar Harbor (or
SOUTH SURRY.
Norway, Mich., arrived last week at their
a lew days.
All regret to learn that Mrs. Sawyer is summer home. All are glad to extend the
Mrs. Adelina Treworgy is assisting Mrs.
welcome hand to one of our former boys.
J. A. Chat to in her housework for a short ill, and also Mrs. Mayl ew, who Is visiting

st camp

_

Mr. Sawyer’s.

Eugene S. junker, who spent Sunday in
town, came to accompany his wife and
Patten’s pond last Saturday.
They were their little daughter back to Kingman.
At the Methodist church Sunday afterdelighted with their visit.
noon occurred the interesting christening
Calvin Young came home from StoningMr" Deborah Cole has returned from
service of baby Marion by Rev. C. E.
visiting her son, N. J. Kane, at the village. ton last week. He will work at Bluehill
Petersen.
for the White Granite Co.
Her health is quit* poor.
at

time.

Schooner Motto, formerly owned by N.
J, Kane, ('apt. Harvey, of Hancock, was In
the harbor last week.

The Misses Stewart took their friends to

Miss Sarah Whit* and Miss Isabel
White, of Orono, and Charles E. Fullerton, of Ellsworth, are the guests of M. D.
Chslto and wife.

The Hazel Pell left here for New York

yesterday loaded with stone for the White
Granite Co. Capt. Coggins is accompanied
by his son Clifford.
Mrs. Arvilla Richards, of Lynn, Mass., is
Roy Orgain returned to New* York yesvisiting her sister, Mrs. Celcstia Gasper, terday, after a brief visit at William P.
and her aged mother, Mrs. Pamelia Trew- Stewart’s, and Mrs. Broad well started at
the same time for her home in Kansas City
orgy, at the village.
Mrs. Pamelia Treworgy visited her sis- where her mother is very ill.
The Briggs family went to Lexington
ter in-law, Mrs. ftophia Treworgy Hutchings. last week. Both ladies are past eigh- last week to be present at the wedding of
ty-two years of age. The correspondent Pr. Edward Briggs, w hieh took place Aug.
2ft. The family returned here, to be folenjoyed a call from them.
C.
lowed a little later by the bride and groom
July 29.
_

Morrison entertained a
the pleasant cotparty
tage Han Toy Sunday. Among the guests
were Miss Sarah White, Miss Isabel White,
o! Orono, Georg* Davis, clerk of steamer
Catherine, and B. H. Chaito, U. of M., '06.
C.
July
Miss

Esther

of her friends at

31._

MARIAVILLE.
Marsh is ill with erysipelas.
Mr. Veterllne, of Dover, N. II., is in
Mrs. Marv

for

a

short

July

visit.

The American’s North Penobscot corin a late paper voices the protest of citizens “all along the line” regarding the “auto terror”.
Recently one
Franklin man sold his horse, one reason
for which was that the ladies of the household no longer felt safe to ride from fear
of meeting one of those horse-terrifiers.

respondent

Miss Clara Dunn has issued invitations
a party of forty young ladies to meet
her cousins,
Misses Vida and Meta

to

Springer, Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 2,

| at her home.

!

Tennis and other games

precede a “maiden tea”, of icecream, cake, chocolate and “angel hash”.
will

At

Tramp.

31.

the tea table the announcement of Miss
engagement to Elwell Llewellyn

Clara's

Lowell, of Blaine, will be made public by
her father, Joseph E. Dunn. At the same
Kittredge, who has been hour Mr. Lowell will give a bachelor tea
visitingfrelatives at “Bor* Harbor the*past to his friends, and announce his engageweek,'came home Wednesday.
ment to Miss Dunn.
Miss Leonia Paine, of Bar Harbor, is
B.
July 31.
spending a few days w'ith her grandWEST EDEN.

Mi*s Eleanor

parents, A. S. Bunker and

w

DEER ISLE.

ife.

Judge

Spofford was in Augusta
this week on business.
w ho has been visiting her sister Lillian,
visiting relatives.
tyrant Haskell, who has been seriously ill
returned home last week, her sister acCharles Bilsby has bought a tine-looking
of appendicitis for the last three weeks, is
companying her.
horse of Rogers at Bangor.
Capt. Lester Pray carried quite a party, greatly improved.
Mrs. l»uiaa Froat is spending a few
Miss
Gertrude
from here recently on a moonlight sail to
Green, daughter of
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Mary
Northeast Harbor in his naphtha launch. Thomas Green, died Sunday morning after
Marsh.
In the party were M. W. Hamor and w ife, along and patiently-borne illness of conMra. Lillian Wright, of Waterville, is
Frank Clark and w ife, William Clark, of
•pending a few* weeks with her mother, Massachusetts, G. W. Mayo and wife, Mrs. sumption.
Capt. James Torrey is quite ill. This is
Mrs. Matilda Frost.
Leha Tripp, Wesley Haynes, Clarence the first time l\e ever needed the attendwill
Rjv. D. B. Smith, of Franklin,
He is in his eightyance of a physician.
Hopkins. All reported a pleasant sail.
Spreach here every two weeks at the chapel
fifth year.
July 26.__
Miss

Marian

Hodgkins,

of

Ellsworth,

E.

P.

town

until

further notice.

The

C harles E.
Brimmer farm has recently been purchased by Mr. Newman, cf
Otter Creek, who is moving his family

here.

Dr. C. C. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, has
Held known as the Church
Held hit,mted near where the old tannery
stood, recently owned and sold by George
W. Brimmer, of Brewer.

BARTLETT'S ISLAND.
Miss Bertha Stone, of Bay side, is the
guest of Miss Jessie Fullerton.
Mrs. George Ray and daughters Vina
and Georgia are visiting at Ellsworth thiB

friends until to-day.

Her daughter
and will return with
Saturday,
Count%
opage*
her mother to-day.
W. F. Chapman came home from StonFRANKLIN.
ington last Thursday. He is now emMrs. C. J. Cleveland and daughter Annie
ployed by the White Granite Co.
Frances returned to Bangor last Friday.

<

*•

commanded
Steam lyacht Akela,
by
Capt. William Green, of this town, having
on-board Henry A. Bishop, the owner,
wife and

guests spent the week in this

b

t

Mary

came

Mrs. Artemas

been

visiting

Chamberlain, who has
brother at Spruce Head

additional

County Setm

wa

other

payee.

week.

The

Martha

most ancient

_

__

_

additional

*

County A'«•

other payee

r*, tee

EAST FRANKLIN.

HANCOCK.

Mrs. W. L. Hardison, who has been in
since moving home from
poor health
Surry, has gained so as to be able to walk

Mrs. Harold Foss visited Mrs. C. H. Abbott at North Sullivan a few days lost
W36k.

her sister at Swan's Island, returned

out.

Tuesday.
July cl.

few

called in

most wise and

days ago, wearing
the second joint.
Miss Long, a trained nurse from Philadignified aspect. He was mistaken for a
Frank B. Patten, who came from the delphia, came last Friday to
accompany
member of the Sturgis commission, but he
state of Washington
home some four Miss Frances Hunter, who is seriously ill,
soon set the correspondent’s mind at rest
months ago quite ill, died Sunday morn- to her home in
Philadelphia.
with the question: “Have you a sewing
ing. He leaves a devoted wife who has
Chips.
July 31.
machine that needs repairs?”
been untiring in her care of him both day
One fine hay day last week—Friday— and
Woman’s Curiosity.
night, and one child, a boy of thirand several poor ones, yet a large amount teen
“Woman’s curiosity,” said Mr. Fletcher,
years. They have the sympathy of
of hay
A
few have all. Mrs. Patten has no
was
harvested.
relatives here, as “is a quality of the mind beyond all
finished
Some are
nearly all her people live in Philadelphia and the human understanding.”
haying.
“Yes?” said Mrs. Fletcher.
“What
through, and a few not more than half West. She is quite alone except for her
done. The reports as to the crops are
boy and her husband’s brother and sister, made you think of that?”
“The actions of a woman I saw down
various-owing in part to the imagination who feel deeply their brother’s loss.
town to-day,” said Mr. Fletcher.
and in part to bulky character of their
“She
R.
Aug. 1.
followed a man ten blocks just to read a
crop. In run-out fields little more than
NORTH FRANKLIN.
last year was harvested; in fields and
placard that was fastened on his back.
patches of high culture a considerable inPercy Jordan, of Waltham, is helping She spotted him at Thirty-fourth street.
That was really the end of her trip, I feel
Everett Tracey hay.
I crease over last year is noticed.
from something she said to another
H.
I July 31.
Misses Hallie Young and Mary Billing- sure,
woman who was too
fat to join in the
ton are the guests of Mrs. Eva Scammon.
chase. But when she caught sight of that
ORLAND.
Mr. Newman, of Bangor, joined
his
Capt. A. L. Wood has been at home for a family here on Friday for a few days’ flaming red poster tied to the man’s back,
her curiosity got the better of her, and
few days.
outing.
she set out after him.”
George V. Gray was at home from BanGrace Woodworth has gone to Sullivan,
“He led her quite a chase, across town and
gor over Sunday.
where she is employed in the family of down town and half way back to ThirtyMiss Mae Harriman is at home after Fred Clark.
fourth street, but she never weakened.
several weeks in Pawtucket, R. I.
Jennie Springer, of West Franklin, vis- She tagged faithfully along in his wake,
All regret to learn of the serious illness ited her
grandmother, Mrs. Augusta Cous- and finally she got close enough to read
of Preble Gatchell, a
well-known and
that notice.”
ins, last week.
Mrs. Fletcher reflected a
moment.
highly respected citizen. Mrs. Sadie
Carl Butler and Moses Abbott have been
“What did it say?” she asked.
Abbott, of Verona, is caring for him.
cutting Curtis Hooper’s hay. Mr. Hooper
“It advised her to get her teeth pulled
L Among the recent visitors in town is in poor health.
somewhere on Sixth avenue.”
were:
Mrs. Bertha
Malloek, Master
Claude L. Clark, cook on M. K. Jesup’s
Mrs. Fletcher thought again.
Malloek, Mrs. Sadie Harris, Miss
j Graham
yacht, El Placita, which is at Bar Harbor
“Where were you all the time she was
[ Frances 1. Harris, of Somerville, Mass., at for the summer, spent Sunday at home.
trying to find that out?”
Clifton Sparks’; Rev. C. E. Fisher, of
Minta Williams, who has been in failing
“Me?” said Fletcher. “Oh, I was folLowell, Mass., at I. Fairbrother’s; Mrs.
health for the past two years, passed lowing the woman.
I wanted to see if
Louis Gott, Master Russell Gott, of Portpeacefully away Thursday. She leaves a she finally caught up with the man.”
land, at Colon Ginn's; Misses Abbie and
of
circle
friends
to mourn her early
Alice Harriman, at A. R. Soper’s; Mrs. large
demise.
Funeral services were held at
Howells and the Plagiarist.
Maude Dorr, of Boothbay, at Mrs. John j
her home Saturday afternoon, Rev. J. P.
“When W. D. Howells,” said a pubChurchill’s; Mrs. M. P. Moore, of Brockof
Simonton,
Ellsworth, officiating.
lisher, “was the editor of Harper's, a
ton, Mrs. Flora Grindle, Misses Grindle
T.
July 31.
young man of humble and rough exterior
and Reynolds, of Bar Harbor, at Mrs.
one day submitted personally to him a
H. E. Grindle’s; Mrs. Sewall L. HarriEAST ORLAND.
poem.
man, Hattie E. Harriman, of Pawtucket,
A. P. Meade is ill with the measles.
“Mr. Howells looked over the poem.
R. I., at Charles E. Gray’s; Mrs. Flora
Herbert
Robinson
is driving the stage Then he said to the young pian:
Reeves, Miss Goldie Reeves, Camden, at for James
‘Did you write this poem yourself?’
Pickering.
Mrs.
Foster Gray’s; Edith Stuart, of
Charles Emery, of Ellsworth, is the
‘Yes sir. Do you like it?’ the youth
lkingor, at Elizabeth Thurston’s; Mrs.
asked.
Lucretia Crosby and Miss Carrie White, of guest of Elijah White.
‘I think it is magnificent,’ said Mr.
Miss Beatrice Heath, of Bucksport, is the
Brewer, Mrs. Maria Gross, of Bluehill, at
Howells. ‘Did you compose it unaided?’
Joseph Crosby’s; Miss Cora Keyes, of guest of Miss Bernice Mason.
‘I certainly did,’ said the young man
Augusta, at F. M. Keyes’; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Pangborn has returned from a short
Walter Jordan, Miss Dorothy Jordan, of
firmly. ‘I wrote every line of it out of
trip to his home in Baltimore.
my own head.’
Castine, at Capt. C. H. Jordan’s.
Avery Gray visited his brother, M. W
Mr. Howells rose and said:
July 31._G.
in
the
week.
Gray,
Bangor
past
‘Then, Lord Byron, I am very glad to
Miss Gladys Parker, of Bluehill, is the meet
NORTH CASTINE.
you. But I was under the impression
guest of Miss Addie Stilphen.
that you had died at Missolonghi a good
Miss Grace D. Wardwell is ill.
Archie Ray and Bert Ray, of Boston, are many years ago.’
Mrs. Mary L. Leach is having her barn
a

a

__________

the

newly shingled.
Conner, of Auburn,

is

visiting

guests of Howard Blaisdell.

Mrs.

Maud

Churchill

parents, John
July 31.

her

Dorr is

Churchill and

visiting

wife.

in this vicinity.
Washington society, the relatives
M.
William Dunbar returned
Thursday
society on Deer Isle, holds
The Apr coast missionary, Mr. White, its annual spinning bee, fair and New Eng- from a business trip to Waterville.
EDEN.
held services at the schoolhouse Sunday, land dinner at Suuset August 10.
These
The rain of Sunday and Monday was
Mrs. Lucy Nye, of Bucksport, is spendoccurrences are of much interest, especJuly 23.
welcomed by the farmers and market garing some time with Mrs. Edward West.
Mrs. Nellie Jordan, widow of Fred JorI. E. Stanley, of Bluehill, was here last ially to our summer people, who can see
Millard Perkins, of New York, is visit- deners.
dan, who w ent West several years ago with week looking over the water pipes in the the old-fashioned spinning w heels, cardMuch excellent hay has been cut and
ing his parents, Joseph Perkins and wife.
her husband, has returned to visit her Loring cottage.
modes
of
wool
and
other
operation
ing
Ross Conner left Tuesday for Boston, housed during the past two weeks. The
used
old
ladies
of
olden
the
husband’s parents, Alanson Jordan and
board“ye
by
good
Of the party of ten which were
where he will join the new yacht Glenda. crop has been large.
*'ife.
time”.
Hhe is accompanied by her little
reing at Mrs. Olive Bartlett's, six have
Miss Pauline Faye Devereaux, of Castine,
Bert Ames and son, of Brookline, Mass.,
8.
31.
grandson.
July
turned to their homes in Massachusetts
who has recently visited friends in the viwere recently the guests of his sister, Mrs.
S.
29.
July
and Rhode Island. The others will stayThe pleasantest social event of the sumcinity, returned to her home Friday.
Augusta Leach.
one week longer.
mer bo far was the ball at town hall on
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Otis L?land and sons have resumed work
station
the
Walter
of
life-saving
B.
Conner,
July 31.
Saturday evening, July 22, given by Mr. I at
Mr*. R. C. Abbott, who ha* been visitSalisbury Beach, Mass., is in town for a on the new house of Ed. Cousins.
of
and
Mrs.
Bridgeport,
Henry Bishop,
Mrs. Abdon Emery is doing housework
ing in Blue hill for a week, has returned
OAK POINT.
part of his vacation.
Conn., ow ners of the yacht Akela, which is
home.
Mrs. Hall is
Miss Hazel Dunbar, of Penobscot, has for D. G. Hall for a time.
Elmer McFarland is employed by War- sailed by Capt. W. 8. Green, of Deer Isle,
from a severe case of the
A. Hanscom, who has been visiting hi*
Miss Emma C. Ward- recovering
ren Haynes during haying.
and aDeer Isle crew. It was a pretty com- been the guest of
measles.
well the past week.
brother, O. S. Hanseoin, for a few weeks,
Joseph Oilley visited friends and rela- pliment by the yacht ow ner to his crew.
returned to Monroe Monday.
Several of our young people went to Bar
of
North
Wade
and
Mrs.
James
week.
family,
last
tives at Bar Harbor
The new chapel of the Congregational
Mis* Bessie Bell Hazelwood, of Little
Easton, Mass., are at the Samuel Dunbar Harbor Thursday evening to attend the
Aubrey L. Alley, of Seal Harbor, recent- church was dedicated with appropriate
play of Quincy Adams Sawyer. It was
River, Conn., is visiting her grandmother,
cottage for the summer.
ly visited his parents, D. B. Alley and wife. exercises last Wednesday evening. The
well played and full of life and fun.
Mr*.| H. J. Allen, for a few weeks.
Mrs. Harry Soper, of Colorado, is with very
is 31x53*4 feet, w ith a tower 7*4
building
Thurscor.
Ba
of
arrived;
Leslie Dver.
S.
July 31.
The
Harry Smith, of Lynn, Ms**., arrived day to spend his vacation with his grand- feet square.
dedicatory services her parents, G. W. Perkins and w ife, after
Saturday to spend a few days w’itb S. M. father, J. H. Galley.
opened with a prayer service, and an ad- an absence of several years.
SALISBURY COVE.
dress by Prof. George C. 8. Southw'orth.
Thompson and w ife at the parsonage.
Mrs. XiOw'ena Rice went to Bucksport
Mrs. Alston Leland is in Malden for a
p. B. Alley, w-ho has had a severe attack
Harry Brandt and Miss Winifred Bracy, of intercostal neuralgia in the region of The dedicatory sermon was by Rev. C. N. Saturday to spend a few days with few weeks7 visit with her daughter, Mrs.
of Bethel, a former pastor of the friends at the Robinson house.
of
town Wedin
were
Gleason,
Mass.,
Attleboro,
Louis El well.
the heart, is somewhat improved.
Deer Isle church.
L.
*
July 31.
nesday visiting Harry Thurston and wife.
Plutarch.
Mrs. Rich returned Sunday, from Bar
Juiy 21.
Harry J. Closson, wife and little daughHarbor, where she has been visiting
EAST BLUEHILL.
for
FRANKLIN.
WEST
OCEAN V1LLE.
ter, of Portland, arrived Wednesday
during the week.
F. Homer Long came home from Hal* few
Mortimer Goodwin is laid up with a
days’ visit with Harry’s father, J. A.
Leon L. Smith and Wilson Blake made a
Thaddeus Greenlaw went away on lowell
Satyesterday.
Closson. They returned to Portland
lame hand.
week-end visit at Locust Lane, where Mrs.
Thursday’s boat.
Miss Mabel Cooper went to Rockland
Smith is spending the summer.
urday.
Mrs. Cynthia Clark is enjoying an outMr. and Mrs. Perham, of Boston, ar
last Saturday for a month’s visit.
Miss Abbie Elwell went to Surry ThursMisses Velma and Gertrude Crocker, of
ing at Bar Harbor.
visiting friends here.
Miss Lillian Cousins, of New Orleans,
who have been
day making a short visit with Miss Chanie
boarding at
Now
Holcie Coombs and Harry Clark arrived Portland,
season is nearly over.
Theihaying
Locust Lane during the past week, returned
La., is the guest of S. Whitcomb Cousins home from Hampden last night.
Treworgy at Woodbine cottage. She re- for picnics and buck board rides.
home
Monday.
and wrife.
turned Friday afternoon, Mr*. S. W.
Dr. S. S. DeBeck and w ife are taking an
R.
July 31.
The lobster catchers are having a vacaher to spend a
the last week Miss Elsie Philip,
Treworgy
accompanying
During
Island.
Rhode
and
of
bait.
in
Massachusetts
of
the
few day* with Mr*. Elwell at the Cedar*.
scarcity
outing
tion on account
Miss
of Bluehill, has been the guest of
SEAL COVE.
RAE.
They intend to stay two weeks.
July 31.__
Frank Gross and Allie Hatch, who are Silvia M. Chapman.
Miss Rae Reed, of Boston, who has been
Charles Goodwin and family, Frank
on the yacht Wild Goose, were at home
Aubrey I. Long and wife, of Portland, Coombs and family and others passed the visiting Mrs. J. H. Kumill, has returned
BASS HARBOR.
this week.
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Long.
S.
Sabbath at Camp Restful on the shores of home.
Mi** Lena Bunker, w'ho ha* been workJuly 28.
He arrived last Friday.
N.
July 31.
Abram’6 pond.
ing in Portland, is at home.
MARLBORO.
Mrs. Harry A. Wright, of Massachusetts,
R.
a
stave
Scammon
has
of
Providence,
8.
8.
Arthur Allen and wife,
purchased
A Touching Story.
Joe MacDonald, of Bangor, is the guest arrived last Wednesday. She is the guest machine that will soon be put in opera- is the
R, are spending August here.
saving from death of the baby girl
of Mrs. Violet Grindle.
Lorrimer at bis cottage.
Frank
of
the
with
of
A.
Geo.
mill
in
connection
his
Eyler, Cumberland, Md. He
tion at
Mrs. J. M. Miller and litUe son Matwrites: “At the age of 11 months our
Lew is Carter, who has been haying for one
Mrs. Curtis Hodgkins, of Attleboro,
already there.
thew, of Tacoma, Wash., are at Grey
was
in declining health, with
little
girl
Russell Carter, returned to his home at
Mass., is visiting friends here.
Rocks.
George Bartlett and wife started for serious Throat Trouble, and two physiBrooksville
last
Saturday.
her
last
up. We were almost in
Mrs. Agnes Stanley spent two days
their home in Providence, R. I., Friday. cians gave
Mr*. J. T. Coffin and family, of BrookLuther W. Bridges and w ife came home Franklin was Mrs. Bartlett’s girlhood despair, when we resolved to try Dr.
week with her brother, Frank Hodgkins,
at
summer
the
N.
lyn,
New Discovery for Consumption,
Y., are spending
from Stonington last Friday.
He is at homer^ThiiTis her”first visitTfor sbTyears. King’s and Colds.
in Bangor.
R* P. Gott’a.
The first bottle gave
Coughs
work for the White Granite Co.
chilis a machinist, and spends relief; after taking four bottles she was
and
two
Bowden
Bartlett
Mr.
Mrs.
8*
Woodbury
DRev. I. B. Conley, who baa been at
in perfect health.”
and
is
now
visit
Robert B. Holmes, of Ellsworth, was in much of his time in the South putting cured,
Gott'a for several weeks, left last week for dren have gone to Bluehill Falls to
Never fails to relieve and cure a cough or
the
last
He
Abrsm
new
in
village
Mrs.
Duffey.
Wednesday.
brought
machinery.
auE.
G.
Moore’s
cold.
At
the White mountains. Early in the
drug store; 50c
I1
CH’E’EB.
Ark.
Mrs. Holmes, who has remained visiting
and fl.QQ guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
July 31.
July 31.
tumn he will go abroad, spending the win-

bought the

COUNTY NEWS.
F

Mrs. Luman Stratton, daughter Lula,
Harry Rowe, the uboy preacher”, as he is anl little niece, Nellie Abbott, of fav«h|
Eaatbrook, where he is preiching rence, Mass., are at the Stratton homeG.
during his vacation, preached at the Free stead for a few weeks.
Baptist church Sunday, July 30.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Capt. and Mrs. O. W. Foss went to
Saturday evening, July 29, a social and Houlton Tuesday to attend the twelfth
Rev. Mr. Bryant and Frank Hutchins
have been harvesting the hay on the Vesta musical entertainment was held at the annual convention of the county comFree Baptist church. There was quite a missione s of Maine.
Haney place.
gjod attendance and a general good time.
The ladies’ aid society have cleaned the
Master Arthur Barber, of Hampden, has
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, who church the past week. The
been
visiting Chandler Hutchins, of
society was
was in town last week
North Penobscot.
working in the in- organized last March, its object being to
terest of the Baptist and Free Baptist procure a new
organ for the church.
The
The splendid rain Sunday and Monday,
churches, dined with Q. H. Rutter on organ has been ordered, and is expected
supplementing the showers of Thursday,
in a few days.
will greatly benefit the growing crops and Wednesday.
Rose McKeenan, of Swan’s Island, who
July 31.
C.
the pastures.
is visiting her former home here, spent
The New England Telephone Co. has
GOTT’S
ISLAND.
the day with Mrs. Bartlett Stover and
been seeking to extend its line to North
M. V. Babbidge has been making a new
daughter Cassie at.the home of J. H. WalPenobscot, but not sufficient support has
mast for the sloop Jessie.
ton July 28.
been pledged.
t yet
Rev. D. M. Angell preached a very inJohn II. Walton, who is employed by T.
| Little Frankie Qrindle caught his left M.
while loading a vessel with structive sermon here last Sunday.
Blaisdell,
hand in the gearing of the horsefork, and
Misses Spencer and Livingston, of Attlestone, got his hand caught in the pulleys
it was
badly injured. Dr. Towle, of and
badly jammed. It was found neces- boro, Mass., who have been the guests of
Bucksport, attended him.
sary to take the litttle finger and the next L. 8. Trask and wife, left for their home
A gentleman called on the correspondent one to it
off, one at the third and one at last Saturday.
I and
last

Samuel

harbor.

her

COUNTY NEWS.

When people ask you for advice
they
merely want to find out if you have sense
to
indorse their own views.
enough
Lots of men who figure on Schemes to
make millions would be surprised to find
themselves in possession of $5 in real

money.
jtuoicai.

lilswortli Case!

An

More

Many

Like

The following

case

Ellsworth.

it in
is

but

of

one

many

similar occurring daily in Ellsworth.
is

easy matter to

an

Surely

verify

yon cannot ask

than such

a

conclusive

It

its correctness.

for better proof

evidence.

C. W. Pierce,«of Birch Ave., Ellsworth,

Me.,

“My first experience with

says:

Doan’s Kidney Pills
ago v.hen
back
was

was

about two years

I used them for pains

and

the

through

across

loins.

difficulty with the kidney

also

my

There
secre-

tions and inflammation in the neck of the
Medical treatment

bladder.
kinds

only

relief.

It

ney

was

Pills.

at

third

dose,

change for the bet-

a

my

and

after taking two boxes the

back

disappeared
were

and

and

corrected.

recommended this remedy to
friends

various

different with Doan’s Kid-

otherjdifficulties

cases

of

best, temporary

condition after I had taken the

my

pain

me,

I noticed

ter; in

in

gave

acquaintances,

a

all the
I

and

which they have cured in the

prompt

way

they did

have

number of
knowsame

mine.

For sale by all dealers.

Price 60 cents.

Foeter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agentB for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s-and take
no

other.

,Thk America*:
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In his heart of hearts the handsome
young principal of the high school
sometimes characterized the young people under his charge iu highly unprofessional language as "little beasts.”

leaching

&bbrrti«tmmt«.

COUNTY

r

was

by

no

means

Ids

voca-

tion, but simply u compulsory grace by
which he hoped to obtain two coveted
years of study at Heidelberg.
He did so now with a vieiousness
that would have horrified their parents,
for as he and Miss Coming entered one
of the smaller recitation rooms to look
at a globe they were confronted by
their own names scrawled upon the
Blackboard and bristling with the canceled letters common to both.
By
counting first the canceled and then
the remaining letters to the formula
“Friendship, love, indifference, hate,”
the youthfnl tormentors had discovered gnd duly published to the work!
that Miss Coming's feeling for him
was a comiHiund of friendship and indifference, while his own for her was
unadulterated love.
Lest the inBut this was not all.
scription should by any means escape
the attention of its objects, wamingly
scrawled beneath it was the admonition, “Change the name and not the
tetter, and you change for worse and
not for better.”
Cartrigbt glanced at bis companion
swiftly. He devoutly hoped she was
aot one of those mawkishly sentimental young women who blushed and
Quivered at occurrences of this sort,
thereby giving him an uncomfortable
feeling that possibilities hovered in her
But tills Mire

ne

neeu

nave

nau

no

nanimously.
She was sitting on the arm of one of
the chairs in a thoroughly girlish hut
rmther undignified attitude. Cartrlght
noticed with satisfaction that her
teaching had not "sunk in” as yet.
“Mind! Not I. Why. it's as good as a
piny. Now. if you come Into my room
to speak to me during a recitation, especially if you Bhould happen to smile
at me, the air becomes electric with
meaning. Minnie telegraphs Jennie a
swift ‘Did you see that?’ and even the
hulking, overgrown boys who have
been sitting like bumps upon logs
arouse to something like life.”
“I’ve half a mind to show you something I found on the floor today,” she
remarked slowly, and from the bag at
her side she took a slip of paper and
held it out to him. "It's eitremely flattering to you. anyway."
He looked at the slip. "I bet she’s in
love with him” was written in a wabbling. unformed band. "I don't see
how she can help it. he has such fearful fires in his dark eyes. They’re just
like Rochester's.”
There was a moment's silence, and
then the two youug Instructors broke
Into a roar of laughter that wiped out
the last sense of strangeness between
them.
“Now that you know that I know,
ami I know that yon know." was Cartright’s somewhat involved explanation,
“I don’t see any reason why we can’t
be friends. Nothing that those young
cubs do can possibly make us shy.
We’ll show them that the thread of rodoesn't run through every
mance
friendship between a man and a woman.”
“As the scarlet thread through every
bit of rope used by the British navy,”
she supplemented saucily, and then
the talk reverted to school matters.
But the pupils of the Central High
school were not slow to discover that
there was a new ease and understanding between the Incoming teacher of
algebra and physiology and the principal whom every girl in the room secretly raved over.
Once Jennie Bascom met them walking in the park, and notwithstanding
the fact that on this occasion they were
deep In the discussion of pedagogy
■he described the meeting to Minnie
Brown, her chum, the next morning
■omewhat after this fashion:
“They didn’t even see till I was close
to them they were so Interested In each
other. Her cheeks were all pink—you
know how lovely she looks with the
color shining through that down on hei
face—and he was looking at her. and
Jil* eyes were shining with a great hapHere Jennie dropped dreamftlness
ily Inte the words of her latest novel—

3 POOR

THE RICH

NEED PE-RU-NA.

Suffer With Catarrh
and Don’t Know It.

Many

The Phase of Catarrh Most
Prevalent in Summer is a
Run Down, Worn Out
Condition Known as

Systemic Catarrh.

|

mind.
Miss Comyng took the matter
fear.
much more coolly than her predecessor
bad done under similar circumstances.
Bhe faced the scrawl a moment with
puckering brows, then transferred her
gaze openly to his face and laughed
Outright at the dawning look of relief
she surprised there, and when she
Epoke it was with a great demureness.
“I don't feel a bit embarrassed.” she
remarked. “No one, I'm sure, need feel
aShamed of feeling 'friendship and indifference' for a colleague. But candidly”—hor tone ehauged and became
frank and matter of fact—“isn't it
ajnazing that in all those young heads
ftom which the pigtails are still dangling. as well as the clipped and rumpled ones on the other side of the room,
the romantic idea should be dominant?
Tou and I, being neither very old nor
very ugly”—her lips twitched—“will
play the leading roles in a living drama
for the next few months. One hundred
and twenty pairs of keen eyes will lie
watching us daily, awaiting some sign
of our admiration for each other. It's—
it's simply appalling!”
“Appalling!” he echoed. “1 should
■ay it was—and some of tlnem are stil!
In the stage where they spell future
with a ‘eh’ and busy with an '!!' But 1
don't mind if you dou't” be added mag-

“And words of love fell from his lips.”
FROM BAR HARBOR.
“But how do you know? You didn't
mAdiarnn* Aw«i| Zfmm
Horse-Show’s
Outlook—Choral So
hear them, did you?” demanded the I
practical and unimaginative Minnie.
ciety’s Concert—Locals.
SOMESVTLLE.
“Hear them!" was Jennie's scornful
Bar Harbor, Aug. 1 (special)—It i
Mr. Robbins, of Belmont, Mass., is visitretort.
There are some things you
to
note
that
splendid progre* ing Ernest Cobb and wife.
gratifying
lon't have to hear to know them. I'll is
being made in the arrangements for th«
Rev. Edgar Cousins occupied the pulpit
bet you that he was proposing to her. annual horse show of the Bar Harbor fai
in the union church Sunday.
Just wait—and watch the third finger association which will be held at Robin
of her left hand.”
The E. T. Ilamor arrived here from Boshood park on Aug. 22, 23, and 24.
But, though they waited and watched
ton Friday, loaded with freight.
At this time last year there had been n<
with a patience that deserved reward,
Mrs. James Pryor, of Indian Point, is
entries, while now something over fort}
(he tapering fingers of Kuth Comyng's entries have been made. The advance sah
visiting with her sister-in law, Mm. John
left hand remained unadorned.
Had of
reserved] seats is *ood, and over ha! B. Pine.
they shown any sign of a misunder- the boxes have been sold.
| Miss Ida Homes has returned to this
standing all might have been forgiven;
Some of the leading hotels have offeree
place after an extended visit with her
but. on the contrary, they were ap- cups for prizes, |and the same has beer
Mm. Arthur Oandagr, of Seal Harparently the be t of friends, and Min- done by the cottagers. Entries have beer aunt,
bor.
nie Brown formed a mean habit, twit- received from Northeast
Sea!
Harbor,
J. H. Lawson, accompanied by his two
ting Jennie like this; “Yes that will Harbor, and Grindstone Neck, as well at
daughters, returned to Melrose Highlands
happen just al>out the time that that from Bar Harbor.
after a short visit with Mr. Lawson's sister,
ring appears on Miss Comyng*# left
It has been decided by the manage mem
Min Mary K. Iawsoa.
And poor Jennie was forced to do
hand!”
with
races
this
away
trotting
year,
Dr. B. C. Downing, who for the past fernto listen in silence, for had she not and to
several
races.
substitute;
running
her aunt.
asserted positively that words of love These
races; will be seven in numbers." weeks has been Visiting with
were falling from nis lips?
She was follows :
Mm. Carolus Downing, returns to her
conscious of a fearful di»api»ointment For
home this week in Lexington, Mass.
ponies M 2 or undeT, oae fourth mtle fist
with life, and she watched this unac- For
The United church workers will bold a
ponies .4 2 or under, one half tulle flat
countable hero and heroine with bit- For ponies .44 or under, one ha f mile flat
sale in the library building Wednesday,
ter, resentful eyes.
| For horses one mils flat
Aug. 16. As the proceeds are to go for
Meantime the school year drew to- ! For horses one and one-half miles flat
church repairs, a liberal patronage is hoped
For horses one and one-hall miles over hurdles
ward its close, and Cnrtrlght, with a
for.
dancing heart, saw his dream of two Open race—Horses and ponies—one half mile flat
Mr. and Mm. Arnold, of f Brookline,
years at Heidelberg about to materialMass., arrived here Friday of last week.
ize into a real exi»erienee.
What has] come to be regarded as the
will stop with Mm. Atherton a* few
"Think of it.” he said to Miss Comyng great musical event of the season at Bar They
weeks, as their cottage is not “y*tready
as they rowed upon the little lake in
Harbor will occur at the Casino on Tuesfor occupancy.
—*
the park one dusky spring evening, day evening, Aug. 8, when the annual sumAmong the new arrivals] inf.town* the
“after June 15 I'm free. Then, ho, for mer concert of the Jlar Harbor choral
the vaterland! No more refractory boys, society will be given The society will be past week were Will .8orr»e*7r| Everett
half fledged girls, no assisted by three soloists of recognized Richardson*and Harry Homes. They""will
no more pert,
find employment with Campbell ]A JMamore tinkling of bells, no more wastability, and the twenty members of the
ing of life and energy on a life I'm ut- Boston symphony orchestra who are play- tomber at’Hall Quarry.
Aug. 1._A.
terly unfit for—no more chalk, no more ing here this summer.
Latin”—
The concert will consist of two parts.
NORTH LAMOINE.
He paused abruptly, as if some un- In the first part Haydn’s “Creation’’ will
Mm. Joseph Hickey and son {Preston
expected thought had arrested him, be sung, and the second w ill consist of
and, trailing his oars, he looked curb j solos, miscellaneous numbers and songs. langley visited relatives here last week.
ous’v at her.
Dm. H. A. and Clarence Holt, of Dover,
She. too. appeared ab- j The soloists w ill be Madam Bertha HarAttracted, but she aroused herself ami mon-Force, soprano Theodore Van Yorx, spent Sunday at their old home, the
smiled, -Well?"
“Elms”, together with Ospt. A. B. Holt
tenor, and Frank Croxton, basa.
‘Tve had an awful thought.” he re
The chorus will consist of about seventy j and wife, from South Gouldsboro.
sutned soberly. “It never occurred to voices, bince its organization in 1901, the 1
The barn of Wilson Eaton was destroyed
me until this moment, but don’t yon
choral society.lhaa given; five concerts by fire Wednesday, July 26.
The fire was
see— there’ll
be no more you, either. which have all Ibeen
very successful. At ! caused by children playing with matches.
And I've got so-so accustomed to you. the concert last summer Madam Blauvelt ! There was a
quantity of hay in the barn,
you know!**
was the soloist,;? and Walter
Daroroec b also shingles for reshingling the house and
His face showed a puzzled amaze assisted in conducting.
barn. The insurance expired in April.
mcnt that this should l>e so, and th*»
Under the able and enthusiastic direcThe death of Mm. Caroline Eaton, an
girl opposite, seeing it. smiled Involun- tion of Maurice C.^Rumsey, the society
and respected citizen, occurred at
aged
tarily. She. too, was a trifle bewildered has been hard at work getting ready for her home at
Partridge Cove on Tuesday,
at a certain quick constriction of the this concert which will
surpass all pre- July 25, after a protracted illness of seveheart that his !«Jk about going abroad vious
efforts.; One of the numbers which ral months. She bad been a very ambihad given her. They had been the very will be sung by the chorus will be a comtious woman, and retained her strength
best of friends and companions, but position
by Court land Palmer, of New and faculties to a remarkable degree unwas that any reason why she should
York, who is passing the summer here til she was stricken down by paralysis.
feel a quick, overwhelming sense of with his
family.
She is survived by an adopted son, Wildesolation at the mere mention of his
It is certain that a
and fashionable

|
[
!

|

n

K-Wu^Ves.

“Pe-ru-na Is the Medicine for
the Poor Man.*’-0*®- A.iiughe*.

He held out a hand—two hands. In
pakt n.
fact—to help Miss Comyng ashore, and j 1 The Lord Is My Shrptmnl.. Court land Palmer
Chorus
as she put hers
info them be mur i
2 Aria from “Tannhauser".Wagner
mured, “My dear, my dear—It's the
Mine Bertha Harmon-Force
scarlet thread after all!”
3 Song of the Viking*.
Katon Fanlng

MAN SET.
The hotels

in

Brel

Suicnr.

4

Pride of Profession.

W>1 II Hart on

an

a

Wit.

Although It cannot be said that the
Duke of Wellington shone to an.v great
humorist, he was quite capable of administering a crushing retort
extent

as

a

when occasion demanded, as the following story, called from a biography
of the Iron Ilnke, shows: T.-ouis Philippe once introduced the duke to one of
the French marshals whom he had defeated In the peninsula. With unpardonatde disc mrtesy the marshal turned his hue'.c on his old foe during the
presentation. The king apologized with
what grace be could.
“Forgive him. s!r<- laughed the Iron
Duke. “Why, it was I who tanght him
to do that In the peninsular*

tilled with

summer

early summer
prevalent.
That tired, worn-out feeling

the

most

in nine
of ten is due to a catarrhal
condition of the mucous membranes.
eases

Capt. James Parker
an

Aria,

addition to his

has

just completed

fish wharf.

Mr. Goo. A. Hughe*, W6 M*s*. Ave, Indianapolis, Ind., writes;
"Pcrung has done me more good than anything I have ever taken. 7/
I »»s ]
am forty-five years old now, and feel as good as I did at twenty.
very thin and run down, but Percna acted Just right In my case. I am a j.
a
need
tonic.
Is
Pcruna
the medicine tor a
carpenter and sometimes
poor man. "--Geo. A. Hughes.

11
|
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fast. where she has been

nursing for three

David Heal and wife arrived Thursday
visit to Mrs. Heat's mother, Mrs. A.

on a

King.

Lunt and 8. 8. Dolliver arrived
home Sunday from Ham island ledge,
where they have been employed by the
E. A.

lighthouse department.
The friends, relatives and schoolmates

Eugene Torrey and Pearl Kaier were
glad to welcome them and their families
of

this their native home after
of eleven years.
at

July

A Congressman Uses Peru

na

In Ills

There

an

absence
Mad.

31.

NORTH BLUEH1LL.
John 8. Clark, of Dorchester, Mass., is
visiting Mrs. T. Greene.

are

noromodle* for catarrh

jest

as good as Peruna. Accept no substiFamily.
Hon. Thos. J. Henderson, Member of tutes.
A reward of $10,000 has been deposited
Congress from Illinois, and l.leuterant
In the Union Army for eight years, in the Market Kxchange Hank, Columwrites from the Lemon building, Wash- bus, Oh*o, as a guarantee that the above
testimonials are genuine: that we hold
ington, D. C., as follows:
authentic letters certi•
•Pcruns has been used In my family in our possession
with the very best results and I take fying to the same. During many year*'
pleasure In recommending your valua- advertising we have never used, in part
ble remedy to toy friends as a tonic or in whole, a single spurions testiand an effective cure for catarrh."— monial.
Thos. J. Henderson.
Address Pr. Hartman, President of

Peruna cleanses the mucous mem- The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
branes and cares the catarrh wherever Ohio. All correspondence hold strictly
confidential.
located.
BCCKSPORT.

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

County? .Yfw*

m<

Mooney is building a cottage at
Toddy pond.
Harry Abbott and family, of Boston, are
at their cottage at Any Point for the sumspending
Fred M.

olA<r pa (ft a

BLUEHILL.

mer.

bis vacation at home.

M. Herrick is having an extension
built on to the ell of his house.
Butler and w ife, with their daughAlice, spent Sunday in Castine.
The annual sale of the ladies’ Congregational circle will be held August 10.
Fred

months.

V.

out

O. I). Partridge has resigned as manager
the Bucksport and Hast Or land tele-

A.

Mrs. A. J. Moore has returned from Bel-

Although the great Napoleon was not
Mr Theodore Van Yorx
the sort of man whom it was ordinarily 5 Night Song...Rhelnberger
Chorus
safe to laugh at. he was ridiculed and
caricatured on account of his faith that 6 Spring Gmtlng (Blue l»«r ube walUe*)
Strauss Llchner
sugar could be made profitable from
Chorus and orchestra
beets.
In 1811 the emperor promised
the French people that they should
It iwmi certain that Bar Harbor ia to
have sugar from l*eets if he excluded
from France the commerce of England. have a viait| from ’the warships early in
Including the sugars of the British August, notwithstanding rumor, which
West Indies. This promise led to the have been in circulation lately to the effect
publication of a caricature in which that the ahipa would not visit this port
the emperor nnd his little son. the king this season, except oa the way to the coalof Rome, were represented. The em- ing station at Lamoine.
The proprietors! of one of the summer
peror was shown sitting in his boy’s
nursery, squeezing a beet root into a hotels here received applications from offiThe baby prince sat cers of the fleet asking that rooms be recup of coffee.
served for them for ten days between Aunear him hard at work sucking a beet
root, while the nurse, standing close gust 1 and 15. This seems pretty good
by, was represented as exclaiming. evidence that (the shipa will come and re**Suck it dear, suck it; your papa says main at anchor in the harbor for several
it Is sugar!” This biting sarcasm did days.
This is good news for the town, for the
not prevent Napoleon from sending
several million francs at a time when presence of the ships adds greatly to the
his empire was under a tremendous gaiety of the season, and the officers and
strain of expenditures In bounties for men leave! a large sum of money in the
hands of the merchants and others.
sugar made from beets.

Old Barney Maguigau was as well
known on his “sweep stretch” as the
As his work
bluecoats on the beat.
became somewhat burdensome with
the increase of years the residents of
the neighborhood urged the employment of an assistant
Barney did not look upon the suggestion with favor—It savored too strongly
of the time when he should be “laid on
the shelf”—but he consented to the
trial of a new hand at last, and a stout
youth was engaged whose broom made
quick work of the leaves and litter.
“Yes, sir,” Barney admitted reluctantly a few mornings later when asked by an old friend if he did not find
his assistant a good worker—“yes, sir,
there’s no denying he’s got the muscle
to swing a broom in the open; but, man
alive, when it comes to the fancy
touches round a lamp post or a sewer
mouth, why, he’s no good at all!”

well

seasons

Norman Merrill, of Boston, is

visitors.

Chorus and orchestra
Xapoleon and

are

different phase*
of the year. In
systemic catarrh is

assume*

different
CATARRH

j

large
Bon, who cared for her during her illness,
going away?
audience will fill the Casino on the even- also
two brothers, Fred and William AusCartright rowed on absently, mechan- ing of the concert. The list of patronesses
tin, who reside here, two sisters. Mm. Ada
ically. Then, as the dusk melted soft- includes thejmost prominent members of
Coicord, of Boston, and Mm. L. A. Austin,
ly into darkness, he made for the shore the summer colony. All the boxes have of East Lamoine. Funeral services were
The girl opposite him was a mere been
and
several
taken,;
applications for held at the home Wednesday afternoon,
blurred shadow. The boat poked Its boxes cannot be filled, while the advance
Rev. Thomas McDonald officiating.
nose into the shore, and he jumped out.
sale of seats is good. The programme:
Edward Gilpatrick, of New Haven, is
The action seemed to shake off the bePAKT I.
several weeks with his mother,
numbing amazement that had fallen ! “The Creation”—an oratorio by Joteph Harden spending
Mrs. Louis Gilpatrick.
upon him, and In its place came a
Parts 1 and 2
Y.
Aug. 1.
great, glad certainty.
Soloists, Chorus anil Orchestra

\

ter

8upt.
ite

Co.,

E. F.

of

phone

Mias Guida C. Homer, with her teacher
music, Miss Lillian B. Ames, gave a
piano recital last Thursday evening.

Hinckley, of the Chase GranBtonington Sunday.

in

returned from

Manuel Mello has removed his stock of
goods td the corner store in the Dunn
block.

Mrs. Hannah Power left Thursday for

Boston, where
daughter, Mrs.

she

will

reside with her

Mitchell, who has
been here since the death of her father,
John Power.

Alice Holt arrived July 30 to spend
the month of August with her mother,
Mrs. C. E. Holt.
Miss

Miss Abbie Wood of Brooklyn, N.

line.

The game between the Bloomer Girls
and the crack Bucksport nine was a farce,
the home team winning as it pleased

Carrie

The dredge which has been deepening
waters at the Maine Central wharf
here, lias gone to the Bagaduce river at
Bouth Penobscot, wh^re the government is

Y.,

the

who spends her summers in Bucksport, is
visiting relatives here.
Miss Edith Chase, who has been visiting doing some work.
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Lord,
Joseph Curtis, of Bangor, w ho recently
in Waltham, Mass., arrived home July 29.
purchased the Ivory Grant homestead,
The

Bluehill base-ball team

Brooklin

last

Saturday

to

went

play the

to

will

move

here and occupy

it.

Mr. Curtis

Bucksport boy, a son of NewCurtis, of Bucksport Center, now de-

local

w as a

former

Roy Chandler, of Buenos Ayres, 8. A., team there. Tne Brooklin* won; score, ton
ceased.
accompanied by his cousin, Miss Carrie 11 to 10.
Chandler, of Corinth, has been visitFrank White, of New York, of the White
ing his aunt, Mrs. E. A. Hinckley.
Granite Co., has been in tow n a few days
received last week of the
death of Brow n Ingalls at the home of his
News

was

FRANKLIN.
of William H. Card was the
scene of a pretty wedding on the evening
on Monday, July 31, when his daughter,
Miss Laura F. Card, became the bride of
Charles R. Clark. The bridal party, led
by Howard Card, entered the parlor,
w'here the happy couple were made man
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsand wife.

While here he wra* the gue*t
of 8upt. P. 8. Parker.
Mr. and Mr*. Cutter, of
Cambridge,
Mass., accompanied ty Mr. Cutter’s
brother and Miss 8wazy, their niece,are
at the Pendleton house.

on

business.

The home

daughter, Mrs. Humphrey Saunders, at
Stewardson, 111., at the advanced age of
Harvey Leighton was before Judge ninety-four years. He leaves beside Mrs.
Clark, of the municipal court, last Fri- Saunders, one daughter—Mrs. El bridge
day on the;charge of ill-treating his horse, Marks, of Orland, and one son—Albert,
This community is awaiting with pleasthe complaint being (made by Miss Juli- who lives in the West.
urable anticipation the concert of the
ette Nickerson, agent for the
for
July 31._D.
society
the officiating clergyman*
Kneisel quartette which is scheduled for worth, was
the prevention of cruelty to animals.
Friday evening of this week. It is sure to Miss Edith Bragdon was bridesmaid.
Fisherman’s Luck.
Several witnesses testified to
the
seeing
refreshments were
prove the greatest musical event of the -After congratulations,
respondent while driving up Duek Brook Preparing his pen with the greatest of care,
aejrved.
season.
While
others
were snatching a wink,
hill w ith an ice-wagon, strike the horse
A poet sat down in the gray of the dawn,
^
with the ice-tongs and kick it.
Lizzie, wife of Frank Gray, died quite
To Ash in a bottle of Ink.
aRjbfitisnnnUB.
The respondent, who was
suddenly Sunday morning. 8he had been
represented
by Charles B. Pineo, denied injuring the He thought of the sportsmen who fished there a great sufferer from rheumatism for many
before.
leaves
years. Resides her husband, she
horse, but after bearing the evidence
Immortal forever to be;
one son, Pearl T., who is in business «n
Judge Clark imposed a fine of $5 and He knew of the beauties which swam in Its
murk,
coats.

An

appeal

w-as

taken.

And

The first annual dance of Eyrie No. 810,
Order of Eagles, was given at the Casino

Friday evening, and dancing was participated in by about seventy-five couples.
Dr. George A. Phillips, in a graceful
speech, explained the origin and purposes
of the order.

The second Sunday evening concert at
the Casino was attended by a rather small

audience, owing

unpleasant weather,

to

but those who ventured out

were

paid by the splendid programme
by the Boston symphony players.
“Whatever

become of

well

re-

rendered

rigged up his tackle with glee.

A

silvery sonnet fiaehed up from the deep
And vanished away from bis sight,
A ballad and rondeau each nibbled and went.
But still he had never a bite.
His rod nearly broke with a heavy blank verse,
But failure again was his fate.
The size of the fellows who all got away
I hesitate here to relate.
The sun, marching up from the east to the west.
Looked down on the angler distraught.
Then sank to lie rest while the poet quit work—
Aud this Is the minnow he caught.
—New York Sun.

Ninety-five

Dolly Jones?”

are

mined in
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gold
year.

and

BOO of silver

“HeaLrt Burn”

Portland.

of

getting #1,000

week on the
did she kill?”
a

But It Is

life in South America with his
parents, and recently has been attending
school in New York.

a

most of his

where she will stop a few days
going to Southwest Harbor to visit
her daughter, Mrs. George Harman.
The entertainment given in the Baptist
chapel Monday evening, July 24, by the
Y. P. 8. C. E., was a very enjoyable ocbefore

a

success

in every way.

Should

January 6, 1904-

My husband was troubled with heari
burn and could find no relief until *
friend advised him to take your L
F.” Atwood’s Bittys.
Since taking it ne is entirely cured

urday,

casion and

Dyspepsil

Warning That
Be Heeded

Dear Sirs:—

Mrs. J. T. Crippen, of Allston, Mass.,
who has been visiting her brothers, F. P.
and W. G. Greene, went to EUswortfti Sat-

Gratefully

yours,

MRS. MELISSA MERCHANT.
Hall Quarry, Mt. Desert, Me.
Don’t neglect your digestion until I1
is too late.
™
You can depend upon “L. Fwood's Bitters.
An old establishes
family remedy o! merit.

The

following programme was given: Music,
“Goodness! Whom
A common mistake of local advertiser« orchestra; song, Madge Hinckley; banjo
and violin duet, Brooks Wescott and
is to estimate the value of advertising
Herman Carter; graphophone selections;
A large portion of the
following birttu space of one newspaper by the amouul
marriages and deaths are printed for the asked by some other publication. It is a reading, Mrs. Lula Green; music, orchesfirst time in Thr Americas. They will mistake of judgment for a business man tra. Then followed the auction of old
maids as partners for the box supper,
appear next week, or the week after, in to estimate the value of space in a repuour contemporaries.
The American is table newspaper with a good circulation which afforded considerable amusement.
There was also a
the only paper printed in the
To Mrs.
county by that of some other publication which C. E. Barrett, rummage ofsale.
the society,
which systematically collects the vital will
accept business at any price and 6e and her many president
the success of the
helpers,
statistics of the county; the others
sys- pleased to get if.—Leavenworth (Kansas) evening is due.
tematically seal them.
Times.
Aug. 1.
M.
“She is

An Early Form of

be given in town
Aug. 3, by Roy Chandler, a nephew
Mrs. Lem P. Hinckley. He has spent

An entertainment is to
hall

..

stage."

IjAD IBS

LaFranco’s-Compound °,9~.ft/
Regulator.

—Or.
Safe,
I

Quick,

Reliable

Superior to other remedlM i«W«*
Cure guaranteed. Price
iriwtgor by mall. T<f*tinaouu»l
Dr. UFrauto,

./drug
MCeaMtft drjT

